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This guidebook was designed to assist mayors, local
officials, community activists, community-based organizations, and
other aging and housing advocates in developing a framework to
measure elderly housing needs and to develop a systematic strategy
for assisting the elderly in their city with choices in suitable and
affordable living arrangements. Chapter -, An Overview of Elderly
Housing, provides an overview of the demographics of the aging
population and their hcusing needs by examining differences between
owners and renters, tne issue of housing affordability, and the
impact of changing health on housing. Chapter 2, Planning for Elderly
Housing, discusses general housing characteristics, current and
future, as well as elderly housing needs as part of the planning
process. Chapter 3, Getting Started: Tools and Techniques, describes
census and other data and reference materials, and techniques for
using ex.,ting data to identify characteristics of the city's elderly
population. Chapter 4, Technique- to Assess Elderly Housing Needs,
describes special housing considerations of the elderly and methods
for measuring degree of elderly housing needs in the community.
Methods for assessing the elderly's health and wealth, their living
expenses, the compatibility of neighborhoods, and the suitability of
the housing unit are described. Chapter 5, Expanding Choices in
Living Arrangements, describes some of the emerging alternative
living arrangements for older persons. Chapter 6, Developing a
Community Strategy for Elderly Housing, addresses strategies which a
community may take to respond to elderly housing needs. Sixteen
sections of the appendices include: major programs of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to assist the elderly; state
property tax programs for the elderly; and sample calculation for
estimating the housing tenure (owner/renter) of elderly occupied
units. (NB)
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The United States Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) continues to promote community planning in pro-
viding affordable housing for older Americans. We believe it is
increasingly important for the public and private sectors to
work together at the local level in utilizing existing community
resources We recognize the important work that the United
States Conference of Mayors has done by developing a truly
functional guidebook for Mayors and local officals to assist their
communities in assessing the housing needs of the elderly We
appreciate the opportunity to work with the Conference of
Mayors, the Administration on Aging, the Urban Institute and
local communities on this worthwhile cooperative effort

Samuel R. Pierce, Jr., Secretary
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

The Administration on Aging is delighted to have joined with
the Department of Housing and Urban Development. the
United States Conference of Mayors and The Urban Institae in
the preparation of this guidebook. Today and in the future.
housing for the elderly deserves our special attention. As a
nation, we need to make sure that our commitment to help
older people maintain their independence, self-sufficiency and
dignity is reflected in a wide range of housing i phons and
supportive services. Working together. older people, aging
agencies, government officials and all of us can make this
commitment a reality This guidebook tells how a local com-
munity can marshal all of its resourL..-5 to do lust that.

Carol Fraser Fisk, Commissioner
Administration on Aging

Our neighborhoods are made up of all types of people, and
the elderly are a significant group within our residential com-
munities. Their housing needs are special and to address
them properly, we must offer community-wide support and
build effective partnerships between all sectors of government
and between the public and private sectors Only a holistic 70-
proach to this issue will result in a housing strategy which
continues to promote the independent contribution of the
elderly to our communities

Ernest A. "Dutch" Morial, Former Mayer of New Orleans
and President, United States Conference of Mayors

With over 23 million members, the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) has become acutely aware of the
housing needs and concerns of older persons. Most indivi-
duals who contact us want to stay where they live and contact
AARP housing staff and volunteers about how to do it Those
who want to move are searching for housing opportunities that
provide safety, security, affordability, and in some cases, com-
panionship and services. Housing preferences of older consumers
are diverse. They are looking not only at what you can buy or
rent for the dollar, but also housing options that reflect their living
styles.

The senior housing industry is growing rapidly. With this
growth, we need to ensure that the full range of housing choices
are available to older people of all economic levels and functional
status. Understanding the housing needs of the older persons'
marketplace will be essential for effective planning and efivocacy.

Assessing Elderly Housing. A Planning Guide for Mayors,
Local Officrels, and Housing Adr:cates is an excellent resource
to begin this process We aie pleased to participate in the produc-
tion of this important and timely publication.

Cyril F. Brickfield, Executive Director of the
American Association a' Retired Persons
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Preface

A number of fundamental changes are occurring in this country
regarding policies. prograns, and resources to address housing
needs of older Americans. While local officials and housing
advocates may be aware of many of the basic housing problems
of their older citizens, and the public resources available to them,
they generally do not have an inventory of their elderly housing
assistance needs or a comprehensive community Plan for address-
ing these needs.

Purpose of this Guidebook

Tnis guidebook was designed to assist mayors, local officials,
community activists, community-based organizations, and other
aging and housing advocates in developing a framework to
measure elderly housing needs and to develop a systematic
strategy for assisting the elderly in their city with choices in
suitable and affordable living arrangements.

This guidebook should be of assistance to local governments
and communities in planning and providing for elderly housing
needs by:

identifying, measuring and documenting the elderly housing
needs in their jurisdiction;
identifying present housing opt Jns in their commun;ty, as well
as potential alternative living arrangements; and
developing a strategy for the community to respond to dderly
housing needs.

The guidebook is divided into the following sections:

Chapter I, An Overview of Elderly Housing provides an
overview of the demographics of the aging population and
their housing needs;

Chapter II, Planning for Elderly Housing discusses general
housing dictramactics, current and future, as well as elderly
housing needs as part of planning process;

Chapter III, Getting Started: Tools and Techniques
describes census and other data and reference materials,
and techniques for using existing data to identify charac-
teristics of the city's elderly population;

Chapter IV, Techniques to Assess Elderly Housing Needs
describes special housing considerations of the elderly and
methods for measuring degree of elderly housing needs in
the community;

Chapter V, Expanding Choices in Living Arrangements
describes some of the emerging alternative living arrange-
ments for older persons, and

Chapter VI, Developing a Community Strategy for Elderly
Housing addresses strategies which a community may take
to respond to elderly housing needs.

It is not necessary to read the guidebcok in the sequence of
these chapters, and for some, it may not be necessary to
read each chapter While, the reader should have an under-
standing of the various issues addressed in the guidebook to
be considered in the development of a local housing strategy
for the elderly, he/she may choose to skip or scan through
those sections-addressing issuesorproviding-information that

:they may already have or may need only a general awarenes',.

Who Should Use This Guidebook

Elderly housing needs involve a number of policy and adminis-
trative actions by a wide range of actors in both the public and
private sectors. It is honed that the use of this guidebook may be
one technique to help bring together those various local officials
and housing advocates with a common involvement in the issue
of elderly housing in a collaborative effort to address this issue.

In addition to Mayors and their immediate staff, other city

iii



government staff, such as the housing, planning, community
development, and aging offices, as well as broader policy, ad-
ministration and/or coordination offices might also find the
guidelines useful as a framework for local planning and
strategy development.

The guidebook may also be of assistance to other commun-
ity agencies involved with elderly housing as part of a com-
munity-wide task force examining elderly housing needs and
strategies to expand living options available in the community

How This Guidebook Was Developed

This guidebook was developed by the United States Con-
ference of Mayors through a joint contract with the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
and the Administration on Aging (AoA).

A draft guidebook was developed by The Urban Institute
based upon "state of the art" research on this topic and an
extensive exploration of secondary data sources.

Four demonstration sites (Bridgeport, New Orleans, Santa

Barbara and Wheeling) were selected to provide guidance and
assistance in the development of the guidebook. The Mayors
of each of these cities were asked to appoint at least two of-
ficials to participat3 in the project; one with expertise in plann-
ing and elderly housing, and one with expertise with aging
issues and support services.

Based on review and recommendations of the local officials
at the four sites, along with other members of the project's
advisory panel (see back page), the draft guidebook was re-
vised to its present format.

For further information regarding this publication and other
Conference of Mayors activities in this subject area, please
contact: Larry McNickle, Director for Aging Programs, United
States Conference of Mayors, 1620 Eye Street, NW, Washing-
ton, 0.C. 20006, 202-293-7330.

Robert M. Bute
Mayor of Highland Park, Illinois
Chairman, Subcommittee on Aging
United States Conference of Mayors
April, 1985
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I. Overview Of Elderly Housing

In planning to meet the housing needs of older citizens, it is crucial that the older person be viewed as an integral part of the
community. This consideration is particularly important when responding to their special housing needs. Approaches must be
developed which do not isolate the elderly, but rather help to keep them a vital part of "Main Street" where people and essen-
tial services are located.

The ability to live independently in one's own home is a
basic desire shared by most Americans. Yet, for many older
citizens, the ability to remain in their home and community is
becoming increasingly difficult A number of factors primarily
related to economics and health impact this ability.

As a person ages, housing needs change; homes that were
appropriate when raising a family may no longer be ap-
propriate when faced with declining physical capabilities and
resources.

Economically, older persons living on low and/or fixed in-
comes often can no longer afford upkeep and utilities for a
large house. Twenty percent of homeowners aged 65 and
over spend at least 40 percent of their income on housing
costs and 13 percent spend more than half.1

Many Mayors and local officials are seeking effective solu-
tions to the housing needs of their increasing numbers of
older residents. Not only does inadequate housing produce a
hardship for the older person, their families and friends, but
deteriorating housing and increasing public costs, also
adversely impact their neighborhood and community as well

While many communities have begun to address the
challenge of meeting housing needs of older persons, these
approaches are often undertaken in a piecemeal and ad hoc
fashion, not as part of a comprehensive plan to systematically
address the multifaceted housing needs of older persons.

For policy makers, planners, administrators and advocates
for the elderly, there is a need to reexamine the root causes
of elderly housing needs and to develop a comprehensive
community strategy to expand the options in living arrange-
ments available for older citizens.

There are a number of factors that should be considered as
part of an assessment of elderly housing needs Included
among these are:

Anna V. Brown, Director
Department on Aging, City of Cleveland

the demographic trends of aging, including an awareness
that older persons are no more homogenous a group than
the general population as a mole;

economic considerations which may place suitable housing
outside of the income level of an older person;

the differences between housing needs of owners and
renters;

changes in health and functioaal impairment impacting an
older persons ability to carry out daily activities, and,

various levels of support necessary to keep older persons
in their home and avoid unnecessary institutionalization

Table 1 1 Actual and F, ,jt.L'ed Increase in Population
85 Years and Older 1900-2050

75

7S

4.4=a L.:111 1:10-
S

1900 Iv& ,970 19)0 944, ,9S0 "AO WO ,NO $990 ?000 20 0 1010 70)0 2044. 1050

Source U S Bureau of the Census Decennial Census, 1900.1980, Projec-
tions of the Population of the United States 1982 to 2050. Current Popu-
lation Report. P.25, No 922. October, 1982 Middle Series Projections
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Older Population: Facts and Figures

The Year 1984 marked a demographic turning point foi this
county, for the first time in its history, there were more
Americans 65 years of age and older than there were
teenagers.

In the United States, each day 5,000 persons reach their
65th birthday resulting in a ne' gain every year of more than
500,000 senior citizens.2

In the last two decades, the over 65 population increased
twice as fast as the rest of the population. While over one-
fifth of Americans was 55 years of age or old -Jr in 1982 (43.9
million people), this group is expected to grow at a rate of
113 percent between 1982 and 2050.3

One out of every seven elderly persons (3.9 million) lived in
poverty in 1981. For many, the first time in tneir lives they face
poverty is as they age and move into retirement. Poverty rates
are highest among the aged, women, minorities, those who live
alone, and among those who are not married, do not work, and
depend exclusively on Social Security benefits.'

Of primary importance to city policy makers, planners, housing
advocates, community organizations, and aging organizations is
the added fact that the older population itself, is aging. The frail
elderly, those 85 years of age and older, represent the fastest
growing segment of the population. Between 1980 and 2030. the
total population is expected to increase by 40%, those over 65
years of age will more than double, and those over 85 will in-
crease close to three times that of the current percentage. The
impact of this growth on elderly housing planning is evident, 60%
of those persons over 75 years of age have some type of chronic
health condition that limits their ability to carry on daily activities.

Older Population by State

Percent of State Population Aged 65 and Over
1980

LEGEND PERINI ONIX.A 90 901099 100101w9

1200129 Vig 130 IC niEl 1701017v

Rote 1960Ce'64.6 era

A Brief Profile of Older Americans

Since 1900, the percent of Americans 65 and over has
almost tripled and the number has increased more than
eight times.

The 85 and over segment of the elderly have grown 165
percent from 1960 to 1982

The number of elderly women living alone has doubled in
the last 15 years.

91% of the elderly live in individually chosen homes, 4%
live in federal housing for the elderly, and in retirement
communities and 5% live in nursing homes or other
institutions.

67% of Americans aged 65 and older live with some family
member

In 1981, 17 3 million elderly houzholds lived below the
poverty level.

Older homeowners are concentrated at the lowest income
levels, comprising well over half of those homeowners with
an annual income of under $5.000

Source Adapted from the U S Senate Special Committee on Aging in
conjuntion with the American Association of Retired Persons, Aging
America Trends and Projections 1984, and U S. Bureau of the Census.
America in Transition. An Aging Society, September 1983,

Furthermore, the ratio of older women to older men is also
increasing dramaticallyin 1982 there were 42 men aged 85
and over for every 100 females.6 It is this group of the older
population that is most vulnerable to sudden changes in their
living situations (death cf spouse or friends, or changes in
health) that might require essential support services to remain
in out of their home and community.

Aged 65 and Older, Top Ten States: 1980
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Table 1.2 Cities with largest Numbers and Highest
Percentage of Persons 65 Years nt Age and Older

Elderly
Elderly

City Population 0/o City 0/0 Population

New York. NY 954.671 13 5 Sun City, AZ 74 1 29,973

Chicago. IL 342,578 11 4 Miami Beach. FL 516 49,882

Los Angeles. CA 314,486 10 6 Hallandale, FL 49.8 18,185

Philadelphia, PA 238.037 14.1 Hemet, CA 48 3 10,854

Detroit. MI 140.790 11 7 Tamarac City. FL 44 7 13.131

San Francisco, CA 104,253 15 4 Deerfield Beach, FL 41 3 16.186

Baltimore. MD 100.707 12 8 Boynton Beach. FL 36 1 12,860

St. Louis. MO 79 742 17 6 Dunedin. FL 35 9 10,842

Milwaukee.WI 79.526 12 5 Seal Beach, CA 35 1 9.117

Seattle. WA 76.052 15 4 Delray Beach. FL 29.9 10,263

Cleveland. OH 74.596 13 0 Pompano Beach, Ft 29 8 15.680

Washington, DC 74.046 11 C Largo, FL 29 4 17,339

Indianapolis, IN 72,184 10 3 North Miami Beach.FL 26 2 9.576

Boston. MA 71,500 12.5 Clearwater, FL 26.1 22.322

Pittsburgh. PA 67.830 16 0 Sarasota. FL 26 1 12,754

Memphis. TN 67,221 10 4 Sunrise. FL 25 9 10,277

New Orleans, LA 65,229 11 7 St Petersburg. FL 25 8 61,760

Denver. CO 62,037 12 6 Hollywood. FL 25.1 30.452

St. Petersburg, FL 61.670 25 8 Boca Raton, FL 23.7 11,732

Miami, FL 58.967 17 0 Atlantic City, NJ 23 5 9,446

Source U S Bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of Population and Housing. Si.,rinary Characteristics for Governmental Units and Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. PHC 80-3

In 1980, there were nearly 26 million persons aged 65
and older, better than 11 percent of the total population 7
However, this graying of America is not taking place uni-
formly throughout the country Although national statistics
may be helpful in obtaining an overall perspective of the
rapid growth of the elderly population, as we shall see
throughout this guidebook, demographics at the local level
may be very different.

For example, overall the elderly population represent
some 11 percent of the total population, in 1983, about
half (45%) of those persons 65 and over lived in seven
states California. New York, Florida, Illinois. Ohio. Penn-
sylvania and Texas.8

In addition. nearly two-third of the elderly live in urban
areas with half of these in central cities including
disproportionate numbers of minorities and low-income
elderly.9 And while nationally, about one in nine Americans
is over the age of 65. in many of the country's larger
cities, this ratio is closer to one in five or even higher

Even within the city, there is a wide variation in the
numbers and percentages of older residents among the
various neighborhoods Many cities, even those with a
lower than national average of older citizens, may have
sections within the city of high concentrations of elderly

Enclaves of Older Persons

Analysis of data on age for census tracts in large central
cities shows that there is gieat geographic variation in the
proportion of elderly within cities, reflecting substantial
residential clustering of '',a elderly in such cities. For exam-

-r

ple. the proportion 65 years and over in the census tracts
of the District of Columbia in 1980 varied from 0.3 percent
to 60 percent as compared with 11.6 percent for the entire
city. Seventeen out of the 178 census tracts (excluding two
with popullions under 100) in the District of Columbia had
in excess of 20 percent of their populations over 65 in
1970. A similar picture can be seen in other large cities In

Cleveland for example, 20 of 196 census tracts have
populations with 20 percent or more over 65.

The data does not suggest that the bulk of urban elderly
reside in elderly enclaves to the degree that urbanites of
the major racial groups and Hispanics cluster in racial/
ethnic enclaves. They suggest only that there is a notable
concentration of older people in some areas of large cities
and a notable deficit of older people in other parts.

The principal factors which account for the concentration
of older persons in specified census tracts include low in-
come, which prevents or inhibits desired outmigration,
voluntary decisions to stay in the same areas with friends,
and neighbors of the same social/ethnic background and
age group, and movement from the suburbs or other parts
of the city of older persons to those areas, after dissolution
of family or sale of home, for reasons of income, social
convenience, or compatibility with the population and
environment.

Measurement of the "natural" concentrations may be
confused by the "artificial" concentrations in congregate
housing, retirement villages and nursing homes, but even
after these artificial concentrations are removed from any
analysis, evidence of geriatric enclaves is expected to
remain.

Source U S Bureau of the Census, Demographic and Socioeco
nomic Aspects of Aging in the United States, Current Population
Reports, Series P23. No 138. August 1984. P.M.
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Tenure: Differences Between
Owners and Renters

While the questions of economics and the availability of
support services are key housing elements for both owners
and renters, the problems of each are somewhat different

OwnersAt a time when purchasing a house remains beyond
the reach of many, seven out of every ten elderly own their
own homes and 84 Percent of these are mortgage free.'° It is
estimated that better than $100 billion nationwide is tied up in
eolity in these homes. While a number of communities are
ci rrently examining programs in home equity conversion to
cover these funds into usable capital for the elderly, many
older homeowners are reluctant to take advantage of these
programs. As a result, many elderly remain "house-rich" and
"cash poor" situation.

Better ti,an 40 percent of the homes owned by older per-
sons were built prior to 1939.11 These homes generally
bought to raise families, may now be too large and energy in-
efficient.

Table 1.3: Year Housing Structuie Built
Householders 65 Years and Older

soin ICJ awn

TAUT 145 Ii$0 tiTO
TO TO TO TO

ON WAG, 1944 tq1 15411
tATIR 1171

193I

011

1041(11

Come U S Senate Special Committee on Aging in conpinction with the American
Association of Retired PersJcs. Aging America Trends and Proychons 1984. p 91.
and U S Bureau of the Census, America in Transition An Aging Society. September
1983 U S Bureau of the Census Annual Housing Survey 1980 unpublished

Studies show that older homeowners generally live in hous-
ing that is too large for their current needs and that meeting
rising maintenance costs, cleaning expenses, property taxes,
insurance water and utilities can prove virtually impossible for
many. Older homeowners are concentrated at the lowest in-
come levels, comprising well over half of those homeowners
with an annual income of under $5,000 12
RentersThe housing problems of the one-third of those 65
and over who are renters are somewhat different. While cost is
clearly a fa it (the elderly pay a larger proportion of their in-
come for rent than other Americans) the availability of rental
units at a reasonable price is of prime concern. This is par-
ticularly true in high rent areas of cities and for the "marginally
poor" who do not qualify for federal housing assistance

Elderly renters may find difficulties in remaining in iheir
homes as neighborhoods are "revitalized" or "gentrified".
With a large number of rental apartments being converted to
condominiums or cooperatives, older residents often face the
dual prospect of leaving their homes of many years and trying
to find new shelter at affordable rates. Such displacement can
leave the elderly without decent and affordable housing alter-
natives as the waiting periods for apartments in low-income
housing projects are, in some cities, years long.

However, condominium conversions for other elderly may
not always be a problem and the movement back into the city
has been helpful in restoring neighborhoods and enhancing
the property value for those elderly fortunate enough to 17;
main in their homes after conversion. In these revitalized
neighborhoods, opportunities emerge for new life-styles, in-
creased services and intergenerational activities.

Income and the Issue of
Housing Affordability

Nearly one-half of all homeowners living at or below the
poverty level are 65 years of age and older They are concen-
trated at the lowest income levels comprising well over half of
those homeowners with an annual income of under $5,000.13
Income tends to be reduced with age, loss of spouse, and
loss of income from work.14 Older wido-5 and blacks tend to
be considerably poorer than the older popLlati;;i1 as a whole.

Many elderly are considered "house-rich" and "cash poor"
due to their life-savings being tied up in the house in which
they live; yet having limited budget for basic necessities, as
well as maintenance and upkeep on their home and in many
cases, the ability to obtain needed support services.

Expenditures on housing constitute the largest component of
the total budget for both the under 65 and over 65 popula-
tion. However, the proportion of the budget spent on housing
by the elderly (34 percent) is substantially higher than for
younger age groups.15 This is not because of large mortgage
payments since most elderly persons own their own homes
Rather, it is because the homes of the elderly ale generally
old and often in need of major repairs. Those most dependent
on Social Security income have the highest housing expense
burdens and the highest rates of inadequate maintenance and
facilities.16

Elderly persons who live alone receive much less income
than those who live as part of a family unit or as members of
multi-family households However, much of the difference may
be attributed to the fact that on the average, persons living
alone also tend to be older.

Table 1 4 Income and Expenditui es of Huusehold Budget Persons 65
Years and Older

INCOME

SOCtAL SECURITY

EARNINGS 25.,

ASSETS 23

PF0S,0115

OTHER 2",

::to

EXPENDITURE

riO0S7,C,

WOO 2, 4,
I i

TRA%5RORTAT.0% '4

HEA,TH CARE '04',

RECREATION 71,,

CL0110.6 Su,

PERSONA: CARF -2 4,c

OTHER- 5

Source Adapted from U S Bureau of Census, Current Population Survey March, 1982
and U S Department 0 Labor, Bureau 0 Labor Statistics as reported in Demographic
and Socioeconomic Aspects of Aging in the United States Bureau of Census Special
Report Series p 23, No 138. p 124
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Health: Impact of Changing
Health on Housing

While the overwhelming numbers of elderly are in excellent
health, instances of chronic illness tend to increase sharply
with age. As mentioned previously, those elderly over 75 and
particularly over d5 years of age face the greatest risk of
change in their housing situations due to health factors

Functional ImpairmentChronic health problems of older
persons can often limit their ability to handle the simple tasks
of taking care of themselves and their homes. The range of
services an older person may require due to functional im-
pairments vary greatly. For some, there may be a need for
assistance with personal care functions such ao bathing and
dressing, for others it may be help with caring for the house.
Better than half of those people between the ages of 75 and
85 have a chronic condition that limits or restricts their ability
to carry on any major activity.17

Select Characteristics of Functionally
Impaired Population

Overall, about 4 9 million adults living in the cummuoity
need the help of another person in carrying oi.t everyday
activities.

The need for help of another person increases sharply with
age, fewer than 1 in 10 who are 65-74 years of age
needed help, compared with 4 in 10 who are 85 years of
age or over.

An estimated 3.4 million adults need or receive help from
another person or by using special equipment in at least
one of the following basic physical activities walking. going
outside, bathing, dressing, using the toilet, getting in or out
of a bed or chair, or eating

An estimated 4.1 million adults need or receive the help of
another person in at least one of the following selected
home management activities shopping, household chores.
preparing meals, or handling money.

Source Feller, Barbara A , M A . Americans Needing Help to
Function at Home" National Center for Health Statistics. Advance
Data, Number 92, September 14. 1983

Support Services Ne isThere is a growing recognition
that housing for the elderly means more than the physical
structure alone. Adequate housing must also take into account
health and social support needs as well as ready access to
goods and services. Increasingly, housing is being seen not in
the limited view of simply a shelter, but as a vital, complex
factor in an individuals physical well-being. Generally, as a
person ages, the need for such support services increases
while the ability to gain access decreases.

As persons age and their health conditions change, often their
primary source of support friends and spouses may die or

no longer be in a position to provide needed assistance. Such
changes in support services needs may require accompanying
changes in their living arrangements. For city planners and others
involved with developing elderly housing, it may be difficult, due
to limited data to measure the level of need required to keep
various frail and/or vulnerable individuals in their homes and

avoid dependent living situations.

Table 1.5: Need for Assistance-85 Year and Older Population

2 5

A11

5, ,4

65,5

.2,

1979 1980

r--
1--11

Source National Center for Health Statistics. Advance Data No 92 DDH Pub
No (PHS) 83-1250 September 1983

NeighiJorhoodsIt is estimated that about eighty percent
(80%) of support services are provided informally by family,
friends, churches and social groups.18 It is in the neighbor-
hood and community that most of these support services are
found. In order for the elderly to remain independent (or semi-
independent), it is crucial that they have access to such ser-
vices as transportation, medical services, groceries, etc.

Studies have shown that even when a neighborhood de-
teriorates and becomes "run down", most older persons
would prefer to "age in place." Their neighborhood repre-
sents an integral part of their re, a place where they have
raised families and grown old.

A 1981 survey by the Urban Institute and the Conservation
Foundation of more than 400 older renters and owners in ur-
ban neighborhoodsneighborhoods generally perceived as
blighted or transientfound that the average American elderly
resident had been "in place" about eighteen years.19 Other
studies show that more than 50 percent of all elderly
households moved to their present dwelling more than 25
years ago.28

The conventional view has been that such immobile elderly
are trapped in these neighborhoods without the ability to
leave. While in some instances, this may be true, in the 1981
Urban Institute survey, the older respondents, both
homeowners and renters, overwhelmingly said they preferred
to stay.

Changing City Role in
Addressing Elderly Housing

In many cities, positive action has already begun to assist
older residents in remaining in their homes and communities
According to a 1982 U.S. Conference of Mayors survey of
cities with populations over 30,000, many localities have
already initiated programs designed to provide housing alter-
natives to the elderly.

Such programs include shared or group housing, accessory
apartments or "granny flats" restrictive condominium cover-
sion laws and relocation assistance, property tax reductions,
weatherization and home repair, as well as the use of reverse
annuity mortgages to free-up the equity the elderly have in-
vested in their homes.
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A number of these alternative housing programs require
changes in ordinances and zoning by the city in order to be
implemented. Many cities have begun to more actively use or
"rediscover" these types of governing powers (zoning, or-

dinances, taxes, administrative actions, public-private col-
laboration, etc.) as an effective policy option to address hous-
ing needs of older residents.

Examples of Policy Options in Meeting
Elderly Housing Needs

Making Housing More Affordable Expanding the Supply of Affordable Housing

State and local tax relief (e g., tax freezes, deferrals,
exemption)

Inclusionary zoning
Use of public lands and buildings (e g , schools) for housing

Reverse annuity mortgages Taxexempt revenue bonds

Rent control and rent mediation boards Targeted corporate invostments

Lifeline utility rates Pension fund investments

Loans for tax payments or weatherization improvements
Developing More Supportive Alternatives

Facilitating Home Maintenance
Sensitive code enforcement

Tax abatements and building permit fee waivers
Maintenance sharing
Volunteer and community group maintenance
Corporate caring for senior housing

.7-

Homeshanng
Group living arrangements
Accessory apartments
Adult foster care
Use of volunteer guardians.

Protecting Against Market Pressures and Discrimination
Downzoning

Antispeculation on tax
Condominium conversion controls
Anti-discrimination ordinances
Eviction controls

Source SRI International, U S Conference of Mayors and National
Association of Counties. Rediscovering Governance. Using Policy Op-
tions to Address the Needs of Older Americans. 1983. p 55

In addition to local governments, csAmunity organizations
such as neighborhood groups, churches, local foundations, and
other community institutions are beginning to respond imagina-
tively and energetically to the dual needs of improving city
neighborhoods and the special needs of older people.

Although innovative ideas and new developments are taking
place in select localities throughout the country, often ulis is
occurring with little systematic planning, assessment and
analysis involved.

In part, this piecemeal and ad hoc approach is due to the

multifaceted aspect of housing issues and the number of ac-
tors or sectors involved within a given community, both gov-
ernmental and non-governmental.

This guidebook will examine elderly housing needs, ways to
coordinate the planning and assessment process, identification
and use of available data sources, identification of housing
alternatives and strategies which a community may wish to
undertake as part of a comprehensive community -wide effort
to address housing needs of older persons.

1
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ii. Planning For Elderly Housing

Housing is intimately related to every nuance of community life ... it is the pivot on which turns the location and character

of community facilities and services, all of therr expensive to install, expensive to maintain, and expensive to change. When

the character of the supply and demand for housing shift in land use, the community must adjust this complex of services,

and facilities to a different level of use ... 1
Leon A. Pastalan, Editor

Journal of Housing for the Elderly.

The issue of housing and living arrangements for older per-
sons is a complex and multifaceted issue involvirg many ac-
tors from both the public and private sectors. These guide-
lines will provide a framework for assessing neec s, leaning
alternative approaches, and developing coc.:muni1y strategies
to meet the housing needs of older residents. 1-1( wever, to be
realistic, planning for elderly housing must be a( ;le in the
context of:

the general housing market;

consideration for trends and futur? projections of popula-
tion changes;

understanding the priority needs of the elder y in the com-
munity and how these needs are currently b :mg addressed;

present and anticipated efforts by the varioi s levels of
goverriment to address elderly housing neec s;

current efforts by the public and private sei tors in tne
community to address housing needs of th; elderly; and

awareness of the regular planning process in the communi-
ty for housing, community and economic levelopment. as
well as aging and human services.

General Housing Market Charaderistics

Cities need to understand the status of tt eir housing
market. Even though the focus of these gLidelines is on a
specific submarket, i.e. the elderly, this submarket affects,
and is in turn affected by, the generai housing supply and de-
mand attributas of the city. All other things being equal, if the
demand for housing is intense, effective vacancy rates are low
and the market is generally co: idered "tight". In such a
situation, options that increase the supply of housing for the
elderly may make more sense than those that focus only on
making existing housing more responsive On the other hand,
in "loose ir...rkats," i e , with high vacancy rates. an em-
phasis on options that would more effectively utilize existing
housing units would be the most appropriate strategy

Population Projections and Future Housing Needs

In developing a needs assessment for the elderly, it is impor-
tant to consider not only the short-term future (over the next
kie years) but also the longer-term future As previously dis-
cussed, demographic trends indicate that the aging population,
particularly those aged 85 years and older, is the fastest grow-
ir g population segment in our country.

A realistic assessment of the rate of projected increase in the
community's elderly population, as well as a consideration for
thi local impact of demographic changes, is an important part
of a community elderly housing plan.

To simplify the presentation in these guidelines, we have fo-
cused primarily on assessing current population characteristics

The Trends and Forces That Will
Shape Communities in the 1980's

Growtt: and Diversity of Households
EnergyRising Costs and Supply Problems
Increasing Costs of Housing
Declining Urban Economies
Inflation and Growing Competition for Development
Financing
Increasing Risk and Uncertainty in the Development
Industry
Economics and Social Mobility
Personal Choices in Shelter and Location
Resistance to CI ange
Continuing Desire for Amenities and High Quality Pub
Services
Increasing Competition for Land
Protecting the Natural Environment
Institutional Limitations

Source U S Department of Housing and Urban Development The
Affordable Community Growth. Change and Chores in the 80s
1981. The Report of the Council of Development Choices for the
'80s. p 2
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and needs. However, if the guidelines are to be useful for
longer-rang,: planning, future population projections must also
be considered.

Therefore, cities that desire to monitor and project population
changes over time, can also utilize the guidelines by
substituting projected numbers of future elderly in those sec-
tions that refer to current elderly. Cities that do not have
population projection information available (or who are unable
to undertake J projection study{ can, at a minimum, use
"pre-elderly ages", i.e. the size of "future aging" population,
such as 50-54 and 55-55 ytir olds from the 1980 Census of
P2pulation.

Even without such a iitional information as migration and
estimates of death, trlse yotpiger populations could simply be
"aued" forward to provide an estimate of the size of the
future elderly population. This is a rough estimate and of
course, assumes no si.:,stantial change in the distribution or
nature of neeas over IIP19

Shelter and Other Priority
Needs of the Elderly

On the national level, housing and shelter needs rank among
the greatest priority needs of the elderly. The best way for
communities to respond to thcse basic needs may vary signif-
icantly based upon the elderly and the communities in which
they live. For some elderly, the "housing" issue is really d'
income issue. As discussed in chapter one, many low income
elderly (poor and marginally poor) are spending dispropor-
tionate amounts of their household budget on shelter needs.
The priority need for these elderly is that of affordability.

For other frail elderly hiving alone with functional impair-
ments, the "housing issue" may really be one of finding nec-
essary support services The issue then, is whether their pre-
sent housing and living arrangement provides an environment
for necessary support services (meals, homemaker, medical
care, shopping, etc.) either formal (community agencies) or
informal (family and friends).

Each community will need to assess the needs of their older
residents to determine the types of housing which currently
exists and the most appropriate responses to address these
shelter needs. As these housing needs of the elderly may vary
from city to city, they may also vary from neighborhood to
neighborhood even within a certain city.

In some cases, income may be the primary "housing" con-
cern for the elderly in one neighborhood. while crime the pn-
onty "housing" concern in another; the lack of adequate shop-
ping areas, medical facilities and/or transportation routes may
be priority "housing" concerns in yet another area of the city

Therefore, a city will need to assess the various types of
housing needs of the elderly, whether affordability (adequate in-
come to afford housing costs, including taxes, utilities, mainte-
nance and needed support services); suitability (structural defi-
ciencies, size or location in an area lacking needed support ser-
vices); and/or availability (preference for a particular housing
alternative, such as shared housing, which may not exist due
to zoning and/or waiting lists excessively long for desired hous-
ing °pros, such as a congregate housing unit.)

Actions Being Taken by Other
Levels of Government

Many c the policies. programs and resources available from
other levels of government m.'y directly or indirectly impact
local elderly housing plans as yell.

In addition to such actions as the proposed moratorium on
Kral funds for a particular housing program, such as the

Section 202 loan for building elderly housing units, other ac-
tions by the federal, state and local governments may be just
as vital.

For instance, fax poli:ies of the various levels of govern-
ments, 'eluding exemptions, freezes, arid incentives to
developer 2 Id ethers ,o undertake particular programs or
locations may also affect elderly housing needs. Decisions on
neighborhood redevelopment efforts, placement of senior
center,, adjotments in public transit routes, construction of
roads and highways, as well as enabling legislation for zonir
amendments, and r.,hanges in health care and social service
programs are other examples of governmental policies, pro-
grams or administrative actions which directly impact elderly
housing.

Each level of government can directiy and indirectly have an
impact on local housing plans for the elderly. Therefore, it is
crucial in developing a local housing plan that there be an
awareness of i,urrent policies and programs and trends for
future v:tom by tie various levels of government. Examples
of some gove,i.mental actions include:

Feder?! Over the past decades, the Federal Government,
e the U S Department of Housing and Urban develop-

ment (HUD), has taken lead responsibility in providing ade-
quate and affordable housing for low-income elderly and
handicapped persons However, with reductions in federal
spending, the numbers and types of units available through
federal housing programs is not increasing. Therefore, with
additional housing reductions currently being proposed at
the federal level, the need for a comprehensive community
plan to assess and develop alternatives and options for
meeting the housing needs of the elderly become even
more important.

At the Federal level, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) has been involved in a number
of efforts to address elderly housing needs, such as a joint
venture with state and local governments and the private
sector, which focuses on affordable housing through regu-
latory reform, including the use of accessory apartments.
In January 1985, HUD, the Administration of Aging (AoA)
and the Federal Council on Aging sponsored a national con-
ference on home equity conversion for the elderly to bring
national attention to this potential approach to address
various housing needs, and to identify issues and ex-
emplary state and local programs Currently, HUD and AoA
are participating in an interagency task force to address ar-
chitectural designs for elderly housing to make them more
affordable and suitable For a more detailed listing of cur-
rent HUD programs, see Appendix B Also Table 2 1 identi-
fies a number of programs at the federal level that involve
elderly housing



Table 2 I SUMMARY OF [WO ELDEQ.LY %-ti_lisit\'.. PROGRAM ACTIATiV,

Sections Program
Status of No. of
Program Projects Units Mortgages

Elderly
Units

Cum.
% Elderly Fig.

Units Thru

Unassisted Programs

231 Mortgage insurance of housing for
elderly

221(d)(3) Multifamily rental housing for low- and
221(d)(4) moderate-income families

207 Multifamily rental housing

232 Nursing home and intermediate care
facilities

Active 497 66.145

Active 3.611 364 733

Active 6 809 737.750

Active 1 893 244,127

Active 1 488 178 558

1,154,003,727

6.064 514.303
19,594,056.632

3,645 471,074

2 491 653 517

66 145 100% 12/31/84

26 373
104 378

3 879

178 558

7 24
14 10/o

1 6%

100%

Assisted Programs

Title II Low-income housing

202 Direct loans for housing of elderly
and handicapped

2352 Homeownership assistance for low- and
moderate-income families

236 Rental and Co-op assistance for low- .ad
moderate-income families

202/236 202/236 conversion
84 Low income rental assistance

Existing
New construction
Substantial rehab

23 Low Rent Leased Housing

Active

Active

Inactive3
Active3

Inactwe

Inactive

Active
Active
Active

Inactive

14 994 1.469,003 N/A 384 948 6/30/8/

154.865 85 7%2.537 180.752 6 081.449.912

N/A 473.033
N/A 117 089

4.058 435.891

8 456 660 790
4 409,450.088

7.557 614 685

66.224
3,981

56 128

182 28 591 487 075 452 28 591

17 163
8 339
1,663

1 226 880
534.536
122 612

N/A 163.267

14%
3 4%

12 94

100%

3 454 920 013 342 186 27 940

2.717.369 316 299.192 56 0%
768 341.253 46 273 37 7%

N/A 54 000+ 35% 6/85

1 Figures obtained from Management Information Systems Division. Housing Department of Housing and Urban Development April 1985

2 235 (inures are based on CY 1982 recertifications
3 Figures on inactive line are for original program figures on active line are for revised program

4 Excludes 202/8 reservations

State In recent years. a number of states have initiated
various approaches to promote alternative housing and,or
expand housing options for older residents Examples of
these include

Congregate HousingOne of the early pioneers with
congregate housing for the elderly was the Sheltered
Housing Program and Group Home Project of Mary:and
which provides a wide range of nutrition and support
services through state, local and private funding

Community Planning for Alternative HousingA num-
ber of states have established Task Forces ano con-
ducted studies on housing options for the elderly In

1984 the New York State Aging Office published a
guidebook. Housing Options Resource Book for Olde;
New Yorkers including various housing alternatives for
the elderly available in the State

ECHO/granny flatsTo promote ECHO/granny flats the

State of California enacted legislation in 1981 to enable
local jurisdictions to issue zoning variances and/or spe
cial use permits for the use of constructing this housing
for the elderly

Home Equity ConversionA few states such as Maine
and Wisconsin are developing various options for the
elderly to utilize the equity invested in the home

State FinancingOhio is among the states which are
using their state taxing authority to issue tax-exempt
bonds to finance rental housing for the elderly To al
leviate the housing costs of the elderly due to property
taxes. a number of programs have been implemented
such as tax deferrals, circuit breaker, homestead i x-
emotion (See Appendix C for comparison)

Community Based Support ServicesIllinois is one of a
number of states which have begun in recent years to
address the need to prevent and/or delay institutional
care for the elderly through effective housing policies
and programs that facilitate the use of communty-based
systems to provide a range of support services pro-
moting independent living

Inventory of Policies and
Programs in the City

In addition to such factors as the general characteristics of
the housing market. decisions addressing the housing needs
of elderly should also include up -to -date information about ex-
isting and proposed policies and programs being pursued by
both the public and private sectors regarding elderly housino
in the city

For instance. ilk J are generally a large number of public
and private agencies in the community directly or indirectly in-
volved with elderly housing Many of these key community
agencies may have programs underway. and/or anticipated in
the near future, which will significantly impact the communi-
ty's elderly housing plan

Many of these agencies may have programs and/or plans
fur major programs such as an elderly high-rise. a new
hospital, senior center or other community focal points for
support services, as well as smaller scale programs, such as
a shared housing, housing education and counseling and/or
home repair program Decisions concerning such programs
would certainly affect elderly housing needs

Therefore. one action which a community may want to con-
sider as part of its elderly housing plan is to take an inventory
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of existing (and planned) elderly housing units and related
support services in the community. Examples of these activi-
ties will be discussed in later chapters of the guidebook.

For these guidelines to be used effectively, each city will
need to inventory the steps it is currently taking to meet the
elderly's housing needs. This inventory would include not only
action by the various components of the city (housing, com-
munity development, zoning, taxing, social services, and so
forth), but by other public and private agencies in the com-
munity as well.

Finally, the guidelines provide examples of various housing
alternatives and approaches that have been successfully tried
in different jurisdictions across the country, but may not yet
exist in a particular community. As part of the community's
planning for elderly housing, consideration should be given for
the passible replication of these "new" alternative housing
options.

Elderly Needs as a Part of the
Community Planning Process

In most communities, the housing needs of older citizens
are considered within the context of the regular community
planning process. Concerns and social-demographic informa-
tion about the elderly are usually incorporated within the
description of the general population.

As part of the overall planning process, the city planning de-
partment (or unit within the city responsible for general plan-
ning) uses a number of techniques to determine housing and
basic needs of all citizens, including the elderly. Some of these
include: surveys, attitude polls, hearings, meetings, special
studies, as well as adapting existing data, such as census.

In addition to the regular planning functions for housing. de-
veloping or updating the Master Plan, land-use, zoning, and
traffic patterns, the housing needs of the elderly may also be
considered within the context of community and economic de-
velopment plans.

Finally, elderly housing needs may be included as part of a
federal and/or state mandate, as a requirement for the com-
munity to participate in a particular program. For instance, the
state may require the city to include considerations of the
elderly as part of the Master Plan.

The state of California for example, requires all cities and
counties (Article 10.6 of the Local Planning Chapter) to pre-
pare a Housing Element as part of its General Plan

While the elderly are not specifically identified, the state law
requires that local jurisdictions address the availability of affor-
dable and suitable housing for every family.

The legislation states that the "availability of. decent hous-
ing and a suitable living environment . for every . family
is a priority of the highest order The early attainment of this
goal requires the cooperative participation of government and
the private sectors in an effort to expand housing oppor-
tuntes and accolmodate the housing needs of . all eco-
nomic levels The provision of housing affordable to low and
moderate-income households requires the cooperation of all
levels of government .. 2

The federal government requires that Jurisdictions which par-
ticipate in the Community Development Block Grant (COBG)
program submit a Housing Assessment Plan (HAP) every three
years which includes considerations for elderly housing needs

Wheeling: Older Citizens Views Heard
Through Neighborhood Meetings

In 1979, the City of Wheeling's Department of Development
began updating its comprenensive plan As the main focus of
its planning effort is at the neighborhood level, the City took
steps to maximize citizen participation in the Comprehensive
Development Plan. Senior citizens were active throughout the
planning process, particularly in those neighborhoods in which
they represented a higher percentage of the population.

A series of meetings were held in neighborhood schools and
other facilities, and were publicized through newspapers, televi-
sion and radio The meetings were also advertised through
flyers circulated n .ne neighborhoods including senior high rise
and senior center', City Council members were urged to en-
courage participation by their constituents.

In addition, the City sought to gain a better understanding of
the neighborhood's character through the completion of ques-
tionnaires by residents. Citizens were asked to evaluate housing
recreation facilities, public transportation, streets, public safety,
and other public services and neighborhood elements; and to
list the five most important problems of their neighborhood.

Three to five residents of each neighborhood volunteered and
were asked to assist in the development of neighborhood plans,
and clarify the problems and potentials in their respective
neighborhoods.

Through the assistance of the neighborhood planniny group in
which the elderly were well represented, and a second round of
neighborhood meetings, neighborhood plans for each of the
City's fourteen neighborhoods were developed Each included an
inventory and analysis of population and economics; land use,
natural features, housing, services and facilities, traffic circula-
tion, transit and parking, street, sidewalk and curb conditions,
drainage and architecture In addition, the problems and poten-
tials as ir..,Tritified by the residents were listed. Specific recom-
mendations for the elderly included the need for additional rec-
reational and elderly housing facilities in certain neighborhoods

Furthermore, elderly housing needs are addressed through
many federal programs that are targeted to specific popula-
tions, such as the low- income and/or are targeted to geo-
graphical areas or neighborhoods in the city While these pro-
grams may not be specifically designed for the elderly, many
elderly are eligible due to their low income and/or residence in
a targeted neighborhood

New Orleans: Elderly Housing Needs Addressed as
Part of the Community-Wide Plannino Process

The City of New Orleans, as many older urban centers, has
witnessed a decline in population since the 1970's The city's
1982 population was 564,133 However, while total population
was declining, households headed by the elderly (65 plus
years) increased nine percent and currently represent some 22
percent of all households in the city.

As the population is aging, so also is its housing stock-38
percent of the homes were built before 1940. New Orleans has
one of the largest, if not the largest inventory of nineteenth
century structures in the country. As a consequence, housing
rehabilitation is a principal program within the city's communi-
ty development strategy, accounting for more than one-third of
the current annual CDBG budget. The development, oversight,
and management of assisted housing programs within the city
is the primary responsibility of the Mayor's Office of Housing
and Community Development.

Given the limited nature of available funding resources, it is
generally both politically and fiscally advantageous to subsume
an elderly housing strategy within the city's broader housing
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strategy, particularly that element which addresses the correc-
tion of physical housing deficiencies.

The experience of the City of New Orleans in the area of
housing rehabilitation programs was that approximately 70 per-
cent of the owners assisted were elderly. This program, how-
ever, is targeted on an annual basis to small geographic areas
within the broader community development area. Over the ten
years of the program, all eleven of the Neighborhood Strategy
Areas have been covered, relative to code enforcement inspec-
tions and the offer of rehab assistance for owner-occupied
properties. These areas encompassed approximately one-third
of the CD area and represent the areas of most blight and
lowest incomes.

The City initiated a rental rehab program in 1983 and is
presently processing applications from areas where code en-
forcement violations were cited on rental properties and where
assistance was not available at the time. Assistance is now be-
ing provided to both owner and rental units.

The City additionally funds an Emergency Repair Program
which is available only to elderly and handicapped owner-
occupants. This program focuses solely on the correction of
hazardous conditions, but does not require comprehensive
rehab to correct all code violations.

Weatherization programs are also available, primarily tar-
geted to elderly owners. There are seven such programs in the
city, one of which is city funded and the remaining six, state
funded and administered by various neighborhood based hous-
ing development corporations and organizations.

Housing needs of the elderly are also included as part of the
City's Housing Assistance Plan (HAP) as required by the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) New
Orleans, as all cities or counties receiving CDBG, must file a
HAP every three years with annual updates assessing the
housing assistance needs of its low and moderate income
households, specifying goals for assistance, and indicating the
general locations of proposed assisted housing for lower in-
come persons. The elderly are included as a separate house-
hold category and community goals must address elderly
housing needs in proper proportions.

In addition, the development, oversight, and administration
of elderly programs and services is the function of the New
Orleans Council on Aging which is an autonomous agency As
the state designated Area Agency on Aging (AAA), the council
has the principal planning and coordination responsibility for all
elderly support services and programs. The Council is funded
by the City, the Older Americans Act and Title XX to finance
various support services, including in-home services The
Mayors Office of Planning and Community Services is the
principal coordination link between the Council and all other
city departments programs and services.

The basic building block for most community planning is the
neighborhood and/or planning district. In many communities,
the community-wide master plan is, in essence, the aggregate
of the individual neighborhood plans As discussed in the
previous chapter, the elderly in many cities tend to be con
centrated in certain neighborhoods, and due to their high
numbers and proportions represent an important consideration
in the current and future planning of those neighborhoods

In Bridgeport, housing needs of the elderly are addressed in
the context of the characteristics of the neighborhood in
which their home is located

Bridgeport: Elderly Needs Addressed as Part of the
City's Comprehensive Neighborhood Strategy

The fabric of Bridgeport is the strong sense of neighborhood
among its residents People tend to identify with their neigh-
borhood before identifying with the City

This sense of neighborhood is the basis upon which the
City's physical development plans are formulated In updating
the city's 1985 Master Plan of Development, the Planning Divi-
sion of the Office of Development Administration prepared
separate profiles for the 25 neighborhoods in the city

Trends and characteristics of the elderly are included as part
of these profiles They provide an overview of each neighbor-
hood including population and housing characteristics, land use
analysis, community facilities and general problem areas (see
Appendix D)

Planning for elderly housing is done within the framework of
the neighborhood, i e basic city services are provided based
on the general requirements and characteristics of the
neighborhood.

Housing needs of the elderly are viewed within a continuum
of levels of need in which the web of social, economic and
physical support^ in the neighborhood are key.

Special Planning Needs at tne Elderly

Older persons should not be viewed as a homogeneous
group. They represent a wide range of income levels, health
acid functional impairment needs, living arrangements, per-
sonal preferences, and so forth However, there are a number
of characteristics of the elderly which distinguish them as a
group from the population as a whole

incomeBecause most older persons are retired, they are
generally living on a fixed income, with 42% of the elderly
relying on Social Security as their principal source of in-
come The median income for an older couple in 1980,
was S12,965 and $5,096 for a single person 15% of the
elderly live below poverty with 10% marginally poor. 3

health and functional impairmentStudies show that as
persons age, they are more likely to experience health and
physical impairments requiring some degree of support ser-
vices. This is particularly evident among those aged 85 and
older.

living patternOlder persons often tend to be concentrated
in certain neighborhoods, they generally live in older homes
and a3 they age, particularly older women who live iunger,
tend to live alone.

Because of these characteristics, many communities are be-
ginning to recognize the need for more specific planning to
meet the special housing needs of the elderly. While most
communities do not plan separately for elderly housing, a
number of cities are beginning to consider the reed for such
comprehensive community planning
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Pittsburgh: Comprehensive Planning for
Alternative Housing for the Elderly

There were several factors that led the City of Pittsburgh to
realize the need for the development of an Elderly Housing
Policy. First, in the past few years, there had been a signifi-
cant reduction and elimination of federal housing programs for
the elderly (i.e. Section 202 and Section 8 assistance).

Second, the demographic trends in Pittsburgh indicate an in-
creasingly aging population. The proportion of the population
over 65 years is 16%, and accounts for 27% of all City
households. In addition, 58% of the elderly households own
their own homes.

Faced with these factors, the City saw the need to develop a
coordinated approach to the housing issues of the elderly
based upon the variety of elderly housing models and subsidy
requests that had been received.

Elements of the Study

The principal aim of the study was to provide the City of
Pittsburgh with a body of detailed information that would aid
in the development of new elderly housing programs and
thereby expand the range of housing options currently availa-
ble to older citizens.

The information would serve as a comprehensive reference
source, not only for the City of Pittsburgh's public officials,
but also for developers, foundations, aging specialists, plan-
ners and neighborhood groups involved in housing activities
and services for the elderly.

Study Objectives

The study had five objectives:

conduct a search to identify and examine the types of
housing alternatives or housing support models offered to
elderly householders locally, in various parts of this country
and in other countries;
define and develop a classification system of elderly groups
according to differing combinations and degrees of eco-
nomic, social and physical needs;
build a matrix which would portray the relationship between
elderly group classifications, housing needs, and options
most appropriate for meeting housing needs;
provide recommendations of housing alternatives that are
most promising for 'leeting identified local needs and for
feasibility of devewpments;
design an evaluative component which will make it possible
to monitor new housing alternatives from inception, thereby
providing a means of assessing factors such as cost-
effectiveness, barriers, market demand, and others.

Format

The report submitted for consideration to the City's Urban
Redevelopment Authority consisted of three volumes:

Volume Ioverview of the elderly and their housing situa-
tion in Pittsburgh; Volume IIappendix with detailed infor-
mation on alternatives; Volume IIIan analysis of func-
tional levels of older adults and a projection of need for
each of nine alternatives.

Results

The report could be likened to creating an elderly housing
blueprint. It contains classifications of elderly groups by func-
tioning level and needs, estimates of numbers of area elderly
with specialized housing needs, projections of demand for a
variety of housing options, and recommendations for develop-
ing selected housing models in suggested locations.

Who Does Community
Planning for the Elderly

In addition to the regular planning functions of city govern-
ment, there are a number of other organizations and agencies
in the community that may have undertaken planning activities
regarding elderly housing and which may be beneficial to iden-
tify and incorporate within the city's planning activities.

In fact, even within the city government, there are a num-
ber of departments and agencies which may also do planning
and have relevant information. While the city planning depart-
ment may have the lead responsibility, other departments
which may also be involved in planning activities include:
Housing and Community Development, Economic Develop-
ment, Aging and Human Services, Parks and Recreation,
Health, Police, Fire and Community Relations.

Other levels of government and/or quasi-public agencies
may also be involved. These include: county governments;
neighboring cities; towns and townships, regional councils of
government (COG); regional planning agencies; planning com-
missions and housing authorities.

One key agency in the community which has responsibility
for planning specifically for the elderly is the Area Agency on
Aging. The AAA may be a unit of the city and/or county gov-
ernment, a unit of a community agency, and/or an indepen-
dent non-profit agency in the community/area.

Area Agency on Aging: A Community
Planning Agency for Older Americans

Section 306 of the Older Americans Act stipulates that the
role of the Area Agency on Aging (AAA) is to prepare and de-
velop an area plan for a planning and service area for a two,
three, or four-year period as determined by the State agency.

Depending upon staff capacity, resources, the size of the
PSA and other factors, the AAA may be able to assist local of-
ficials with various aspects of elderly housing needs, including
planning; data and information on their elderly; assist with
local coordination, particularly with the myriad of social ser-
vices agencies; provide training and special studies; as well as
fund support services.

The AAA can assist in determining the extent of neecs for
supportive services, nutrition services, and evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the use of resources in meeting such needs

In addition to the AAA, the Governor of each state has a
unit on aging which may also be able to assist with local
planning.

There are numerous public and private agencies in the com-
munity which may also have undertaken studies and/or have
information useful in planning for elderly housing. These in-
clude: developers, bankers, real estate firms, human service
planning agencies, foundations, colleges and universities,
churches, health planning agencies and so forth.

There are a number of approaches which a community may
chose in pinning for housing needs of the elderly. In addi-
tion to studies and assessments being done by the city's reg-
ular planning process, the Mayor and/or city may decide to
establish or collabr ite through: an inter-departmental task
force and/or a public-private community task force. Later sec-
tions in this guidebook will address techniques and strategies
for expanding housing options for older residents.
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Ill. Getting Started: Tools And Techniques

Sound planning tools are needed to make effective policy decisions regarding housing needs of the elderly. The U.S. census
data and other national publications are valuable resources, but they should be augmented, as possible, with local data to
reflect more realistically local conditions.

Paul Brophy, Executive Director
Urban Redevelopment Authority, City of Pittsburgh

As a community begins planning for the housing needs of it
older citizens, the first steps it may want to undertake are
1) to identify and obtain available data and reference mate-
rials, 2) to document general characteristics about their elderly
population, and 3) to identify planning areas and neighbor-
hoods within the city where there are concentrations of older
residents.

Census Materials: What's Available/
How to Obtain

Perhaps the single most important source of existing data on
the elderly and housing is the Census Bureau of the U S.
Department of Commerce. The Census Bureau publishes a
number of products in various formats with a wealth of data
on characteristics of housing, older residents and neighbor-
hoods. These products are readily available and usually at
nominal costs.

The national census has been taken every decennial year
since 1790 as required by the Constitution and has included a
census of housing since 1940. The latest national census was
taken as of April 1, 1980.

The Census Bureau also collects and publishes data for a
number of geographical areas, and makes this information
available in several formats The following are selected census
data products relevant to elderly housing as described in the
Census Catalog.

Oureau
Mho

CENSUS
ATALOG

1984

The Bureau of the Census

Catalog 1984 descnbes all
of the products (reports,
machine-readable fiies,
microfiche, and maps) is-
sued by the Bureau of the
Census from January
1980 through December
1983 It provides a listing
and overview of most
products and an index
giving basic information
on how to obtain data
products and special ser-
vices, abstracts of all pro
ducts released in recent
years, ordering informa-
tion, forms and lists of
sources of assistance
The Catalog is helpful in
understanding the Bu-

reau's statistical pro-
grams and in learning how to obtain assistance and training in identify
mg data available and what is best suited for your purposes

Now to Order The Bureau of the Census Catalog 1984 Annual, is avail-
able from the Superintendent of Documents, U S Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402 The cost is $7 00, GPO S/N 003 -024-
05668-2
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Census Geography: Size of Data Area

Among those geographical areas which the Census Bureau
collects and publishes data for are: regions, states, counties,
cities and other incorporated areas. Data is also collected for
specific statistically defined areas such as census tracts, cen-
sus blocks and Metropolitan Statistical Areas (prior to 1983,
known as Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas). Following is
a brief description of these areas:

Census Tract: The census tract is the basic unit for aggre-
gating census data. A census tract averages about 4,000 in
population and includes subdivisions of metropolitan areas and
some additional counties. Census tract information is available
for MSAs and other selected areas in printed reports, other
census tract information is available in summary tapes and on
microfiche (see chart 3.2 and/or Appendix E for additional in-
formation on how to obtain census tract data).

Census Block: A census block is a unit smaller than a census
tract and averages about 100 in population. Geographically, it
comprises a very small area usually bordered by four streets
or roads, e.g. a city block. Census block data is generally
available for urbanized areas and cities of 10,000 or more and
is available on microfiche. Due to federal laws (Title 13, U.S.
Codes) protecting confidentiality of census information, the
Census Bureau cannot issue any statistics which identify or
disclose individual information; thus it must either suppre:s
data or aggregate it to a higher geographical area. As a
general rule, characteristics for persons are shown only if
there are fifteen or more persons in the geographic area.

Neighborhood Statistics: Data on neighborhoods was pre-
pared by the Census Bureau for the first time in the 1980
census. Nearly 1,300 cities, counties and townships partici-
pated in the voluntary, Neighborhood Statistical Program
(NSP). As neighborhood boundaries are not clearly defined
geographically, participating jurisdictions provided definitions
for the "Neighborhood Publication Areas" (NPA). These do
not however, always coincide with the common, local percep-
tion of neighborhoods.

A brief report, has been prepared for each locally defined
NPA. Each report presents data for the total NPA, each neigh-
borhood and the remainder (if any) of the NPA in which
neighborhoods were not defined. In addition, more extensive
data is available on computer tape.

(Standard) Metropolitan Statistical Areas: As previously
noted, in June 1983, the Federal Office of Management and
Budget shortened the term, Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA) to Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).

An area qualifies for recognition as an MSA in one of two
ways if there is a city of at least 50,000 population, or an ur-
banized area of at least 50,000 with a total metropolitan popu-
lation of at least 100,000 Except in New England, MSAs are
defined in terms of entire counties In addition to the county
containing the main city, an MSA also includes additional
counties having strong economic and social ties to the central
county. There are 260 MSAs currently recognized

If an area has a population of more than one million and
meets other specified requirements, it is termed a Con-
solidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CSMA) The major
components of a CMSA are termed Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (PMSAs) There are currently 22 CSMAs and
75 PMSAs See Appendix F for a listing.

Other Geographical Areas: Census data is also provided for
the following other geographical areas:

The United States and Puerto Rico
states, counties, and county equivalents
cities, and incorporated areas, townships and divisions of
counties

congressional districts, election precincts; and
the four census regions (northeast, south, north central,
and west), and nine census dimions. See map below.

U S Gepartment of Commerce
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

Selected Census Publications

As mentioned previously, the Census Bureau publishes cen-
sus data in a number of formats These include.

Printed Reports
Microfiche
Computer Tapes
Maps

While each may be helpful in local elderly housing planning,
not all are available for all cities. Some may already be
available locally through the city planning department, library,
and/or universities.

Printed ReportsMany census and survey results appear
in statistical tables in printed reports. Relatively few Census
Bureau publications include analysis of the statistics. The
Statistical Abstract of the United States and the County and
City Data Book as well as other compendia pull together the
most important data from a wide variety of sources. Since
there is considerable data available and printing costs are ex-
pensive, there is data in greater statistical and geographic
detail on microfiche and computer tapes.

Perhaps the most important census reports for determining
elderly housing needs are the Census of Population (General
Population Characteristics), Census of Housing (General Hous-
ing Characteristics and Detailed Housing Characteristics), Cen-
sus of Population and Housing and the American Housing
Survey.
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Census of Population: General Population Characteristics
(PC80-1-B) This report provides 1980 census information with
some comparative data from past census. Among those popu-
lation topics covered, include: number of persons, race, age,
sex, fertility ratio, males per 100 females, marital status, per-
cent cf persons 65 years old and over now married, total per-
sons in households, persons 75 years and over living alone,
total persons in group quarters, household type and relation-
ship, and family type by presence of own children. Tables in-
clude data by urban/rural residence and residence inside/outside
MSA's. There are a series of 58 paperbound reports, one for
each of the 50 states and territories

Census of Housing: General Housing Characteristics
(HC80-1-A) This report provides 1980 census data derived from
Summary Tape File (STF) 2 with some comparative data from
past census. Housing topics covered include: total housing
units, total year-round housing units, total occupied housing
units, total owner-occupied units, rooms, medians rooms, per-
sons in unit, median number of persons, and persons per
room. Other topics covered include condominium status,
tenure, vacancy status, rents, median value, percent lacking
complete plumbing and occupancy per room. Tables include
data by urban/rural residence and residence inside/outside
MSAs. There are paperbound reports for each of the 50 states
and territories.

Detailed Housing Characteristics (HC80-1-B) 1980 census
data is drawn from Summary Tape File (STF) 4. Housing
topics covered include total housing units, rooms, size of
household, persons per room, year structure built, units in
structure, etc. Other topics covered include: plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, telephones, mortgage status, selected
monthly owner costs, etc. Data is presented by race and
Spanish origin. Population topics covered include total popula-
tion, income, and poverty status in 1979. Tables include data
by urban/rural residence, rural-farm/rural-nonfarm and resi-
dence inside/outside MSAs. Some subjects included in the
HC80-1-A report described above are covered in more detail in
this report. Reports are also available for each of the 50
states and territories.

Metropolitan Housing Characteristics (HC80-2) This report
includes sample data from the summary tape file (STF) 5 on
housing and household characteristics in 68 detailed tables
Geographic areas covered include the United States, MSAs,
central cities of MSAs, and places of 50,000 or more popula
tion. A series of 375 reports, one for each MSA, each state,
Puerto Rico and the United States is available

Census of Population and Housing: Census Tracts (PHC80-2)
Presents 1980 census complete-count and sample data items
for census tracts and selected larger geographic areas for
Metropolitan Statistical Areas and selected other areas in-
cluding five states, counties and places of 10,000 or more
population. Data includes characteristics of housing units with
householder or spouse 65 years of age and older, mortgage
status, monthly costs, r nt, hnInw poverty status, etc A
series of 372 reports any maps are available, one for each
MSA and each state.

Census of Population and Housing: Block Statistics
(PHC80-1-1) Provides an index to the geographic areas con-
tained in the microfiche reports in the PHC80-1 series press.
ting 1980 census information by block on general characters
tics of housing units and population.

American Housing Survey (H150.81) The survey (formerly
known as the "Annual Housing Survey"), sponsored by the
U S Department of Housing and Urban Development and con-
ducted by the Bureau of the Census, presents statistics on
housing and household characteristics in a select group of six-
ty MSAs. In 1978, these MSA were regrouped into four
groups of fifteen (See table 3.1 for list and dates) There are
six reports contained in the Housing Survey, designated as
Parts A through F. These include.

AGeneral Musing Characteristics for the United States
and Regions

BIndicators of Housing and Neighborhood Quality by
Financial Characteristics for the United States and Regions

CFinancial Characteristics o: the Housing Inventory for
the Umteo States and Regions

DHousing Characteristics of Recent Movers for the United
States and Regions

EUrban and Rural Housing Characteristics for the United
States and Regions

FEnergy Related Housing Characteristics for the United
States and Regions
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Table 3.1: Annual Housing Survey: Listing of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's)

AloanySchenectady-Troy. N Y 1974, 1977,
1980

Allentowniiiethlehern-Ea n, Pa N J 1976,
1980

AnaheimSanta AnaGarden Grove,
Calif 1974, 1977, 1981, 1986

Atlanta, Ga. 1975. 1978. 1982, 1987
Baltimore. Md 1976 1979, 1983, 1987
Birmingham, Ala 1976, 190. 1984
Boston, Mass. (See also next entry ) 1974,

1977, 1981
Boston Mass (SCSA) 1985
Buffalo N Y 1976. 1979, 1984
Chicago, III. 1975. 1979, 1983. 1987
Cincinnati. OhioKy 'id 1975. 1978, 1982.

1986
Cleveland. Ohio 1976 1979, 1984
Colorado Springs. Colo 1975. 1978. 1982
Columbus. Ohio 1975, 1978, 1982, 1986
Dallas. Tex (See also next entry ) 1974,

1977. 1981
Dallas-Ft. Worth, Tex. 1985
Denver Colo 1976, 1979 1983 1986
Detroit, Mich. 1974, 1977 1981, 1985
Fort Worth. Tex (See also DallasFt

Worth ) 1974. 1977, 1981
Grand Rapids, Mich 1976, 1980
Hartford Conn 1975, 1979 1984
Honolulu Hawaii 1976. 1979. 1983
Houston, Tex 1976 1979, 1983 1987
Indianapolis. Ind 1976. 1980. 1984
Kansas City. Mo Kans 1975, 1978 1982

1986
,as vegas. Nev 1976 1979

Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif. 1974,
1977, 1980, 1985

Ky Ind 1976, 1980, 1983
Madison. Wm 1975, 1977. 1981
Memphis. Tenn -Ark 1974, 1977, 1980.

1984
Miami. Fla (See also next entry ) 1975,

1979, 1983
Miami-Ft Lauderdale, PIP iSCSA) 1986
Milwaukee. Wis 197a, 1979, 1983. 1986
Minneapolis-St Paul Minn 1974, 1977.

1981, 19Pa
New Orleans, La 1975, 1978, 1982. 1986
New York (Including Nassau-Suffolk),

N.Y. 1976. 1980, 1983, 1987
Newark, N J (See also Northeastern

N J) 1974. 1977, 1981
Newport News-Hampton, Va (See also next

entry ) 1975, 1978, 1982
Norfolk- Newport News. Va (SCSA) 1984
Northeastern N J (Consists primarily of the

Newark and Paterson-ChttonPassalc
areas) 1987

Oklahoma City. Okla 1976 '980. 198,
Omaha, Nebr -Iowa 1976. )979
Orlando, Fla 1974, 1977, 1981
PalersonChttonPassalc, N J (See also

Northeastern N J) 1975, 1978.
1982

Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. 1975, 1978. 1982,
1985

Phoenix. Ariz 1974. 1977, 1981, 1984
Pittsburgh. Pa 1974, 1977, 1981, 1985

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Census Catalog. 1984. p. 61

Portland, Oreg Wash .1975. 1979, 1983,
1986

Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick, R I.-
Mass .. .1976. 1980, 1984

Raleigh. N.0 ..1976, 1979
Rochester, N Y . 1975, 1978, 1982. 1986
Sacramento, Calif. _1976, 1980, 1983
Saginaw. Mich _1974. 1977. 1980
St Lows, Mo 11 .1976. 1980, 1983. 1987
Salt Lake City. Utah (See also next

entry.). 1974, 1977. 1980
Salt Lake City-Ogden. Utah ... 1984
San Antonio. Tex . 1975, 1978, 1982, 1986
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario,

19/5, 1978, 1982, 1986
San Diego, Calif 1975, 1978. 1982. 1986
San FranciscoOakland, Calif. 1975, 1978,

1982, 1987
San Jose, Calif . 1984
Seattle-Everett, Wash. (See also next

entry ) 1976. 1979. 1983
SeattleTacoma. Wash (SCSA) 1987
SpringfieldChicopee-Holyoke, Mass -

Conn .1975, 1978. 1982
Spokane, Wash 1974. 1977, 1981
Tacoma. Wash (See also Seattle-

Tacoma ) 1974. 1977, 1981
TampaSt Petersburg. Fla 1984
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. 1974, 1977,

1981. 1985
Wichl1a, Kans 1974, 1977. 1981

Special ReportsThe Census Bureau also provides a
number of special reports on select population characteristics,
such as America in Transition. An Aging Society (P-23. No.
128) This a special report presenting social and economic data
with projections on persons aged 65 and older. The study corm
bines data from various government sources including the
Social Security Administration and the National Center for
Health Statistics as well as the Department of Commerce It in
crudes topics such as race, sex, u-id life expectancy

MicroficheAll census reports printed since the 1790s are
reproduced on microfiche and can be purchased from com-
mercial sources. The Census Bureau sells microfiche reports
from 1968 to present, and also makes available on microfiche
several detailed data series not in print

Computer TapesMany census and survey results are
issued on magnetic tape, a form that allows users to handle
large amounts of data efficiently These tapes provide the

following types of data.

summary tape files (STF) which parallel many printed cen-
sus reports and in the case of the population and housing
census include considerable statistics' and geographic detail
not published

public use microdata files which include records for un-
identified individual persons, households and housing units
in a form protecting confidentiality but allowing users to
design their own tabulations, and

geographic reference files which assign geographic codes
to addresses and create maps by computer

MapsThe Census Bureau publishes two types of maps
outline and statistical. Outline maps, which can be found in the
printed reports or sold separately, show the names and boun-
daries of the geographic area for which data are produced.
Statistical maps present a display of selected aata at the coun-
ty level for the entire nation by use of color and shading.
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Table 3.2: Selected Maps Availahle from Census

Program and series product r z:cription

meps

A1, tromitan Map \ ic n(tv Map Uni4o,m map series cover nit the Iwot up oCi'l.u^ u4SISA s and other densely
Se, .es i MIMS N., MS t Ej a set t.ed weds She. IS COI`idII, I ,Sti% ',11,t1ht , 41 t1 (V I. t .0! "1 ( ,i1,0 11.16. next

3 mai. sires WI III11/,,S114.0 °1 PH%.80 1 Bil, I. S'.'1 SI , 1 Molly %," I 1

P ace and s icinity nstrOS Ti Selected places and adjoining territory not Covered bs MATS VMS

Counts 'naps ;L Ail Counties not Covered in their entire, v Its MMS VMS

Piece mdPS al intwoorated places and census designated ()laces reported n thy 1980 Census
but not shown or MMS VMS or place and situ's ty maps

State and U S SCSA SMSA Shim the i ames and tsounder.es di Slat, S lull 'h. U S I1'00/ JI'd 1..UU Iirs the

Outline map: EfjC] fIXII.II1 .I Id COMOOTICIIIS 01 SCSA $ a-WO SMSA s .I.I1 Ot..11 WI aI Idr(11., I),dCeS

10/ 111, State maps) PUWITPW(1 ..1 PC80 1 1-1C80 1 I''.. 5 .1',(1PHC80 3

Counts subdivision maps ®Q Names and boundaries of counties and their subdivisions (MCD s or CCD V
in each State as well as of all Places recognized in the 1980 census Published in

LEGEND sectionalized form in PC80 1 A 8 and HC80 1 A series (the tarter two aiso show

EE = Map Indian reservations and Alaska Native villages1 Single sheet versions available

CC = publication urbanized area outline maps C.3 Indicate the extent and component entities (counties MCD s CCD s Places]
f§ = manuscript of each urbanized area Pub 'shed in PC80 1 and HC80 1 A series boundaries

appear in detail on MMS VMS above

Census tract outline maps ME) Show boundaries of census tracts, counties, MCD s CCD s and places in census
traded areas Names of tract boundary features (streets rivers etc I are indicated

NOTE: When used in Published in PHC80 2 series by SMSA and remainder of State

conjunction with the Congress oval 0 str ct Atlas Presents maps showing district boundaries and i is' s the counties and incorporated

map symbol 93, (D and
II indicate publication

Districts of the 98th
Congress (1983 198410

muntc16,alities included in each

in reports as well. Congressional district out nt Display relationship in each State of Co/ gressional districts of the 98th Congress
maps QM to county boundaries with detail on counties sin., by district boundaries

Published in PHC80 4 series by State

Source. Bureau of the Central hi.% ^ess district major indicate locations of CBD s and MPG s wrhm each SMSA Published iri RC77 C

CONES, Census Catalog,
retail ceder maps CM series by State

1984, p. 17. U S mat) of counties f E Present the names and boundaries of all cuunties and county equivalents including
those in Puerto fl Co JS 0' IN' 1980 CenSus

How to Obtain Census Materials

As indicated, the Census Bureau publishes census data in
various formats, i.e. printed reports, summary tapes, and
microfiche. Many of the printed reports may be obtained
through local libraries and universities, and/or if the stock
number is known (provided in the Census Catalog or through
the Data Users Services Division of the Census Bt. -eau) these
reports may be ordered through the Government Printing Of-
fice (GPO). In addition, the Census Bureau has an established
network for disseminating census data, reports, and products.

For additional census information contact the following.

Census Bureau National Office. The Census Bureau provides
a number of information services through its national office in
Washington, DC., including a comprehensive training program
and telephone consultation with subject-matter specialists. For
additional information, contact: Customer Services, Data User

Services Division, Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC
20233 (301/763-4100)

State Data Center Program The State Data Center program
was init.ated by the Census Bureau in 1978 to improve access
to the many statistical products available from the Bureau
Through this federal-state cooperative program, the Bureau
furnishes statistical products, training in data access and use,
technical assistance, and consultation to states which, in turn,
disseminate the products and provide assistance in their use
See Appendix G tu. a list of state centers.
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Table 3.3: Selected Areas Covered in Reports and Summary Tape Files (STF's)
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Identifying Basic Characteristics
of the Elderly

There are a number of basic characteristics of the city's
older residents that must be identified before proceeding with
an elderly housing plan. While much of this data may be
readily available through the city planning department, a few
examples of selected elderly characteristics are included here
to familiarize the reader with census materials and techniques
for extrapolating desired information.

One of the first considerations is to determine what popula-
tion base is to be analyzed; and to identify the most ap-
propriate sources of existing data.

Examples provided will focus on the use of printed census
reports referenced earlier in this chapter. Cities with access to
lower aggregated data, i.e. census tract, may prefer to substi-
tute data where relevant. To simplify matters, the census
materials will be identified by their citation number, a g ,
PC80-1- B to represent the 1980 Census of Population,
General Population Characteristics (B) The table numbers are
consistent for each of the volumes in the series.

As indicated earlier, these reports are published for each
state, as well as for select MSAs. The number following the
last letter in the citation identifies the state, e.g., PC80-1-86 is
the citation for California while PC80-1-B50 is West Virginia.
Unless indicated otherw;se, "elderly" in this guidebook. will
refer to persons aged 65 and older.

Population size of persons aged 65 and older by select
characteristics This first example is essential before any
elderly housing planning can be undertaken. Census data
for select characteristics of persons aged 65 and over,
such as sex, race and household relationship for most ur-
banized areas is easily identified by Table 28 of the Census
of Population (PC80-1-B).

September 1981

State Program Activities

The State Data Centers provide a variety of statistical products
and technical services to data users Each SDC provides the
staff and budget support to.

Maintain library facilities with emphasis on reference
materials and Bureau reports and maps

Handle inquiries regarding the economic or demographic
statistics of the Bureau

Provide user training such as workshops on accessing and
using Bureau data.

Provide data processing services such as acquiring, testing,
and maintaining Bureau data tapes, geographic reference
files, and software, and providing data users with tape
copies, printouts, and demographic and geographic profiles

Consult on data use

Provide analytical support such as technical assistance in
completing federal grant appl'cations,or the use of software
for statistical analysis, modeling, and graphics

Carry out promotional activities involving the distribution of
newsletters and brochures and participation in meetings
and workshops

Affit:ate Program Activities

Affiliate data centers are established within regional councils
of governments, local government agencies, libraries, colleges,
or similar organizations to provide localized services in making
data resources and assistance available to specific communities.
counties, or multicounty areas Affiliates maintain a collection of
major bureau reports for the state and their local service area
They provide assistance in locating data or make referrals to
other organizations in the network Affiliates also co-sponsor
seminars and training sessions and may offer expanded data
services such as computer processing or data analysis

For additional information on the State Data Center program
and a directory of state offices, see Appendix G
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Number of housing units that contain an elderly resident
If it is desired to estimate the number of housing units that
contain an elderly resident. It will be necessary to do some
minor calculations using both PC80-1-B and HC80-1- B
(Ceisus of Housing).

For example, a city may want to know the prevalence of
a particular type of housing need in those housing units in
which a person 65 or older resides. Because some elderly
live in housing units with a head of household younger
than 65, estimates based simply on residence of elderly
persons may differ from those based on households head-
ed by persons 65 or older (or where the spouse is 65 or

older.)
An estimate of the number of housing units containing

one or more elderly residents can be done (see Table 3.5)
by:

first, determine the number of households where the
head or spouse is 65 or older; and,
second, augment this number with an estimate of the
number of households containing elderly persons (but
where the elderly person is not the household head).

See Table 3.4 and further explanation is provided in
Appendix H.

Table 3.5: Estimating Housing Units with Elderly
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Elderly
Households

0-1-B6
WORK-
SHEET

Other
Elderly
PO80-1-B6
Table 28

8,9'5 998
I 1.

Head of
Household

(a)

= 31995
Live With Total
Others Housing

(b) Units

1) Identify and Obtain Data
(refer to Table 3.4)

Two sources-
-HouseholdsHC80-1136. Table 74
ElderlyPC80-1-86. T ale 28

995
.9 987

88

2) Develop a workshee!
Transfer numbers/data to worksheet
Example with Santa Barbara
a) i he number of elderly head of

households is 8.995 (Table 74 of
HC80-1-B6)

b) Elderly living with someone else is
988 (740 relatives plus 258 non-
relatives) (Table 28 of PC80.1-86)

3) Calculation
Add the number of elderly
household heads (8,995) to units in
which an elderly lives, but is not the
head of household (998) for the total
number of units with an elderly person
residing
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Estimating housing tenure (owner/renter) of elderly oc-
cupied units

Depending upon city size and most relevant census
source, there are a number of approaches for determining
the distribution of elderly residents between owned and
rented housing units, that is, housing tenure.

One approach (as illustrated by Santa Barbara in Table

3.6) utilizes both HC80-1-B (table 74) and PC80-1-B (table
28) to calculate the numbers and proportion of owners/
renters for the elderly compared to the total population.

Because census data does not provide a breakdown by
tenure (owner/renter) for the total number of units in which
an older person resides, it will be necessary to do some
minor calculations based on the data provided. Another
approach (as illustrated by New Orleans in Appendix I) uses

Table 3.6: Estimating the Eldraly by Owner and Rental Housing Units

1) Data
PG 80-1-b.Tabte 28

.10 ...h....
I b.. I M.

1) MI Data
Same data sources as Table 3 5)

Housing unitsHC80-1-13, Table 74
HouseholdsPC80-1-B. Table 28

2) Develop a worksheet
Transfer numbers/data to worksheet(s),
Example with Santa Barbara

HC80-1-B6. Table 74 provides
Aelderly owner-occupied units (4.987)
Belderly head of households (8,995)
Ctotal owner-occupied units in city (13,532)
Dtotal renter-occupied units in cit' (18,977)

PC80-1-86, Table 28 provides:
Eunits in which elderly lives with others (998)

(740 plus 258see Table 3 5)

2) Worksheet

Owner Rental Total

/ A

-, : 4,008

B

8 995

362 ; 6
E

998

5,34' 4,644 9,993

8,545 14.969 23.515

18 977 32,52913 532

RESULTS

3) Calculations

Head of
Huusehold

Live With
Others

Total
Elderly

Total Housing Units with Elderly

Owner Renters

5,349 4,644
(53.5%) (46.8%)

3) Calculations (see Appendix I for detailed explanation)

Step one: determine units with elderly renters-8,995 (B) minus 4,987 (A)
= 4,008, Step two: determine total units in city-13,532 (C) plus 18,977
(D) = 32,529, Step three: determine the number of non-elderly units-
13,532 (C) minus 4,987 (A) = 8,545 for owned units and 18,977 (D) minus
4,008 = 14,969 for rented units; Step four: determine ratio of owner/
renters for non-elderly in city(owners is 36 3%, 8,545 divided by 23,514,
renters is 63 7%), Step five: apply ratio to total units in which an elderly
persons resides with others. i e 998 (E)owned units is 362 (36.3% of
998) and rented units is 636 (63.7% of 998), Step six: determine total units
in which an older person resides that are owned, i e owner-occupied
(4,987) plus elderly with others (362) = 5,349, and person resides, i e
renter head of household (4.008) plus units older person lives with others
(636) = 4,644, and fina;ly, determine the ratio of owned/rented units in
which an elderly person residesowned is 53 5% (5,349 divided by 9,993)
and rented units is 46 5% (4,644 divided by 9,993)
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data from the Summary Tape File (STF) 1-A of the Census
of Population and Housing PFIC80-1.

See Appendix I for explanation of both calculations

Locating Areas in the City
Where the Elderly Live

One relatively easy arm useful technique in preparing back-
ground information for planning elderly housing is the develop-
ment of a series of maps showing locations within the city of
elderly residents with select characteristics. Most cities base
their planning on clearly defined neighborhoods identified and
documented through the use of local surveys, as well as
through the use of census data, particularly census tract or
blockdata.

Often the city planning department or planning commission
prepares neighborhood maps and studies that include the elder-
ly as one population group. In addition, the Bureau of the
Census publishes a series of maps which may be adapted for
local use. By applying census data to neighborhood and/or
census tract maps, it is possible to indicate those areas in the
city with:

high concentrations of select elderly characteristics, such
as income, age, and race; as well as

housing characteristics such as size of household. age and
value of the house.

Depending upon local need, resources, access and availabili-

ty of census data, there are a number of approaches which a
city may pursue in developing elderly population maps.

For example, the City of Santa Barbara prepared a series of
city maps identifying select characteristics of the elderly by
neighborhood using census block data. Using color codes to
indicate ranges of numbers and/or percentages of the elderly,
maps were prepared by the City's Community Development
Department based on census block data.

The City purchased a computer print-out (STF-1) from the
Area Planning Council (a census coordinating agency) and
converted the block data into tne City's 31 neighborhoods. In
preparing the neighborhood maps, the city determined its
grouping of population based on the actual distribution of
elderly in the city.

For analysis purposes, a series of neighborhood maps were
prepared for such characteristics as total population, percentage
of elderly, low income elderly by number and percentage.

In addition, by applying locally generated information, such
as the location of key support services,(e.g., senior centers,
existing elderly housing projects/developments, hospitals and
health facilities, shopping areas, and routes for public transpor-
tation) in conjunction with census data, it is possible to develop
a preliminary assessment of the existing environment in the
neighborhood for providing essential support services to the
elderly.

As will be discussed in the following chapter, the City of
Bridgeport Human Resources Department prepared a series of
city maps to reveal select characteristics of their elderly resi-
dents, by neighborhood and location of key support services.
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IV. Techniques To Assess Elderly Housing Needs
While we can propose models of senior housing, we first must study models of senior citizenship because in understanding
citizenship needs we will understand their living and housing needs. If we believe seniors are outsiders to the main stream of
society, then our housing models will reflect that; if we believe seniors are active, productive, then our housing solutions
must reflect that. We must redefine seniors housing, not as a place were seniors go to retire but as a place were seniors can
still practice their citizenship. Senior housing is not a home for the aged but a place where seniors can be at home.

Dr. Ruth Gonchar, Director
Department of Human Resources Development, City of Bridgeport

There are a number of approaches a community may take
to assess the housing needs of its older residents. Each of
these approaches requires data and documentation. This
documentation may either be existing (such as census data)
or it may be locally generated (such as a survey) Depending
upon the use for the data, local resources and other factors,
cities will usually use census data augmented with locally
generated data.

As will be discussed in more detail later, policy decisions
and implementation of particular programs are dependent
upon more than quantitative results of data analysis or needs
assessment. However, a needs assessment is an invaluable
tool for policy makers in establishing both the parameters of
need and the frairmork for understanding the present elderly
housing situation and indicating potential alternative actions

Approaches to Assessing
Elderly Housing Needs

Methodological approaches to needs assessment of the
elderly may be categorized into five types'.

Survey of Elderly Respondent A survey of the elderly is
the most frequently used method of needs assessment
among planners Through this approach, detailed demo-
graphic, economic and household information on the elder-
ly can be provided that is not available through secondary
data A survey also enables the elderly themselves, to
describe their problems and allow their perspectives on
housing needs to be included in the planning process
Secondary Data Use Census data is the most frequently
used secondary data source Needs identified by this
method are those seen in the professional judgement of
the planner rather than opinions of the elderly themselves
(Several examples of this approach are provided in this
guidebook)

Input by Key Informants Through this approach, key per-
sons in the community are interviewed by planners. While
the mey informants would not be expected to have quantita-
tive knowledge of need, their extensive involvement in the
community with the elderly enables them to be aware of
their problems, needs and desires and of available commu-
nity resources. While there are some limitations to this ap-
proach, particularly in identifying appropriate key informants
in large heterogeneous jurisdictions and avoiding possible
bias in their comments, nonetheless, their use can provide
an informal and inexpensive needs assessment
Group Process and Public Hearings This approach uses
public meetings and hearings to gather opinions and informa-
tion, as well as to establish a consensus on needs of the
elderly. For example, a publicly appointed task force or advi-
sory commission can to charged with the task of understand-
ing the goal of analyzing community needs, raising public
awareness, and formu ating viable solutions to meeting these
needs. In addition, many local offices on aging have housing
subcommittees which could serve the same purpose

Service Users Statistics Through the collection and analy-
sis of data on servic.i users, this method can identify and
enumerate those ser/ices currently being used in the com-
munity and match supply and demand

Each of these needs z ssessment methods has its own
strengths and weaknessi:s Generally, they are most effective
when used Ir. combination with each other. See Appendix M for
a comparison of the dif erent approaches of needs assessments

There are a number of factors v.hich may help determine
which type of assessment is best suited to a particular com-
munity Factors such Es the city size, staff capacity, current
planning procedures, Experiences and available resources are
important, as well as d consideration of the need for con-
sumer and community education, coordination and collabora
tion, and political considerations
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Locally Generated Data more, to the extent possible, it is advisable that the secondary
data analysis be augmented with locally generated data.In addition to the census data which can be adapted to

local use, most communities will also utilize locally generated
data obtained through surveys and special studies. Locally
generated data can be targeted to very specific needs, e.g.
population groups, issues, geographic areas, etc. There are
many approaches which a city may take to generate local
data. In addition to the various types of surveys which may
be undertaken, the city may decide to contract out for a study
by such entities as polling firms, consulting firms, and/or
planning agencies.

Another approach might be to collaborate with others in the
community both public and private sectors who have a mutual
interest in the study. Finally, the city may want to contact a
local college/university, or a school with a particular interest in
the topic being studied for possible collaboration.

The City of New Orleans utilized a number of approaches for
generating local data including the use of a citizens attitude
survey and a computerized data base reported on a citywide
and census tract basis.

New Orleans: Use of Locally Generated Data

The Office of Housing and Community Development of the
City of New Orleans uses a number of approaches to generate
Ir..al data and input from citizens in its planning process Ex-
amples of two of these are.

Citizens Attitude Survey A telephone survey is conduced
biannually to assess citizen's attitudes on various city ac-
tions The survey is based on a four percent sample at the
census tract level to ensure a representative cross section
sample of city population. The development of the instru-
ment, sample selection, interviewer training, coding and
analysis of the data are all done by City staff The direct
cost for each survey is $60,000 to cover the cost of the
interviewers.

Demographic Profile The Demographic Profile is a biannual
statistical package of the City reported on a citywide and
census tract basis, and consistent with HUD regulations in
defining low-moderate income The data is stored on floppy
discs which are compatible with the City's micro computers
to enable speedy compilation and analysis It was initially
produced by R. L. Polk under contract to the City as an
adjunct to the annual update of their cross-index directory

Based upon an assumption that many communities may
need to rely primarily upon existing and/or secondary data,
much of this section will be devoted to an approach for extra-
polating census data. Generally, the most available secondary
data tor developing a needs assessment for the community's
elderly housing is aggregated to larger than city size.

In using this approach for extrapolating available data, it is
important that the limitations are clearly recognized. Further-

Special Housing Considerations for the Elderly

As discussed in the overview section on elderly housing,
most older persons would prefer to remain in their own home
and neighborhood. However, for many older persons their
housing needs and living conditions have changed as they
aged. For many elderly their present (or near future) housing
situation may no longer be suitable or affordable for their
needs.

Numerous studies have documented that as a person ages,
they are more likely to have functional impairments and
chronic health conditions which require health and support
services. Increasing numbers of older persons live in homes
which are no longer suitable to their needs, due in part, to
their functional limitations.

At the same time, economic constraints of those living on a
fixed and/or limited income may place the older person in a
position where they are no longer able to to afford their pre-
sent living arrangement. Often, older persons, particularly
women, have outlived their spouses and friends (their primary
informal support system), as well as their resources at a time
when they may have the greatest need for assistance.

In addition to considerations for levels of functional impair-
ment and income, assessing elderly housing needs also re-
quires consideration for other related factors. For instance, con-
sideration also needs to be given to living environments, i.e.,
neighborhood and housing unit. As a persons ages, so too
does their housing unit and their neighborhood.

Each of these factors is integrally related to elderly housing
needs This section will address approaches to assess elderly
housing needs from the perspective of:

the elderly;
the neighborhood;
the housing unit

Assessing the Elderly:
Their Health and Wealth

Perhaps the two most important factors in assessing the
housing needs of older persons are consideration for their
health and wealth, i e how suitable and affordable is their pre-
sent living arrangement.

While health may be the most significant characteristic that
distinguishes housing needs of the elderly from others, it
presents a problem for many planners and policy makers
in how best to assess and measure

Apart from local surveys and individual studies, there is
limited secondary data available to assess elderly health and
functional impairment on a local level At present, the best that
is available is that extrapolated from national data collected
through the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS)

The NHIS is a cross-sectional, nationwide household interview
survey conducted by the Census Bureau for the U.S. Public
Health Service. In 1979 and 1980, a Home Care Supplemental
was included for the first time in this annual survey to collect
data on the need for assistance in various functions due to
chronic health conditions. These include:
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basic physical activities including walking, bathing, dress-
ing, using the toilet, getting in or out of a bed or chair, or
eating; and

home management activities including shopping, routine
household chores, preparing meals and handling financial
matters.

Nationally, the study revealed that significant variations
emerged when these two types of care were analyzed. In
1979, 3.4 million adults living in the community needed or
received help in at least one of these activities, representing a
rate of 22.5 per 1,000 adults. The rate of needing help in at
least one basic physical activity was substantially higher
among persons in the older age categories, i.e., 85 plus.
Although the percentage of women needing help was higher
than men it was not by a statistically significant amount.2

Table 4.1. Rate per 1,000 adults who need assistance, by type
of need and age: United States

Type of need
65-74
years

75-84
years

85 yea-3
and over

Needs help in 1 or more

Rate per 1,000 persons

basic physical activities 52 6 114 0 348.4

Needs help in 1 or more nome
management activities 57 3 141 8 399 0

Usually stays in bed 11 3 25 6 51 2

Has device to control bowel
movements or urination 5 3 10 8 28 5

Needs help of another person in
one or more of the above 69 9 160 3 436 5

Source Feller, Barbara A , M A , "Americans Needing Help to Func-
tion at Home" National Center for Health Statistics, Advance Data,
Number 92, September 14, 1983

Through extrapolation of the NHIS findings and applying the
rates per 1000 for personal care and home management as-
sistance to its elderly population, it is possible for a city to
calculate a rough estimate of needs by age group and living
arrangement.

While the NHIS data does not delineate living arrangement by
tenure (homeowner/renter), the City of Pittsburgh developed its
own tenure breakdown by applying the NHIS data. In develop.
ing these projections, however, the City cautioned against the
accuracy of these numbers as they were based on an assump-
tion that homeowners and renters would experience the same
need for personal care or home management.3

It is possible based on this calculated proportion, to esti-
mate the number (or percent) of disabled persons or house-
holds living in specific types of housing environments (e.g.,
one-room apartments) in a particular city.

For some measures of housing need, it may be desirable to
calculate both of these functional limitations for older resi-
dents (basic management and home management); for others,
it may be necessary to calculate only one. While, this method
will not provide exact numbers; it will provide an acceptable
estimate based upon the limited data available.

Recognizing some of these limitations, it is recommended
that such extrapolations be augmented with other local needs
assessments, i.e. surveys, involvement of key informed in-
dividuals, public meetings, and so forth.

In assessing the frail elderly and their support service
needs, Montgomery County, Maryland used a number of ap-
proaches, including a computerized statistical model for pro-
jecting by planning districts, functional limitations of the frail
elderly.
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State Study

Through a federally supported demonstration project on long
term care, the state of Maryland estimated the number and
percent of disabled, noninstitutionalized elderly in Montgomery
County. Table 4.2 shows results of this study
Table 4.2: Estimate Number Disabled Elderly in

Montgomery County

Level of Disability 65-75

Age

75+ TOTAL

Not disabled 24.797 8,110 32,907
76 2% 44 9% 65 0%

Mildly disabled 4,958 5,420 10,388
153% 300% 205%

Moderately disabled 1,292 2,197 3,489
4 0% 12 2% 6 97%

Severely disabled 1,492 2.320 2,812
4 6% 12 9% 7 5%

Total 32,549 18 047 50,595
100 0% 100 0% 100 0%

Study by the Area Agency on Aging

The Montgomery County Area Agency on Aging projected
slightly higher figures for the County's elderly population, and
based on current figures for residents aged 60-64, projected a

sustained high growth rate for the older population in the
future The AAA also found that*

60 percent of those over 75 and 75 percent of those over
85 are women;
the children of the "old-old" are often themselves in their
60s and 70s and not able to bear the burden of caring for
their parents alone,
an estimated 70 percent of the over 75 pot ,tion in the
county had functional disabilities requiring continuing man-
agement by a physician and some assistance in daily living
tasks.

Survey of Older Tenants

In 1982, the HOC conducted a survey of 968 housenolds in
seven of its assisted housing developments to assess needs
Selected results indicated that

87% of residents were living alone in their apartment, the
majority of these single women
217 head of households (22%) were 80 years or age or
older

Table 4 3 The Primary Services Receiver) At Each 1,-rpe 1mph:

Service

Transportation

Checking (periodic
monitoring)

Social/recreational

Homemaker

Housing

Administrative /Legal

Meal preparation

Food groceries

Personal care (aiding an
tndiv,dtial with dressing
bathing. etc )

Continuous supervision
(fulliitime monitoring)

Noising care (skilled
care)

Unimpaired
X

489 households had annual incomes below $6,000

Other findings indicated that better than three-fourths of the
residents were either partially self-sufficient or dependent in
the areas of transportation, health assistance, homemaking and
psychological counseling.

The difficulty that many of these residents face is that while
they may be too frail to manage alone, they are not eligible
for or in need of, nursing home care. Many are considered at-
risk for continued occupancy in independent living situations.
The dilemma for the older person is where do they go once
they can no longer remain in their present living arrangement

For planners and policy makers, a concern is how to mea-
sure and plan for more suitable alternative living arrangements
To address this need, HOC utilized an approach to project the
conditions and needs of the County's elderly population in
future years based on the following needs:

the use of functional impairment as a measurement for
needs analysis;

planning on the basis of future estimates rather than cur-
rent or prior data:
use of community or planning areas as the basis for
Warming.

A computerized needs assessment was utilized as the first
step for this planning strategy

Computerized Needs Assessment

In developing a projection of the numbers of functionally im-
paired elderly in the county by planning districts. HOC utilized
a computer model developed by a human services consultant
firm located in the county.4 The methodology is baseu on two
fundamental premises:

the distribution of functional status in an elderly population
is related to the demographic makeup of that population,
and

service needs of older people are directly related to func-
tional status

The I puter model is based in part upon a Duke University
study on functional impairment (see Table 4 3) and an analysis
of a GAO study° of the geographic distribution of impaired
elderly in Cleveland For further information on this computer-
ized model, please see Appendix N

By using the data from this computerized needs assessment
in conjunction with other information, planners and policy
makers are in a better position to compare/determine current
levels of service delivery with projections of service neeos

Slightly
X

X

y

Mildly
X

Impairment Level

Moderately Generally
X X

Greatly

X

Extremely

X

Duke University, Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development Fir ; and /Assessment the OARS toloiogy (Sf;cond [(gun) 1978
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Table: 4.4: Data Summary for Housing Needs Measures. Affordability

Indicators of
Dimension and Measures Data Source(s)

Geographic Level
of Aggregation Unit of Analysis

Housing Costs

(1) Housing cost as percent of income Census HC 80-2, Table C-10 Central City of SMSA
of state

Householder/spouse 65+, Tenure,
Mortgage characteristics

(2) Utility cost (energy cost as income) DOE/ELA-0382, Natural Gas Use and 9 regions ouseholder/spouse 60+

Expenditure Table 4

Low Income
Census PC 80-1-C

Table 115 (% of income below
poverty level 1979)

City Persons 60.64, 65-74. 75+
Living arrangements

Table 124 (median income) City Family householder 65+. persons

Table 125, 131, 137 (income
below 125% poverty level,
by race)

City Family householder 65+, persons
unrelated individuals 65+, race

Census HC 80.2 Tables C-3
and C-4 (Household income
distribution)

Central City of
SMSA for state

Household type, Age, Tenure

Table C-11 (Household income
distribution)

Sex of householder, Age, Tenure, Amount
of rent

Census PHC80.52 Table P-4 (1979
income below poverty level)

State Householder 65+, Household type

Private Sources of Support

(1) Elder lv person iwing with family
members or nontamay members
(excludes elderly couples either head of
household. spouse, or both are 65+)

Census PC 80.1-C Table 115 (add
"other relatives" to the difference
between "Nonrelativec" and "Living
alone"

(2) Size of housing unit among families who
have taken in an elderly relative

(3) Income of elderly persons living with
others

(4) Total family income of families who
have taken in an elderly relative

Affordability: Assessing
Elderly Living Expenses

As discussed in the earlier chapters of this guidebook, there
are a large number of low income older persons (those living
at or below poverty levels as well as the "near poor" existing
on limited incomes near or lust above the poverty level)
whose present living arrangement may be financially difficult

While nearly 70 percent of the elderly own their own home,
over one-half of these live at or below the poverty level 6
Many older persons nave been categorized as "house rich and
cash poor" because of the equity tied up in their home Yet,
many older homeowners are unaware, reluctant, or unable to
tap their home equity into cash.

Without adequate income, an older person is not only
unable to purchase needed goods and services, but also may
be unable to pay property taxes and maintain the upkeep of
his/her home. These conditions adversely affect not only the
older person, but the neighborhood and community as well

To assist local officials in assessing the issue of affordability
of current housing for older residents, the Census publishes a
number of data sources indicating elderly income levels and
select housing costs. As indicated earlier, census data is pub-
lished in various formats, e.g. printed reports, microfiche,
computer tapes, aggregated for states, select cities and neigh
borhoods, regions and census tracts. See Appendix E for a
listing of select census data. For example, the Neighborhood
Publication Area (NPA) as described in Chapter III provides
data by neighborhood on such characteristics as.

Income by households, families, and unrelated individuals,
including median, mean and dollar amounts (P-5)

Household income with Social Security, and mean public
assistance (P-5)
Poverty status for unrelated individuals aged 65 and older
and aged 60 and older, by household, number and percen-
tage (P-5)
Value of home for owner-occupied (H-1), as well as mort-
gage status (H-4)
Median rent (H-1) and gross rent by dollar amounts (H-4)
House fuel and select utilities (H-4;

This data may be utilized to develop a profile of the eco-
nomic well-being of the elderly in the city, and/or by neighbor-
hood Tab'c 4.4 provides references to other census data
which may be helpful in examining the issue of affordability of
elderly housing.

By applying the techniques explained in the previous Chap-
ter, it is possible to extrapolate data to measure several indi-
cators of the affordability of present living arrangements In

addition, it is possible to utilize this data in developing a pro-
file of the various neighborhoods in the city where there are
high concentrations of older rndents

Neighborhoods: Assessing Compatability
Recent studies by the Conservation Foundation and the

Urban Institute reinforce the perception that the elderly would
prefer to remain in their own home and neighborhood, to "age
in place ..7 Yet, for many elderly there are a number of factors
which make remaining in their home difficult or impossible

As indicated earlier, as a person ages, he/she often requires
more intense levels of support services Estimates are that
nearly eighty percent of these support services are provided
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"informally" by relatives, friends and neighbors. However,
with increasing age and increased chronic health and func-
tional impairments, there is often a need for formal assis-
tance, public and private.

Many of the support services needed by the elderly may al-
ready exist in the city. Yet, differing programs and re-
quirements of the array of public and private social service
agencies in the community, often make it difficult for the
older person to be aware of the service or know how to apply
for it.

For some elderly, the neighborhood itself may have signifi-
cantly changed and "aged" since they first invested in their
home an average of 18 years ago.8 It may have experienced a
change in its demographics; its zoning and living patterns or
economic base, i.e. businesses and industry. These changes
whether deterioration or revitalization, may drastically alter the
familiar and informal support system of older residents

Because of changing neighborhoods, many of the elderly

Table: 4.5: Data Summary for Housing Needs Measures: Neighborhood

who chose not, or could not leave are faced with living in
neighborhoods which may now be either unsuitable or
unaffordable. Yet, regardless of the problems, many elderly
are reluctant to leave their home and the neighborhood in
which they have lived most of their lives.

There are a number of approaches which a community may
take to intervene and improve the living arrangement of the
elderly through actions addressing the support system availa-
ble in their neighborhood. Several of these will be discussed
in the following chapters.

Assessing the suitability of neighborhoods in which the
elderly live can be done through several approaches. This sec-
tion will discuss the use of secondary data, particularly census
to measure need as well as to adapt for use in developing
planning maps. As indicated in Table 4.5, there are a number
of census data available to measure elderly housing based on
dimensions of their neighborhood.

By applying the calculation method described in Chapter III,

Indicators of
Dimension and Measures Data Source(s

Geographic Level
of Aggregation Unit of Analysis

Safety of Neighborhood

(1) Perception of neighborhood crime AHS SMSA Part B. Table 3
(2) Satisfaction with police prctection AHS SMS,:, Part B. Table 3
(3) Number of crimes ' U S Oepartment of JusticeUniform Crime

Reports Crime in the United States, 1981

CC of AHS SMSA

CC of AHS SMSA

City

YRHU,T

YRHU,T

crimes (by type)

Convenience of Neighborhood

(1) Satisfaction with public transportation AHS SMSA Part B. Table 3
(2) Satisfaction with neighborhood shopping AHS SMSA Part B. Table 3
(3) Satisfaction with recreation facilities AHS SMSA Part B, Table B

CC of AHS SMSA

CC of AHS SMSA

CC of AHS SMSA

YRHU,T

YRHU I

YRHU,T
Access to Sources of Social Support

(1) Single person living alone. Census PC 80-1C. Table 115
(2) Single person living alone (1970) Census Subject Reports Housing of

in a single faintly home Senior Citizens, HC(7)-2, Table-6 ("Household
Composition for Households with head 60 years
old and over by housing characteristics 1970)

Housing of Senior Citizens Table C-5
("Parsons 60 years and over by household
composition and Selected Housing
Characteristices 1970")

City

State, select SMSAs

CC SMSA for U S

Householder/spouse 65+

YRHU, Sex, Householder/spouse 65+. T

Persons, by age groups (50+ 60-64.
65.74, 75+) sex

Legend

AHS = Oesignates Oata From The Annual Housing Survey YRHU = Year Round Housing Unit
CC = Central City T = Tenure
SMSA = Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area

(see tables 3.5 and 3 6) it is possible to extrapolate from
available census data, an estimate of several dimensions of
need in the neighborhood. These dimensions include an un-
safe neighborhood, i.e incidence of crime and/or perception
of crime; inconvenience of neighborhood, i.e. degree of
satisfaction with shopping areas, public transit and recreation
facilities; and isolation from sources of informal social sup-
port, i.e. living alone.

Since neighborhood information is usually more accurate and
more available from local sources, an assessment of these con
ditions would he better in conjunction with at least one of the
other methods of needs assessments. There are many local
sources of information on the neighborhood and potential
sources of support services for older residents In addition to
information from the Mayor's and/or council office and the
planning department, a partial listing of potential public and
private sources of information is included in Table 4.6.

Table 4 6' Selected Community Agencies with Potential
Information on Neighborh000s and Elderly

Police Department
Fire Department
Aging Office
Human Services Department
Housing Department and/or Housing Authority
Community and/or Economic Development Department(s)
Area Agency on Aging (AAA)
Social Services planning/funding agency
Social Service delivery agency such as health, senior
centers, counseling, transportation, chore, etc )
Tax assessor office
Churches, fraternal and other community agencies
Chamber of Commerce, realtors, business community
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Another fairly easy approach to assessing the neighborhood
and its potential impact on the needs of older residents might
be development of a series of maps for analyzing select
neighborhood characteristics.

For example, the City of Bridgeport developed a series of
maps by adapting census data with locally obtained informa-
tion on the neighborhoods. Through the use of a series of
transparencies indicating select characteristics, the C,ty was
able to compare the relationship of several related characteris-
tics of their older residents and housing and living arrange-
ment needs. These maps are representative of the types of in-
formation which a community may choose to develop.

Neighborhood Maps Used to Assess Elderly Housing

The backbone of the City of Bridgeport, like most cities, is
the strong sense of neighborhood among its residents. Older
people and younger people alike identify where they live in the
city by their neighborhood. As discussed in Chapter II of this
guidebook, the City conducts most city planning in terms of its
25 neighborhoods. Separate neighborhood profiles outlining
location, acreage and zoning, population characteristics, hous-
ing stock analysis, and land use were prepared for each neigh-
borhood as part of the City's Master Plan. (See Appendix D).

Using census data, particularly census tract and neighbor -
hou level information, the City's Department of Human
Resourtzs Development was able to prepare a series of charts
and maps to indicate by neighborhood, various characteristics
of the elderly, their housing and support service needs. In-
cluded among these are:

numbers and percentages of elderly
concentration of low income elderly
minority and ethnic elderly
location of elderly housing projects
location of key support services

Through the use of maps and transparency overlays of
select characteristics of the elderly and other factors by
neighborhood, it becomes clear where the concentrations
low-income older persons, older homeowners, and frail elderly
are located, as well as the location of key support services
such as senior centers, hospitals, transportation routes and ex-
isting elderly housing projects. Any number of other social,
economic or political factors can be easily adapted to this ap-
proach making it a valuable planning tool.

Methodology

Information required to develop these maps can be deter-
mined by the following steps:

Step 1 Identify data sourceThe City of Bridgeport used
census tract data.

Step 2 Adapt census data to neighthwhoodsBridgeport had
participated in the Census Bureau's Neighborhood
Statistics Program and incorporated the City's 44
census tracts into 25 neighborhood boundaries.

Step 3 Prepare worksheets on select data characteristics
See Appendix D for sample worksheet. Essentially,
the method consists of:

a) identifying for each census tract a specific char-
acteristic, e.g. numbers of persons aged 65+.

b) determine size for each neighborhoodcombine
the data for those census tracts which constitute
a given neighborhood. In some cases two or
three census tracts may need to be combined to
form one neighborhood. In Bridgeport, there are
12 single census tract neighborhoods, nine with
two census tracts; three with three and one
neighborhood with four census tracts.

C) Determine the average we (number or percentage)
of a select characteristic by neighborhood (or cen-
sus tract), i.e. divide the total number of a select
characteristic in the city by the number of neigh-
borhoods (census tracts).

d) Identify those neighborhoods above or below the
average. Depending upon need/purpose and num-
bers involved, it may be desirable to set up a
range or scale of variances above and/or babw
the average.

Apply results of worksheets (identification of neigh-
borhoods with certain characteristics as relates to the
city's average size) on map and/or transparencies.

Repeat process for each census data characteristic
desired for comparison, i.e. other characteristics of
th, elderly as well as general population. (It may be
desirable to develop similar worksheets for other
relevant jurisdictions, e.g. county, state, regional,
township, and national averages).

Step 6 Prepare overlays/transparencies for other locally
identified characteristics, e.g., location of existing
key support service facilities in the neighborhood
such as senior centers, hospitals or clinics, shopping
areas, recreational facilities, and/or transportation
routes.

Prepare overlays/transparencies for other factors
which may be useful in local planning and implemen-
tation of alternative housing strategies to assist the
elderly, e.g., political divisions such as councilmanic
districts, county, school, and other relevant jurisdic-
tions and planning districts.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 7
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The Housing Unit: Assessing Its Suitability

As previously discussed, there are a number of factors
which may contribute to the present housing unit of the elder-
ly not being suitable for their current needs Nationwide, the
elderly tend to live in much older homes. 40% live in housing
buiii prior to 1939.9

Table 4.7. Percentages of Population Living in Housing
with Physical Deficiencies

TOTAL

ELDERLI

11.59/a

NONELDERLY

7 6%

Owners w /mortgage 6 5% 3 1%

Owners w/o mortgage 10 1% 7.9%

Renters 17 2% 13 2%

Source: Struyk, R and Turner, M , "Changes in the Housing
Situation of the Elderly 1974-79", The Urban Institute, Wash-
ington, D C., December, 1982.

Many of Hies!: older homes may need basic repairs to pro-
vide a safe and decent environment Many of these homes
are too large and energy inefficient, and are expensive to heat
and cool.

For many older women living alone, maintaining the upkeep
and needed repairs is particularly difficult In addition to
limited mechanical (plumbing, electrical, carpentry) skills
necessary for maintenance, many older women also have
limited income and functional impairments which may further
restrict their ability to maintain their home

This section will discuss various approaches to assessing
the housing unit of older persons in terms of odicators of its
suitability. Such indicators are based on physical inadequacies
of the housing unit In ad_lion to the excessive costs issue,
housing units currently occupied by an elderly individual are
generally judged to be "inadequate," when they are not pro
viding a decent, safe, and sanitary environment.

Table 4 8 lists several dimensions of housing needs of the
elderly, including physically inadequate housing, housing con
taming physical barriers, very small housing unit, and housing
not weather resistant Each of these dimensions is accom-
panied by a number rif indicators or variables to measure it

It should be noted, however, that several of these dimen
sions would not be considered housing needs were it not for
functional limitations of the older occupant For example, a
very small unit, such as an ,iliciency, would not be a prob
lem unless the older person required the continuous prove
sion of some essential support service, such as home health
care requiring equipment or space not available in the .nit

This listing of indico,urs is derived from an examination of
current literature, including the 21 measures of physically in
adequate housing developed by HUD

While these housing needs were chosen to be representatNe
of key concerns of the elderly's housing situation in mo:A
cities, it is not assumed to be ali inclusive car applicable to all
cities It is anticipated that a number of cities may choose to
modify this listing to better reflect vocal conditions, e g a

flood plain or other significant factor affecting the (today of an
older person to remain in their present horfie.

Data Sources, Method of Calculation and Limitations

As previously discussed, dependi% upon the size of the city
and the availability of appropriate census data, assessing the
suitability of current housing units for the elderly would be
more accurate using neighborhood and/or census tract data in
conjunction with local surveys.

However, the approach described in this section assumes
that the conducting of a methodologically sound local survey
is not feasible for most cities. Therefore, this approach pro-
poses the UP of census data as the sour e to provide ap-
proximations of local needs based upon the available data ag-
gregated to the city, state, regional or national level

Not all of the measures listed in Table 4.8 are available at a
geographical level of aggregation as small as a city. (See
Appendix J for a listing of the various data for each of these
identified measures of deficiencies). The primary source for
much of the enumerated need indicators is the Annual Hous-
ing Survey (AHS) which is available only for a limited number
of metropolitan communities and only on a citywide basis.

While census tract data would be the most useful in analy-
zing select characteristics of the elderly in the city (as well as
neighborhoods), there are limitations on the number of dimen-
sions of needs provided at the census tract level.

Similarly, there is limited census tract data upon which to
measure/assess social needs, with the exception of itch indi-
cators as rate of poverty and ;lying alone.

The definition of age may also be a matter of concern since
much of the approach outlined in the nuidebook uses age 65
and older or 60 and older. Yet, many government programs
which potentially may benefit the elderly set eligibility at 62.
Therefore, adjustments will need to be made to prevent too
large or too small estimates.

The limitations of making estimates based on extrapolations
from regional and national data :rust also be recognized. In
many cases the assumption o "sameness" in proportional
distribution of a given characteristic within the region and na-
tion are simply not realistic andit:r accurate.

For instance, the state, regional or national averages for
owner and renters or an indicator of a specific physical defi-
ciency may have little resemblance to any particular city in
that state or region.

Faced with this situation. cities essentiey have two options.
either conduct their own survey, or somehow modify the in-
formation that is available to reflect, as closely as pose.
the status of that city

In some instances, a city may choose to either modify data
available on a similar-size city(ies) or to propuitionally adjust
data on a larger-size city with similar socioeconomic charac-
teristics For example, those cities which are not part of the
Annual Housing Survey (see Table 3.1 for a listing), but iden-
tify other similar size /characteristics city included a Ihe

survey, may find this a more useful approach
Another approach, cited earlier and one that has been relied

upon in the past by cities to fulfill federal program require
ments, such as the Housing Assistance Plan (HAP), is to use
"proxy" measures to substitute for the item that they would
like to measure directly but for which no data is available For

example. instead of adjusting regional level data on a wide
range of measures of physical deficiency, a city may choose
instead to use me,..-iures such as "age of housing stock," or
"value of housing udit

And still in other cases, there may be a need to further
modify the approach outlined in this guidebook and adopt
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another approach which best uses the various data available
to the city.

For instance, if census tract data is available, it may be
used to identify those areas in the city with high concentra-
tions of elderly, particularly low-income, the "older" elderly
(those 75 or 85 plus who may be more likely to have a func-
tional impairment), and/or those living alone. Then this infor-
mation can he used in conjunction with data extrapolated from
larger aggregated areas to provide estimates of proportions of

physical deficiencies in the city.
In applying the approach identified M th:s section, common

sense must prevail on which data source and approach is moie
practical and realistic in providing usable data for estimating the
suitability of the housing unit occupied by older persons.

With recognition of the limitations and caution in using this
approach, it still provides some relevant indications of need.
Furthermore, it provides a reasonable alternative to no availa-
ble data or contracting for expensive locally generated data.

Table. 4.8: Dimensions and Measures of Housing Needs of the Elderly:

Dimension of Need

I. Physical Inadequate Housing. Decent, safe, and sanitary unit, Feasibility of :iome care, Feasibility of dwelling modifications

Measures

1. Lacks complete or private plumbing 13 No elevator in buildiog with 4 or more stories
2. Lacks complete or private kitchen 14 E eery room does not have working electrical wall
3. Basement shows signs of leaks outlets
4. Leaking roof 15 Fuses blew 3 or more times in last 90 days
5. Open cracks or holes in walls or ceilings 16 Wiring in house in not concealed
6. Holes in floor 17. Unit lacks electricity
7 Signs of rats or mice in building in last 90 days 18. Toilet has broken down 3 or more times in last 90
8. Broken plaster or peeling paint over 1 square foot days
9 No light fixtures in common halls of multi-family 19. No public sewer, septic tan: or cesspool

building 20. Main heating equipment is either room heater without
10. Light fixtures ir, common halls not working vent or flue burning gas, oil, or kerosene or no
11 Hazardous steps on common stairways in heating equipment

multi-family building 21 3 or more heating equipment breakdowns of 6 or
12. Stair railings not firmly attached more hours last winter

II. Housing Contains Physical Barriers. May need assistance to live independently, Special dwelling unit modifications may be required

1 Multi-unit structlre without elevator 4 Household needs, and does not have, the following
2 Loosed steps special equipment in the housing unit
3. Loose or missing railings a extra hand rails or grab bars

b handicapped-equipped sinks and faucets
c handicapped- equipped wail switches
d specially equipped telephone
e ramps or lifts within housing unit
f. extra wide doors or hallways

g wheelchair-equipped bathroom
h flashing lights

i raised lettering or braile
j push bars on doors

k other features

III. Very Small Housing Unit. Feasibility of home care

1. Unit has only 1 room (efficiency) 2 Actual square footage of housmg unit

IV. Housing Unit Not Weather Resistant. Threat to health and safety Feasibility of rehabilitation or. other dwelling unit upgrading

1. Leaking roof 3 Lacking attic or roof insulation
2 Missing storm windows 4 Construction materials not .veather resistant (particularly

in cold climates)
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Extrapolating Available Census Data to Estimate Local
Housing Needs of the Elderly

The approach outlined in this section for estimating physical
deficiencies of housing units occupied by persons aged 65 and
older is fairly straightforward. Essentially, there are five steps:

Step 1 Determine which indicators of physical deficiencies

are realistic for local estimates of housing stock.
(See Table 4 8 and Appendix J, for a listing of
dimensions of need). Example provided in Table 4.9
is all estimate of housing units in Santa Barbara
with leaking roofs.

Step 2 Identify Data Source (see Appendix J) recommended

Table 4.9: Estimating Elderly Housing Needs Through Extrapolated from Existing Data
H-150-80, Table E-2
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Step 1Identify Indicators of Physical Deficiencies
Determine from Table 4 8 which measures of housing

deficiencies are needed Example is for units with leaking
roofs in Santa Barbara

Step 2Identify Data Sources
Determine from Appendix J which source of data is mo5

appropriate For Santa Barbara (d non-SMSA city) it is
H-150-80, Table E-2

Step 3Develop Worksheets
Identify and transfer relevant data to worksheets. A) for

determining proportion of a particular deficiency (roof) by
tenure, and B) elderly housing units by tenure (results of
Table 3 6)

*Figures Listed by Thousands

cp5-4a
120-2.664=4 5%

5
cc

176- 2.516 =7%

Tenure

(Results of Table 3.6)'

Owner Renter

5349 4644

Calculate'

g
045%x5349=241

\
cr,

5
cc

7%x4644.325

Results

Elderly Units with'

Leaking Roof

Owner Renter

241.000 325,000

lep 4-- Calcu ate Ratio of Units with Deficiency

For example, divide units with leaks (120 owned.' 176
rented) by total units in area (2,664-owned, 2,51u rented)

Step 5Calculate the Number of Units with the
Deficiency 0 upied by the Elderly

Apply the ratio (step 4) to the number of elderly
occupied units (Table 3 6) For example. for owned
4 5% t Ties 5,349 units equals 241 units, for renters
7% 'Imes 4,644 units equals 325 units
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Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

for measuring deficiency (column two), in some
cases more than one source is listed. In determin-
ing which source is most appropriate, check both
geographic area (column three), and unit of analysis
(column four).

Develop a worksheet(s) by selecting those relevant
data from the data source; (in most cases, it will
be easy to determine some of the information not
provided by simply subtracting or dividing with the
data which is provided);

Determine the ratio of homes with a particular defi-
ciency compared to the total number of housing
units ;n the geographic area provided;

Calculate the number (and/or percentage) of
estimated housing units occupied by an older per-
son (head of household and living with another, as
calculated in Table 3.6) likely to have deficiencies
(multiply the ratio times the elderly housing units)

The result is an estimate of the number of units (and/or) per-
centage of housing units in the city in which an elderly persons
lives (owners and renters) that are likely to have that specific
deficiency. This assumes that the distribution/ratio of homes
occupied by the elderly reflects the community at large.

See Appendix K for several examples of the calculation pro-
cez's for assessing physical deficiencies, including differences
based on data sources.

Depending upon need, it is not necessary to calculate each
deficiency to assess the physical qualities of the housing unit.
Some indicators may be more meaningful than others. At the
same time not all data sources will be available for every city,
and in some instances, locally generated data may be more
realistic than the use of data aggregated to a larger geographi-
cal area.

The experience of the city of Wheeling in calculating the
various indicators of physical deficiencies may be beneficial to
others in using this approach.

The Wheeling Experience: Straightforward and Useful
When the Data Source is Available

In recent years, the City of Wheeling has experienced a
growing concern for the problems of its elderly citizens. The
general population of Wheeling has steadily declined from
53,400 in 1960 to 43,070 in 1980, representing a decrease of
19%. In contrast, the number of persons 65 or older increased
7% to 7,632 in 1980. The 1980 Census data reveals that
17.7% of the total population is over 65 years of age. Wheel-
ing, like many other cities has been hampered in its efforts to
address elderly housing needs by, among other things, lack of
basic data on the housing status of the elderly. The City of
Wheeling in addressing the lack of data used the method of
extrapolating existing secondary census data (aggregated to
larger areas) to estimate local needs.

For instance, the City used the method as described in this
guidebook to estimate physical deficiencies. While the City's
ex; ,rience with the method was relative,y easy and straightfor-
ward, a few of the published data sources cif 1 were not
available or the City believed that available sources were not
applicable to their local situation.

Nonetheless, the methodology descnbed proved useful in gen-
erating estimates of physical deficiencies which otherwise would
require me extensive and expensive efforts to determine.
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Process

Recognizing that many of the measures of deficiencies iden-
tified in the process are not obtainable from any local source
of published information or are available only on a large
geographic basis, the City of Wheeling completed the process
for quantifying the elderly housing needs with me overriding
concem in mindthe userulness and/or validity of the calcula-
tions required a constant understanding of the limitations of
the data. The end result, nevertheless, is information which
can be utilized as a starting point to assist in the development
of an active eloerly housing program.

The actual process involved two basic steps:

Step I work through a set of calculations to arrive at an ar.-
proximation of the number of elderly persons re-
siding in the City in both owner-occupied and reNer-
occupied housing units, (as explained in Table 3 6).
This estimate of housing units containing an eLerly
person becomes key to all subsequent calculations.

Step 2 apply the results of these calculations to a 'ange of
"indicators of need" for elderly which wer.: deter-
mined to be applicable (as explained in Table 4.9).

For Wheeling, the process involved approximatr,y 40 data
items or "indicators of need". This data came f om basically
four sources: The Bureau of Census for Housirj and Popula-
tion Characteristics; Department of Energy/Enr.gy Information
Administration; Annual Uniforr., Crime Report for West Virginia;
and the Annual Housing Survey.

Of tne suggested indicators of need (Tat,,e 4.8), 10 could
not be derived for Wheeling due a lack o' reasonable data. In
most cases, this was due to the lack of an Annual Housing
Survey for the Wheeling SMSA. Theref.re, data was generated
for the other basic data items or "ins, =ors of need" using
data targeted for the City of Wheek). The remainder came
from either regional or national figr,es.

For Wheeling, the lowest geogr2,:hic level of data available
was, in 17 instances, the Annual rlousing Survey (national) for
the North Central Region. While le/heeling, is actually located
in the extreme northem part o' the Southern Region as desig-
nated by the Bureau of Censt.s, the City did not beliese that
conditions identified for the r,outhern Region, which included
the rural areas of the Soutf em states, represented the condi-
tions in Wheeling. Therefe,e, the data aggregated for the North
Central Region would be more representative for Wheeling and
would more than likely ,educe the distortion factor.

Conclusion

While the proces is relatively easy to work through and
source material is for the most part, readily obtainable, judge-
ment must be e ercised in some communities in extrapolating
available seconrary regional and national data.

The usefulness and/or validity of the calculation requires a
constant une:rstanding of the limitations of the data. Strict
reliance on the results as indicators of need ter the elderly
would be iazardous. However, with an understanaing of these
limitatior3 in mind, the process could be utilized as a basis, or
stun pint for developing an active elderly housing pro-
gram Strict reliance on the results as indicators of need for
the r iderly would be hazardous.

Viith financial resources becoming more and more limited, it
is very apparent that needs mu.,t be addressed on a priority
iasis. Therefore, cities must develop their strategies with the
most reliable data possible. As a foundation upon which
Wheeling could build a data set of needs for the elderly, the
process is valuable.

See Appendix L for examples of calculations and worksheets
developed by the City to indicate the numbers and percentages
of the various deficiencies by tenure, owner/renter.
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V. Expanding Choices In Living Arrangements

In many respects, the responsibility for meeting elderly housing needs has shifted to local jurisdictions. As a result, Mayors
and other city officials will play an increasingly more important role in the development of policies and in the planning that
will be required if we are to provide appropriate, well-designed housing programs for the elderly. It is critical that we look at
alternatives to the traditional kinds of living arrangements in ordcr to expand the range of options that are available to the
older population.

Leo E. Baldwin
American Association of Retired Persons

In recent years, there has been an increased awareness of
the need to expand the choices in housing and living ai range-
ments available for the elderly Of particular note has been the
interest in developing various types of alternative housii-g
such as congregate living, accessory apartments, hone equity
conversion, life care facilities and others

Many of these "innovative' living arranger, its have been
in existence in some communities for years. yet they are be-
ing "re-discovered," or re-ciassified as alternative approaches
to addressing critical housing needs of the elderly

Many of these alternate es differ greatly from eacn other
and often focus on solo' ns is d ehr t housing problems ref
the elderly, such as costs or the need for support services
However, each shares a commonality in beir.g part of a spec-
trum of continuum of care in housing options being developed
as alternatives to institutional housing. i e , nursing home

Most of these alternatives fall in between independent :nd
dependent living. Seeking to identify effective and efficient
community based alternative noosing is a anal common to the
elderly, their family and friends a: it is to many local officials
and community leaders in the field; of housing and communi-
ty development, health and support care, and aging Among
the actors involved in seeking to develop alternative housing
programs and policies to enhance in fependence living are

elected officials who share a concern for effective and effi-
cient public responses to priority needs of older consti-
tuents, including housing and health care needs, as well as
concerns for public costs and adiL3ting their communities
to increasing numbers of older residents:

advocates for the elderly who snare a concern th- moi

humane community based living arrangpmerits become
for the elderly that are safe, affordable and

Liable hc_sing any facilitat; the preference,, of most
elderly to _fie in place";

housing administrators woo share concerns for their pre-
sent aging tenants, particularly those who may be consid-
ered at risk" of being evicted from their current hying ar-
rangements due to chronic functional impairments,

community planners who share concerns for present and
future d ;iriographic protections, particularly about local im-
pact Jf tie rapid growth of the more frail and vulnerable
elderly, often those 85 years of age and older who will
have a need for more support services.

health care professionals who share concerns for rapidly
escalating health costs, and wok to community based
health care as an alternative to costly and often inappro-
priate institutionalization,

community and neighborhood leaders concerned about
the impact and changing needs of neighborhoods because
of increased numbers and high concentrations of older per-
sons, including support services business, and their ability
to maintain their homes

Clearly, there is a growing recognition of the need to
develop effective alternative living arrangements to "fill the
gap" between independent living and dependent living for
those elderly who have r' ced of some assistance, but who do
not require institutional care Alternative housing offers a
range of semi-independent living options for those elderly
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Need For Alternative Housing

From a community planning perspective, there are a number
of interdisciplinary concerns that may be addressed by the
development of a range of alternative housing arrangements
for the elderly. These include:

population projections While population trends indicate
that the aging population is rapidly increasing, of greatest
concern to many planners and policy makers is the seg-
ment of the older population aged 75 and/or 85 years and
older. This segment of the older population most likely to
have some chronic functional impairment requiring support
services is expnted to more than triple by the year 2035
The impact on .uture housing needs may be greatest for
older women who generally live longer and are most likely
to be living alone.

Table 5.1. Distribution of the Male and Female Populations
65 Years Old and Over by Living Arrangements. 1981

8

In Instituttons and
nner group quartets

Lying with
someone else

1111 Spouse
Present

1111 livingalone

cn

0
03

0

0

0

0

0
MALE FEMALE Percent

Source Bureau of the Census, Demographic and Socioeconomic Aspects
of Aging in the United States, Special 'Audies Series P-23, No 138. p 87

costs Rapidly escalating health care costs affect not only
the older person but the taxpayer as well in terms of public
costs for institutionalized long term care Hearings of the
U S House of Representatives Subcommittee on Health
and Long Term Care showed that there are currently 1 3
million older Americans residing in nursing homes at an
cost of about $30 billion public funds annually. Yet, it is
estimated that between 20 to 40 percent of these older
persons could live in the community if safe housing and
support services were available Bored on population pro-
ject' ns, estimates 2'e that over the next decade there will
be a neck for 300,000 additional nursing home beds at an
estimated cost of between $5 and $6 bill'on.2

older tenants in public housing There are currently 1.5
million senior citizens now residing in HUD supported hous-
ing nationwide.3 Many of these older residents have lived in
public housing facilities on average for 13 years. Many are
now reaching an age where chronic and functional impair-
ments are making it difficult for them to remain in their
homes without assistance. As Senator John Heinz, Chair-
man of the Senate Special Committee on Aging stated,
"Fully 40 percent of the elderly in public housing nation-
wide are over 75 years of age . . . As a result, many of
those elderly housing projects are in danger of becomiri
nursing homes without services."4 For many managers if
elderly housing units, these older tenants are considered
"at risk" to remain in the facility; yet there may be no
suitable alternatives in the community.

housing shortage At the present time, there are long
waiting lists for available elderly housing. Cities responding
to recent Conference of Mayors surveys indicated that they
are experiencing better than 16 months waiting lists for
assisted housing for the elderly, public and Section 8 certif-
cates; and 18 months for Section 202.5 This represents a

double edged sword in the sense that there is a shortage
of adequate assisted housing for older people in some
communities, while at the same time, many younger fami-
lies are seeking to free up the larger homes in which many
older persons are presently living.

home equity There is a seeming contradiction in the fact
that many older persons are struggling to exist on limited
budget, and yet according to the U.S. Senate Special Com-
mittee on Aging, 12.5 million homes are owned by indi-
viduals 65 and over, 80 percent of these without an out-
standing mortgage. It is estimated that between $100-600
billion is tied up in assets of elderly housing and that about
one-fourth of all low income elderly homeowners could
raise their incomes by drawing upori the equity iii their
homes.6 However, while older people may have the poten-
tial asset of a mortgage-free home, they have limited ac-
cess to this money; and therefore have limited cash flow

neighborhood Older persons tend to be stabilizing forces in
their neighborhoods. On an average, older persons have
lived in their homes for better than 18 years During this
time, the elderly as well as their neighborhood may have
changed erestically. There is a need for both the elderly
and their neighborhood to be compatible and mutually
beneficial to each other. On the one hand, there is a need
to ensure the provision of necessary and accessible ser-
vices to older persons to help them remain active and con-
tributing members of the community, while at the same
time, some older homeowners may not be able to provide
proper maintenance and repairs on their homes and may
adversely impact the rest of the neighborhood.

desire for independent living Studies show that most
elderly desire to "age in place." However, functional im-
pairmem may require a level of support care at present
available only through institutional care. Given the option of
community based care, most older people would prefer to
remain in their own homes and communities. How a com-
munity responds to this preference and develops suitable
and affordable alternatives in the community to facilitate in
dependent add semi-independent living for the elderly is in
the interest of the older persons, their fa nily and friends,
as well as the general public
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What are the Alternatives

While much has been written on various housing alterna-
tives, there is no clear definition of just what constitutes alter-
native living arrangements for the elderly. Generally, they rep-
resent a range of semi-independent optional living arrange-
ments that are targeted to fill the gap between independent
living for older residents and dependent care, i.e. nursing
homes.

There is also no consensus on either terminology used or a
systematic approach in classification of alternatives However,
most of the alternatives are presented as part of a continuum
of housing options, usually based upon the level of support
services available as part of the living arrangement For in-
stance, the New England Non-Profit Housing Development
Corporation has grouped a number of housing alternatives by
the level of independent-dependent living arrangements.

Many listings of alternative housing such as that listed in
table 5.2, classify the various types of alternative housing as
a place where an older person resides. There are other cate-
gories of housing alternatives which include both types of
residence, as well as types of programs or services which ad-
dress a certain housing problem and thus enable older per-
sons to remain in their home as an alternative to mowing For
instance, programs such as home equity conversion or home
repair /renovation may address affordability or so!Zability hous-
ing needs. See Table 5.3 for more expanded listing.

Table 5.2: Select Housing Options by Level of Dependence

single family house

mobile home

apartment house

public housing

retirement community

boarding house

resiaence with relatives

retirement hotel

home for the aged

community residence

congregate housing

county home

nintermediate care housing

ritirsing home

hospital

Source A Guide to the Design and Development of Housing for the Elder-
ly, New England Non-Profit Housing Development Corporation, 1978, p 44

Furthermore, as discussed in the previous chapters, assess-
ing and responding to housing needs of the older person in-
cludes approaches to address such housing needs as

Costsreducing expenses and/or increasing income

Support Servicesassistance needed often due to a
chronic impairment

Physical Un;1improvements and/or changes to the hous
ing unit to make it more suitable, safe and decent

Table 5.3: Select Housing Approaches

Primary Problem Areas Dealt With:

Physical Support
Approach Unit Cost Services

Accessory Apartmen1s X

Adult Day Care
Congregate Housing X

Cooperative Housing X

Crime Prevention
Dwelling Unit Modifications X

Foster Care
Granny Flats/ECHO Housing X

Home Aide
Home Delivered Meals
Home Health Assistance
Homemaker Services
Housing Referral
Home Sharing/Matching X

Rent Subsidies/
Development/Subsidies
(e.g . Section 8,
Section 202) X

Residential Repair/
Renovation X

Respite Care
Reverse Annuity Mortgages
Shopping Assistance
Single Room Occupancy

Housing X

Tax Relief
Temporary Shelter/

Emergency Housing X

Weathenzation X

Selected .,sternative Housing
Arrangements for Elderly

There are a number of types of alternative housing options;
in some instances, essentially the same alternative may have
a variety of names For instance, a "granny flat" may also be
known as ECHO housing, and/or mother-in-law homes.

Some of the more commonly known alternative housing op-
tions are briefly described. See Appendix A for references for
further information on many of thes:. options

Accessory Apartments

These housing arrangements are designed as independent
living units with kitchens contained within a single-family
home. Generally, these apartments represent underused hou-
sing resources, and may provide additional income for home-
owners facing rising costs for heat, taxes, maintentance and
other living expenses Apartment tenants can provide not only
rental income, but also personal services to older homeowners
in return for lower rent Tenants can be a source of compa-
nionship and security from fear of criminal intrusion and per-
sonal accident Buyers of new and/or existing homes may also
find that the installation of an accessory apartment offers
them a means of meeting payments on high interest loans.

Accessory apartments may be an appropriate housing option
either for the older homeowner who needs additional income
and has a large enough home to allow the conversion of
space Imo a separate apartment or for the older person who
needs to live closer to family but does not wish to become
dependent
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Board and Care Homes

Board and care homes are known by many different names,
they may be termed group homes, adult foster care, congre-
gate living, domicilary care, etc. A board and care facility is
any resident facility that provides protective oversight and is
not licensed as a nursing home.

Board and care housing is an expanding type of residential
care home. There are about 30,000 such homes in the United
States. The great majority of these serve aged persons, who
receive public assistance, often Supplemental Security Income
(SSI or SSDI), and Medicaid or Medicare. A number of states
have a special SSI supplement for residents in board and care
homes who qualify for SSI.

Board and care homes are distinguished from boarding
homes because they provide protective oversight or special
care to residents. Responsibilities for licensing these homes
and overseeing the care provided in them, rests with state
and local governments. However, federal law (Section 1616
(e) of the Social Security Act) requires that states develop and
enforce standards for boeid and care homes in which a signif-
icant number of SSI residents are believed to reside.

Most board and care homes are small, individually operated,
private businesses with ten or fewer residents who typically
pay a monthly fee ranging from $200 to $1,000. Because
these homes are less expensive than nursing homes and pro-
vide a more home-like care for many aged persons, the us-
of this type of facility is expected to rise significantly in the
future.

Congregate Housing

Congregate housing is a housing arrangement which pro-
vides support services as part of the housing. Most con-
gregate housing programs include at least one meal per day.
Other typical support services include chore services,
transportation, recreation, education, and counseling. The
facility may range from a few units to large complexes of one
hundred or more units. There may also be select congregate
units within essentially an independent living housing facility
There are a wide range of administrative approaches to con-
gregate housing Usually, the housing facility is operated by a
proprietary or non-profit agency. The rents range from a few
hundred to over $1,000 per month

The federal government began a pilot program for congre-
gate housing in the mid 60s through a joint effort of HUD and
HEW (now the Department ol Health and Human Services) The
Congregate Housing Services Act of 1978 established a five
year national demonstration program which authorized HUD to
award to public housing authorities and Section 202 honeng
sponsors funds to provide nutritional meals and support ser-
vices :nr their tenants The program is designed to serve
those elderly who are at a high risk of institutionalization and
are no longer able to live alone By the end of 1983, there
were 62 congregate housing services program serving over
2,000 older residents 7

ECHO HousingiGranny Flats

ECHO or granny flats are small, self contained, removable
housing units that are installed adjacent to existing single family
homes They are generally occupieu by one or two elders on
the relative's home site or by one or two relatives on the
elder's home site. ECHO is the acronym for "Elder Cottage
Housing Opportunity These types of housing alternatives are
an adaptation of a housing concept known as granny flats in
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Australia and/or similar to early "mother-in-law" houses. In
California, they are referred to in the State enabling legislation
as "seconc units."

These homes can take any number of forms from panel con-
struction to mobile homes This alternative provides an option
to meet housing needs of older family members without alter-
ing the primary house or adversely affecting the neighborhood.
It also allows families to provide support for older people while
allowing the older person to retain his/her independence. ECHO
housing encourages day-to-day support that benefits both
households yet permits the separate households to share meal
preparation, shopping, household chores, transportation, and
other daily activities. The proximity of the families should result
in each feeling more secure about property and personal safe-
ty, and less vulnerable in the event of an emergency.

ECHO units can also form elderly housing cluster ar-
rangements on small tracts of land and be leased out by non-
profit corporations, local housing authorities, or private in-
vestors The clusters can be interspersed in residential areas
as infill housing, integrating the elderly into the larger com-
munity, or the units can be located adjacent to a health care
facility to provide easy access to the elderly at various stages
of need.

Home Equity Conversion

Home equity conversion is a term that covers a nurriaer of
financial arrangements which allow older homeowners to con-
vert the equity value of their homes into income without hav-
ing to move or repay the loan from monthly income There
are a number of approaches to home equity conversion, the
major types include.

Reverse f may Mortgage (RAM) is essentially 'he op-
posite of a conventional mortgage loan. The loen is paid to
the homeowner in monthly payments with the amount
determined by the amount of home equity borrowed
against, the interest rate and the length of the loan. The
loan is repaid at a scheduled time or, under some ar-
rangements, whenever the homeowner chooses usually by
selling the house A RAM does not necessarily offer a
guarantee income for the remainder of the borrower's life

Sale/leaseba0 a structured in a number of ways,
usually with an ii,..,stor purchasing the elderly seller's
home and granting the seller life tenancy in the home or
the right to a more holed tenancy at a specified rental
payment

Split equity is a home equity conversion program involving
co-ownership Equity in the property is usually held jointly
by the homeowner and a publicly sponsored corporation
The homeowner is guaranteed a lifetime tenancy status in
the property, wade the public body becomes the owner of
a remainder interest The homeowner retains title to the
house until death

Deferred payment loan is a method by which elderly
homeowners can draw upon home equity to secure the
means to maintain and repair their dwellings, thereby pre-
venting a decline ,e property .lue These loans permit re-
habilitation and repairs and ahfro permit homeowners to de-
fer payment of all principal and interest either for a spe-
cified term or until the house is sold

Property Tax Deferral allows elderly homeowners to re-
quest the state in which they reside to pay the property



taxes they owe their local governments. These annual
payments would accrue with interest as a loan from the
state to the homeowner, secured by equity in the home
The interest rate charged on deferred tax liabilities would
cover the cost of state borrowing, administrative expenses,
and a loss reserve fund upon the death of the homeowner
or prior sale of the home. The total loan would be repaid
to the state from the proceeds of the estate or sale. It
guarantees that older homeowners will not be forced out of
their homes due to an inability to pay property taxes

Life Care Facilities

Life-care facilities are specifically designed residences for
older persons which provide a wide range of health and sup-
port service care including personal nursing care. Residents of
these types of facilities are generally capable of independent
living upon entering and expect to be able to remain in this
community through the various levels of physical care and
need that may arise during the remainder of their life.

The types of shelter, services and activities offered may
vary from one community to another but there are several
common denominators. an entrance/endowment fee, monthly
living charges, central dining facility a range of on-site health
services, and the assurance of a lifetime of care should resi-
dents become physically incapacitated. The distinctive char-
at;tenstic of life car3 facilities is the provision of health care
within a community based health facility, enabling the resident
to receive needed medical care without leaving the supportive
environment.

Table .7,..1. Continuum of Types of Living Arrangements

Retirement Communities

While retirement communities vary greatly, they can basical-
ly be defined as small, self-contained complexes that provide
at least minimal services to residents. These commun,'ies
may range in size from an entire town or subdivision to a
high-rise apartment building. Retirement communities are
generally designed to meet a wide-range of interest on the
part of residents and tend to offer a varying amount of per-
sonal care. The majority of retirement communities are com-
posed of apartment units, with 15 percent made up of mobile
home communities and less than two percent single family
dwelling.

Retirement communities may also include continuing care
centers. These communities are typically about 500 residents
in size and are often sponsored by non-profit organizations.
These complexes include !':ruses, apartments, and a nursing
home. The supportive environment lends itself to long-terms
stays similar lo life care facilities.

Shared Housing

This approach to alternative housing is, as the name im-
plies, a situation in which two or more unrelated individuals
share a dwelling with each having his/her own private space
while sharing other common living areas Residents may be
all older persons or intergenerational The arrangement may or
may not include the hiring of a manager, cook or other sup-
portive help

It is estimated that there are currently, over one-half million

I
Costs
per
day

III

Housing
Group

Individual Multifamily residences

Specialized facility

Congregate

Dining and
service
facilities

0,0""''s

Segal service needs

Shiner needs

Social care
facilities

Nursing
homes Hospitals

-20..r.110

It
Intensity
of service
modality

i

Continuum of impairment levels

Unimpaired Slightly Mildly Moderately Generally Greatly Extremely

uource Adapted from Freeland. Mark S , Carol E Schendler, Health Spending ;ri the 80 s Integiation of Clinical Practice Patterns with
Management." Health Care Financing, Spring 1984, Volume 5, Number 3, p 24
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older people living in shared homes and apartments. Such ar-
rangements can provide companionship, security, financial
benefits and service exchange. "liomeseekers" or those look-
ing for shelter may either pay monthly rent or provide
specified services in the home in exchange for rent. For the
homeowner such a situation may provide supplemental in-
come to meet rising expenses or the provision of services
otherwise difficult to obtain.

There are two basic types of shared housing:

match-updesigned to match homeowners and tenants
based on preferences and needs identified through
interviews;

group residencesinvolving a number of elderly people
who live together as one household Generaily in this type
of shared housing, no one individual owns or rents the
house but rather it is leased or purchased by an organiza-
tion to accommodate four or more in a family type setting.
Many group homes have an employee who prepares meals,
does housekeeping and various other services.

Table 5.5: Advantages and Disadvantages of Selected Alternative Housing Options

Type Advantages Disadvantages
Accessory Apartments provide additional income for elderly

homeowners
companionship and security
increase supply of affordable rental
housing
personal support services may be
provided in lieu of rent

initial ronstructron cost to homeowners
neighborhood concern about lowered
property values
zoning restraints
possible housing and building code
violations

Board and Care Homes home-like environment
afford fragile, isolated elderly opportunity
to interact with others
economical

not licensed, concerned with standards
and treatment of residents
owner/operators often lack training
little planned social activities

Congregate Housing provides basic support services that can
extend independent living
reduces social isolation
provides physical and emotional security

tendency to overserve the needs of
tenants; v^nioting dependency
expensive to build and operate
those without kitchen facilities restrict
tenants independence
expensive for most elderly without subsidy

ECHO, Granny Flats facilitate older parsons receiving support
support from younger family members,
option to remain in individual home
smaller housing unit, less expensive to
operate

potential to lower property values
attitude and impact on neighborhood
concerns about housing and building
code violations

Home Equity Conversion convert litunme investment into usable
income
allow elderly with marginal incomes to
remain in familiar surroundings
can be used to finance housing
expenses, :e. make necessary repairs,
utilities, taxes

, ,

risk that homeowner will live longer than
term of loan
homes of lower value (often the type
owned by elderly) may not provide
monthly payments large enough to be
worth cost of loan
inflation may erode the value of the loan
over the years
reluctancy by homeowner to utilize due to lack
of information, concern for lein on property
and/or impact on estate for heirs

Life Cage Facilities offers pre-paid health care
security and protection against
inflation and financially draining illnesses
wide range of social activities with health
and support system

too expensive for many elderly
no protection should the facility go out of
business
older person receives no deed to property
no guarantees that monthly payments will not
rise

location is usually rural, isolated from
community serv, .is

Shared Housing less expensive due to shared costs for
household operators
companionship, seci -ty
promotes intergenerational cooperation
and understanding
more extensive use of existing housing
program inexpensive to operate

problems with selection of individual to
share home
amount of privacy reduced
does not meet medical and personal
problems
added income may mean owner is no
longer eligible for public benefits
city zoning ordinances may prohibit

Source Adapted from "A Manual of Housing Alternatives for the Elderly, Vol I," Rosalyn Katz, Ph D Health and Welfare Planning Association forthe City of Pittsourgh and "Housing Choices for Older Homeowners," American Association of Retired Persons
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Table 5.6: Housing Alternatives and Housing Levels
Type of Housing Alternative

Single Family Dwelling
Regular Apartment Rental
Condo minium
Cooperative"
Home Equity Conversion*"

Independent

X

X

X

X

X

Level of Housing
Semi-independent Dependent

Home Maintenance and Repair X x

Shared Housing X x

Accessory Apartment X x x

ECHO Housing X x x

Life Care Community
Congregate Housing
Personal Care Boarding home

X x
x

x

x

Legend:
" Has potential as semi-independent level if congregate dining - offered within the structure

** Has potential as both semi-independent and dependent levels if converted equity is used to cover costs of in-come care services

Independent
Living arrangements appropriate ror individuals/couples capable of handling their own housekeeping, cooking and personal care Included in
this category are such dwellings as single family homes, apts, condominiums, coops, etc.

Semi-independent
Living arrangements which provide assistance for those who are not totally self-sufficient but capable of tending to their own personal care
such as bathing and grooming. Included in this category are such dwellings as congregate housing, ECHO housing, life care communities

Dependent
Living arrangements which provide 24-hour personal/custodial care for more severely impaired individuals who do not need daily nursing or
medical care. Included in this category are such facilities as foster homes, personal care boarding homes

Source. A Manual of Housing Alternatives for the Elderly, Volume Ill, Need and Demand Projections, Septemb '084, pgs 151, 152, 155

Which Alternative is Most Appropriate

,-,s previously discussed, older people are no more homo-
geneous than any other age group and they have vast differ-
ences in personal preferences and needs. Therefore, the
various alternative housing approaches attempt to expand the
choices or options of living arrangements.

Recent studies indicate that the types of housing required
by older persons are directly related to their level of functional
impairment and need for services. Thus, as an individ.Jal's
level of impairment increases, his or her need for housing
with supportive services also increases.

Table 5.4 depicts the relationship between levels of func-
tional impairment and types of living arrangements. As indi-
cated, when service needs intensify, particularly medical ser-
vice needs, the availability of more specialized living facilities
becomes necessary. Persons with little or no impairment may
require very little in the way of services and live independently
in single or multi-family housing within the community As im-
pairments increase, however, reliance on the ar 'essibility of
others for assistance in meeting health and social service
needs becomes greater.

Certain housing alternatives may therefore be more sultan,
than others based on level of functional impairment, personal
preferences and resources Because of different definitions
and interpretations of functiona: needs and housing types, the
City of Pittsburgh had developed as part of its comprehensive
study on alternative housing for the elderly, a glossary of
terms. See Table 5.6 for classification of alternatives

Based on the relationship between evels of functional im-
pairment and types of living arrangenients there is a need for
a continuum of types of living arrangements offering various
levels of housing, medical and sc;port services

Because of the umber of variables involved and the differ

ences among the various housing options, it is crucial that
adequate housing counseling be provided to advise older per-
sons of their most appropriate/suitable living arrangement

A number of local communities are beginning to provide
housing counseling, for older residents, generally as part of a
housing, senior center, health care and/or social services pro-
grams. Because the type of housing arrangement that may be
most suitable can change very rapidly due to a sudden
change in the older person's life, i e death of spouse, illness
ur accident, it is becoming more crucial that proper housing
counseling be provided and that options in living arrangements
be available in the community.

How to Inventory Present and
Projected Alternative Housing

One of the first set of .lions which a community may
undertake as part of the development of a community housing
plan for the elderly is to inventory housing programs and rele-
vant support services which exist in the community

There are a number of approaches that a community may
take to inventory current housing programs In Dayton, as
part of a series of actions taken by the Mayor's Task Force
on Alternative Housing to analyze existing problems with elder-
ly housing, an inventory of current living arrangements for
older persons was taken (see following chapter for additional
information)

The inventory listea the various types of living arrangements
existing in the city (metropolitan area) including independent
siding, subsidized housing, home matching, shared housing,
congregate housing, living with relatives, foster care, sheltered
group housing/boarding home, rest home/custodial care, nurs-
ing home and total living communities An analysis was then
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made of each to determine their current capacity (number of
units), monthly costs and eligibility. (See Appendix 0 for
inventory)

Santa Barbara: Inventory of Existing Housing Programs
Benefitting the Elderly

As part of a comprehensive assessment of the elderly hous-
ing needs in Santa Barbara, the Mayor and City Council estab-
lished a working committee to study and make recommenda-
tions to the City Council on existing and needed housing
policies and programs.

The working committee consisted of five appointed indi-
viduals representing key agencies that are actively involved
with policy development as well as programs on issues related
to the housing needs of the city's elderly These agencies
inluded:

City Planning Commission
City Community Development Task Force (CDBG)
Housing Authority
Area Agency on Aging
Community Resources Information Service Inc

Stafng for the Committee was provided by the City's Hous-
ing and Redevelopment Division of the Community Develop-
ment Department. This is the city division that is most directly
involved in the city's funded or operated housing programs
targeted to the elderly including:

The Home Rehabilitation Loan Program
Share-A-Home
Secondary Dwelling Unit Ordinance
Mobile Home Rent Stabilization Ordinance; and
Friendship Center

One of the first reports developed by the working committee
was an inventory of over thirty programs which exist in the
city of 75,000 (18% aged 65 and older). Each of the progr:-ns
was categorized by their primary and/or secondary impact in
three problem areas of elderly housing, i.e. physical unit, cost
and support services.

Excerpt From Approach/Resources Inventory

Primary (P) /Secondary (S)
Problem Areas Dealt With

Physical Support
Approach/Resource Unit Cost Services

Residential Repair/Renovation/Accessibility

A. Housing Rehabilitation P S

Loan Program (HRLP)

B Services Aimed at Independent Living
(SAIL) P S

"Granny Flats"/Accessory Apartments

A. Secondary Dwelling Unit Program P S

Rent Subsidies/Housing Development

A. Housing Authority P P

B. Multifamily Rental Housing Financing
Program P P

C Housing Corporation of Santa Barbara P P

CI Senior Center of Santa Baoara, Inc P P

E Santa Barbara Community Housing
Corporation P P_...-----.............-----...__...-------------------------d

Similarly, in Santa Barbara, an inventory of current housing
programs was conducted by a special Working Committee or
Task Force established by the Mayor and City Council.

A detailed fact sheet was prepared for each of these pro-
grams, outlining such items as approach, objectives, adminis-
tration, area served, funding and eligibility.

Sample Fact Sheet

Approach:

Program Title:

Program Location:

Program Administrator:

Program Objective/Description:

Geographic Area Served:

Numbered Served and Eligibility:

Funding Sources and Amount:

Home Sharing/Matching

Share-A-Home

Santa Barbara, California

Community Resources Sevice
Information

905 N Milpas St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 963-8958

Share-A-Home is a screening, match-
ing and counseling service to assist
people in locating shared living ar-
rangements that are compatible to
their neat The Program goal is the
creation of economic housing alter-
natives for senior citizens and dis-
abled individuals. One participant in
each match must be either 55 years
or older or a person with a disability
Follow-up services are provided after
the matches are arranged. A special-
ized program within this service is
the Mu hlving Project. This project
facilitates the development of group
living

City of Santa Barbara

Total cumulative participation for FY
83-84 was 376. Of these, 274 or
73% are of low to moderate income
Eligibility is based on age of 55 or
older. or disabled.

Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of
the summary of service statistics and
caseload characteristics for the fiscal
year 1983-84.

City of Santa Barbara CDBG: Area
Agency on Aging; donatic-s, and,
YMCA/Project Concern.

Equipper' ,vith this information, and other data being devel-
oped by the Task Force (additional descriptions in other parts
of this guidebook), the Working Committee will be in a better
position to identify and analyze the benefits and gaps in ex-
'ling programs, to comply with federal and state requests to

.,..e recommendations to the City Council and to serve as a
foundation for a strategy to address identified needs
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VI. Developing A Community Strategy For Elderly Housing
In a time of declining public resources, it is important that local communities establish a mechanism for bringing together the
key actors in the community who can make decisions and commitments in defining a community agenda for resolving housing
problems of our older citizens. In Dayton, a city with a tradition for citizen involvement, we established a task force represent-
ing "movers and shakers" from both the public and private sector who were successful in developing creative ways of using
existing resources and in identifying creative use of government policies to develop needed housing options for the elderly.

The Honorable Paul Leonard
Mayor of Dayton

The purpose of this guidebook is to assist Mayors and local
officials in developing a co nmunity plan to address the housing
needs of older residents. Thus far, the guidebook has pre-
sented a national perspective on such issues and concerns as

current and projected increases in numbers and proportions
of older Americans and their impact on local communities,

special housing needs of the elderly, particularly those frail
and living alone, as well as a consideration for the afforda-
bility and suitability of their present living arrangement,

types of planning approaches and tools for assessing elder
ly housing needs, including levels of functional impair-
ments, income and characteristics of the housing unit and
neighborhood;

types of secondary data, particularly census, which may be
used for local planning and techniques for extrapolating
state. regional or national data for local use,

identification and comparison of various housing alterna-
tives for the elderly, and options for expanding choices in
living arrangements, and

an awareness of the diversity amonn various public and
private sectors involved in addressing elderly housing
needs

While for most older persons, current living conditions may
be adequate, research shows that there are two basic condi
tons '.v!iich are most likely to cause an adjustment in housing
needs through either the addition of support services or
though modification of e,osting housing

when the housing unit currently occupied by a household
containing an elderly individual is judged to be "inade-
quate.' This is generally defined as not providing a uecent.
safe, ana sanitary environment and/or placing an excessive
cost buroen on its occupant(s), and

when the characteristics of the residential environment are
not responsive to the particular needs of the elderly person
in the household

In order to assess the housing needs of the elderly in a jur-
isdiction, it is necessary to. (1) measure the attributes of the
housing, neighborhood, and community environment in which
the elderly person lives tc determine if these conditions are
adequate; and (2) to measure the condition of elderly
residents themselves in relation to the housing and housing-
related services to determine if there is a good match be-
tween household characteristics and housing characteristics.

While a national perspective may be helpful in understand-
ing the overall housing needs of the elderly, each of these
basic issues and concerns must be translated from this na-
tional overview to practical and specific local application

Eaca community must decide how best to proceed in devel-
oping its own housing strategy The effectiveness of the ap-
proach and the techniques used in addressing the needs of a
particular community is dependent upon local conditions and
the purpose of the elderly housing strategy.

Responding to the Housing Needs
of Older Persons

Essentially, the guidebook has thus far addressed various
ways of identifying what elderly housing needs and/or prob-
lems are and why they may be a concern of local officials and
the community, as well as older persons and their family
This section is going to focus on some of the how questions,
i e how a community can respond to the housing needs of
older persons Among the basic concerns in the development
of a local strategy may be

how to assist the older person in their efforts to remain
self reliant and independent in their own home and
community.
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how to expand the choices in housing and living arrange-
ments in the community so that suitable and affordable
options exist;

how to assist family, friends and neighbors who informally
provide the vast majority of support services to the elderly,
yet who due to aging may themselves be in need of
assistance now or in the near future;

how to ensure that the array of public and private agencies
in the community that potentially may provide essential
support services are available, accessible and effective;

how to identify and/or initiate appropriate housing alterna-
tives in the community to expand options in living arrange-
ments for the elderly;

how to promote community awareness and acceptance of
new housing alternatives, policies and programs;

how to assist local coordination and collaboration among
the various levels of government, private agencies, organi-
zations and arturs integrally involved with addressing elder-
ly housing needs; and/or

how to develop political support for necessary changes in
policies and programs.

Unfortunately, there is no ready made answer to these
questions. There is no magic formula or recipe which provides
the appropriate mix of housing options, i.e. how many units
are needed for independent living compared with units of con-
gregate housing, accessory apartments, granny flats, and/or
nursing homes. Or how many units need to be build or reha-
bilitate for adaptive re-use for increasing numbers of older
citizens; what is the appropriate mix of support services and
how to facilitate coordination; and finally, what is the role and
responsibility of the public and private sectors, as well as the
older person and family.

A community needs to be mindful not only of the physical
needs of older residents in assessing housing, but psychologi-
cal and personal attitudes as well. For instance, a recent
study1 showed that despite the fact that many older persons
are living in housing that is physically inadequate and/or with
a high economic burden, they may not move for a number of
reasons, including:

they do not perceive any acceptable housing alternatives,
they are unwilling to accept public housing or subsidy pro-
grams;

they are fearful about moving to a new location;
they lack knowledge about dealing in the housing market,
or about transportation and/or financial resources to find
and obtain better housing.

The effectiveness of the strategy and techniques used in ad-
dressing the housing needs of the elderly in a particular com-
munity is dependent upon local conditions. Each community
will need to determine for itself which mix cf housing and liv-
ing arrangements is most responsive to their local needs. The
City of Pittsburgh developed a projection for various housing
alternatives by combining such factors as demographics of
persons and households, personal preference, potential de-
mand, current services with a resultant supply demand gap
See Table 6.3 for projections by type of alternative.

Each community will need to develop a strategy to assess
need, determine policy options and implement necessary
changes. Recognizing that each community is unique, this

section will be descriptive, not prescriptive, in addressing
strategies which may be considered in planning for elderly
housing. In doing so, a community may want to reassess the
effectiveness and efficiency of their present public and private
policies and programs regarding elderly housing.

Furthermore, addressing eldrt tz..ising needs requires a

multidisciplinary approach involving a number of actors from
the public and private sectors. No one sector has the ability,
authority or resources, to adequately address the issue.
Changing policies and programs to expand the choices in
suitable and affordable living arrangements for the elderly re-
quires a collaborative community-wide effort.

While it is clear that this effort requires coordination and
collaboration with the different levels of government and the
private sector, this guidebook was written primarily for Mayors
and city officials and will therefore, focus on the role of city
governments. However, in reassessing current policies and
programs, an important step includes a reassessment of the
roles and responsibilities of the various public and private sec-
tors involved. The actions of the city government need to be
examined in the context of:

What the elderly and their families can do
What other levels of government can do
What the private, business and corporate sector can do
What the community can do

One effective part of a community strategy to address elder-
ly housing needs may be to seek approaches to building pub-
lic-private partnerships in a collaborative effort to bring about
ne ded changes.

Changing Roles of Local
Governments with Elderly Housing

City government involvement :r, addressing housing needs
of the elderly has been changing over the past few years.
This change has been due to a combination of factors includ-
ing the local impact of changing demographics and increased
awareness of special housing and support service needs of
older residents, coupled with cutbacks in federal and clher
public resources, changes in the housing market, and a re-
assessment of the roles and responsibilities of public and
private sectors regarding housing and support services in the
community.

One of the changes in local government involvement has
been in the "re-discovering" of the use of local governing
powers as an effective tool and policy option to address hous-
ing needs. SRI International has classified these governing
powers, or governances,into six types, these are.

zoning, ordinances and other regulatory changezoning
changes or waivers to permit accessory apartments or
shared housing;
tax policy changetax incentives to encourage certain
types or location of facilities, circuit breakers or property
tax freezes;

administrative actionslocation of senior centers within
senior hi- rises, or adjusting public transit routes to needs
of older persons and/or increased police patrols in neigh-
borh3ods with high elderly residency
public-private collaborationpartnership with private devel-
opers or agencies to build or renovate elderly housing or
provide space or support services for elderly residents,
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public advocacyactivities to increase community
awareness of elderly housing needs, or to lobby within the
city and other levels of government for changes in policies,
programs or resources to assist the elderly;
promote self-helpactions by city officials to establish
neighborhood crime watch, peer -to -peer housing counsel-
ing, and home equity conversion programs.

Zoning as an Approach for Addressing
Housing Needs of the Elderly

Increasingly, local officials are considering the use of zoning
as a mechanism for addressing housing needs of the elderly.
Zoning changs;s, or the provision of waivers or variances have
been particularly useful in facilitating such housing options for
the elderly as shared housing, echo or granny flats, and ac-
cessory apartments (see chapter V for a discussion on these
and other alternatives).

A study2 by the American Planning Association on local zon-
ing and/or ordinances for the elderly outlined some of the ar-
guments for and against zoning to assist the elderly. The study
recognized difficulties experienced by many elderly in their cur-
rent housing situations due to factors such as physical impair-
ment, limited income, needs and access to support services
and difficulties with maintaining repairs.

The APA study also recognized that there is general public
sentiment to develop h_using alternatives for the elderly to
facilitate privacy and independence, and prevent unnecessary
institutionalization.

Finally, the study recognized that many homeowners are
"overhoused" by remaining in large homes in which they had
raised families. This type of situation creates a twofold prob-
lem: 1) the house may be larger than the older person needs
and can maintain; and 2) ty the older person remaining in the
house, it may contribute to a shortage of housing for younger
families in the community.

The arguments In favor of zoning to address elderly hous-
ing needs included:

Ordinances can authorize a range of housing attematives,
from accessory apartments to high-rise developments, de-
..igned to address the needs of different groups of elderly.

Zoning ordinances affecting such modifications as density
and/or parking requirenit.nts are necessary to help make
such developments economically feasible. Without such
modifications, developers will not build housing for the
elderly.

Many zoning ordinances which emphasize traditional single-
family developments (restricting the number of unrelated in-
dividuals who share a single-family home, prohibiting in-
stallation of an additional vit in a traditional ho or
placement of a separate unit on a single-family lot) also
preclude the development of congregate housing, accessory
apartments and echo housing.

Arguments against zoninr4 tos the elderly Include:

The pa zntial exclusionary Impact of zoning for the elderly
could br. used as a tool to discourage young families from
settling in a community (to avoid high costs of additional
schools and recreational facilities).

Elderly housing needs may not be significantly different
from the rest of the population. Elderly people are not a
generic group; their housing needs and preferences may
differ based on a number of variables including age, health,
income, class, and location. While many elderly do develop
specialized medical, social and physical needs, particularly
as they age, careful studies of the elderly in a particular
city can indicate exactly what their needs are. A special or-
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dinance narrowly tailored to meet those specific needs will
avoid reliance on questionable generalizations.

Because zoning ordinances kw tee elderly frequently
ailthotize higher density, smaller units and fewer parking
spaces, there is concern among some that they might re-
sult in lower property standards, i.e. reducing the value of
houses. The concem of this argument is that units devel-
oped specifically for the elderly will be inaoequate for future
use by younger families or non-elderly populations.

In summary, this study found that "If ordinances are care-
fully developed with minimum standards and proper documen-
tation of needs of elderly couples and iiluividuals, there is no
reason why the housing developed under those ordinances
should not s,411ce for younger couples and individuals as
well."

During the past few years, the Conference of Mayors has
collaborated with the Administration on Aging, the National
Association of Counties and SRI International in examining the
use of local governances as a means of addressing priority
needs of the elderly. A number of cities and cclinties3 have
been involved in efforts to demonstrate this approach as a
policy option for local government officials. Each community
was asked to consider effective ways of using their governing
powers, i.e. ordinances, taxing, administrative action, etc. as
a policy option to address their priority need. The issue of
alternative housing for the elderly was identified as a priority
need by several of the local communities, including the City of
Dayton.

Policy Options for Elderly Housing

To develop an effective policy options strategy for elderly
housing, it is necessary for both the public and private sectors
in a community, to wad( together in a collaborative effort to
bring their resources ',state and local govemment, the financial
and realty sector, neighborhood organizations and the aging
network) to bear on the problem at hand.

The physical cc, design, cost. environment and location
of an older persons home are all factors which affect their
quality of life.

The quality and cost of shelter is determined by economic
forces, government policies, and financial and real estate prac
tices. Factors such as high interest rates, increasing mainte-
nance and utility costs, a shortage of rental units, condo-
minium conversions, and reduced government subsidies make
housing a difficult issue for many elderly.

The issue of affordability has been addressed by many states
and local governments by the provision of tax lief, by utilities
through offering preferential rates, by banks mi king av-flable
reverse annuity mortgages and by some governments provid-
ing renters wi:h needed legal protections.

To help with home maintenance, local governments may
modify punitive tax and code policies. Private sector, com
munity and aging groups can help through the development of
elderly assistance efforts

Ir response to pressures from the housing market. local gov-
ernments may take legal and re,ulatory steps to control the
rate of private development and protect the interests of elderly
consumers.

To encourage the expah. )n of the supply of housing to meet
the needs of the elderly, local governments can afer regula-
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Dayton Experience: Mayor's Task Force
on Housing Alternatives for the Elderly

In June 1983, Mayor Paul 1.aonara of Dayton appoliad a

broad based public-private 1 ask Force on Housing Alternatives
for the Elderly. The Task Force represented local government
officials throughout the county, representatives of the business
sector, the news media, fictions, neighborhoods, hospitals, nur-
sing homes, older adults, and professionals in the areas of
aging, mental health, mental retardation, housing ,octal ser-
vices and fire protection

The Task Force was established to address the need for hous-
ing options to bridge the gap between independent living and
nursing home care Its mission was to develop, negotiate and
implement a strategy of policy options which addressed the need
for an increased number and wider range of housing aiternatwes
for the elderly of Montgomery County. These housing alternatives
should be affordable and safe and maximize independence

The Task Force was co-chaired by a retired chief executive
officer of a major corporation in the city, and a retired super-
visor of the public school ystem and chairman of the Council
on Aging The Mayor was very active in providing leadership
throughout the project. The Task Force was jointly staffed by
the Area Agency on Aging, key human services planning agen-
cies in the community, and directed by the City's Administrator
for Community Affairs

Defining the Problem
In addressing the need for housing alternatives, the Task

Force was responding to an identified problem in the city. It
had been documented that Montgomery County, as the nation
as a whole, was facing a dramatic increase in the number of
residents 65 years of age and older

Further, older persons are not only living longer but they are
less likely to have family members to live with when age or il-
lness makes assistance with the activities of daily hying
necessary. The pattern of the extended family living together
had been replaced

The Task Force also responded to the fact that in looking for
some assistance, those elderly living alone had few options
Retirement communities and most types of semi-independent
housing alternatives in Dayton were priced well out of the
range of older city resiaents Thus. there was a need to fill the
gap between independent living and nursing home care

Given the magnitude of the effort. the Task Force divided
itself into five study teams'

Education and Training
- Licensing and Administrative Reform

Zoning

Support Services
Housing Alternatives Development

Each team was assigned the task of further defining the prob-
lem from its perspective and developing an action agreement
The agreement was to contain a problem statement, goals, ob-
jectives and recommended action steps The teams worked in-
dependently and were coordinated by a central Task Force
Steering Committee l hey met several times during the course
of the project to clarify and gain consensus on issues

In order to develop the action agreements, the teams con-
ducted special research including

ci survey of c:der adults and human service professionals to
learn more about the types of services provided through in
ormal supports. such as families, neighbors, clturches,

a survey of nursing homes to understand the problems ex-

perienced by the elderly just prior to entering a nursing

a review of local zoning ordinances applicable to elderly
housing alternatives;

a review of licensing standards and procedures used locally
for some housing options; and
an inventory of local housing options and information about
elderly housing alternatives in other parts of the country.

Problems, Issues, Barriers to Housing Alternatives

Among those problems identified through this research were

the lack of uniform definition of alternative care facilities,
the large number of agencies responsible for licensing,
the usability to determine the number of licensed homes for
the elderly;

the inability to evaluate the care provided;
some facilities operating under no licei..ung authority what-
soever and having no standards or quality of care criteria,
resistance by neighborhood residents to group homes being
located in their neighboinoods,
because of "ie lack of suitable housing, individuals were
often placed in inappropriate housing alternatives,
those operating housing alternatives for the elderly often
lacked qualifications and training;
lack of funding for housing alternatives, and zoning laws
limiting housing alternatives,
the elderly and their families and the rest of the community
were ill-informed about the availability and advantages of
elderly support services ana housing alternatives

The teams alai found that most older people rely on
families, friends, neighbors, or church for assistance when the
need arises While there is a growing need for alternative
housing options, there is not a great demand by the elderly
due in large part to a lack of knowledge of alternatives
available.

The elderly need specialized assistance in assessing needs
and getting connected with support services Of particular con-
cern are those low Income elderly who cannot afford many
housing options Those residing in public housing often need
more assistance with the activities of daily living than is availa-
ble and generally, private develops s are morn interested in
providing housing alternatives for moderate and high income
families than those with limited ability to Day for services

Recommendations

The final report of the Mayor's Task Force on Alternative
Housing for the Elderly, identified a number of recommenda-
tions These included

Provide recognition and assistance to the informal support
systems of the elderly,
increase the level of knowledge about and access to
available housing and services for the elderly and their
family,
expand the supply of housing alternatives and other sup-
port services available,

improve the overall quality of available housing options

Few of the proposed recommendations of the Task Force
will require a significant infusion of new funds to implement
Most of it is designed to fit within existing budgetary re-
sources Much of the program, it is anticipated would be car-
ried out as r rt of the normal work of community agencies
including the Montgomery County Council on Aging, the Area
Agency on Aging
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tory and tax incentives to pnvate developers, while corpora-
tions, foundations, unions, and others m2v target investments
into elderly housing.

To encourage the use of some alternative housing options for
the elderly, local governments may need to modify local
zoning laws and codes to allow for the development of alterna-
tives such as group homes and homesharing. AAAs, communi-
ty groups and the elderly themselves can take the lead in
organizing various kinds of gram livirig arrangements.

Source: SRI International with U.S. Conference of Mayors, and
National Association of Counties, Rediscovering Governance'
Using Po Options to Address the Needs of Older Americans,
July, 1983, p. 63.

In Dayton, The Mayor's Task Force on Housing Alternatives
for the Elderly, utilized a number of techniques in its strategy
to develop housing options to fill the gap between indepen-
dent living and dependent care in nursing homes As part of a

strategy to increase community awareness of the need to fa-
cilitate an effective public-private collaborative effort, and to
build political support for changes in policies and programs,
the City effectively utiiized a broad-based community task
force.

The task force was given the responsibility to analyze the
problem, conduct a needs assessment and make recommen-
dations on policy actions which the City and community could
undertake to expand choices in living arrangements. After a

near year long examination of the problem from different
perspectives, the task force made policy recommendations, as
well as suggested actions for implementation.

Subsequent to the recommendations and final report adopted
by the City Council, the Mayor appointed an implementation
task force to follow through on the various actions
recommended.

Bottom-line: Purpose of the Strategy

The strategy which a community pursues in addressing
housing needs of the elderly depends upon the purpose or
goal which the community is trying to achieve. In Dayton, the
goal was to develop a semi-independent housing option for
the elderly through creative use of existing resources and to
identify government policies which may hinder local efforts.
The strategy focused on approaches to involve various key
community leaders from the public and private sectors, and to
facilitate collaboration, -nlitical support and public awareness

A well thought out strategy can bring about not only a bet-
ter understanding of the present and projected housing needs
of older residents, but can also be an effective approach to:

increase community awareness of housing needs of the
elderly, as well as policy options for needed changes:
promote and/or facilitate collaboration with the various
public and private agencies involved with elderly housing,
and/or
build public and political support for implementing changes
in present policies and/or programs.

The Importance tg outlining Basic Objectives

In addressing strategies and approaches to planning for the
development of alternative housing for the elderly, a study4
conducted for the City of Pittsburgh concluded that the neces-
sary first step was to identify the basic objectives to be

achieved through making particular alternatives available. The
following examples were cited:

If the primary goal is to free-up larger nomes for younger
families, then efforts should be targeted to developing af-
fordable condominiums, cooperatives, congregate flcilities
and/or life care communities.
If the major goal is to prevent housing stock deterioration
and neighborhood blight, then a subsidized home mainte-
nance and repair program should be a high priority
response.

If the goal is to help older people to remain in their
homes, then programs which facilitate accessory apartment
conversions, home equity conversions oi* shared housing
matches should be considered.

The study further concluded that the extent d scope of
the plan will vary according to the needs assessment and pro-
jected demand for certain alternative living arrangements
among different elderly populations, i.e. level of impairment,
current living arrangement; as well as the experiences ganed
by other communities in the use of the alternatives, and final-
ly, on community education and awareness

In Montgomery County, Maryland, the Housing Opportunities
Commission (HOC) conducted a needs assessment of elderly
housing in the county (see earlier discussion). Based on the
results of this assessment, they concluded that community-
based living is a possibility for declining and frail elderly (per-
sons with chronic and/or long-term impairments) given the
availability of supportive services.

The HOC fuoer concluded that for many of the increasing
numbers of "frail" elderly, if proper in-home care is available,
skilled or nursing Lai3 is no longer inevitable. The focus of
"caring" for the growing numbers of older persons with
chronic impairments requiring non-skilled or supportive ser-
vices, is being shifted back to our communities.

In part because of these identified housing concerns, the
county is considering a planning strategy which incorporates
the following components:

An Assessment of Wedscomputerized needs assessment
model to make projeL..ions for the next 5-20 years at me
neighborhood level of functional impairments and the types
and amounts of services needed by elderly at various levels
of impairment. (see Apperdix N)
An Identification of Resourcesresearch of existing and
planned housing and support services for older persons
throughout the county by type, amount, and location.
A Determination of Unmet Needs identification of gaps
in services through a comparison of needs assessment and
existing resources to assist II, decisions on how and where
resources should be targeted.
Analysis of Optionsdevelopment of a plan incorporating a
range of housing optic); including types of structures, living
arrangements, associateu service packages, and financing/
ownership arrangements sensitive to the differences between
older persons.

Selection of the Proper Mixfinal decision-making phase
- strategy will facilitate an assessment of a range of

options based on: cost/financing, functional capacity of the
elderly population, client preference, environment require-
ments, and client physical well-being.

ii is important to recognize from ttie outset that developing
such a strategy inherently involves an iterative process This
interaction arises from the conflict between the needs iden-
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Table 6.1' Housilig Options for Older Owners and Renters

To Remain in Horn,

Owners

Home maintenance and repair These m.y be particularly needed by
low incrne elderly homeowners Need d for safe, secure, enjoyable
living, se programs include advice on what needs to be done
when, actual performance of maintr aance tasks and affordable rates

Minor structural modllicatons. These include provisions for easier
housekeeping, improved time energy el ency, reduced accident
hazards, and adjustments ior age-related physical changes or disabili-
ties. Professional advice for what needs to be done as well as
assistance or getting the work done is desirable

Major stuctural modifirations (accessory apartments). Overly large
homes of empty-neF',ers, older couples and individuals, can be
altered to provide Two sepaiate dwelling ,snit, This offers possibilities
for added securi'f, help with home management tasks, and rental in-
come, and encaurages more efficient use of existing housing stock
Information -aout local codes and ordinances, leads to financing
sources, rd assistance in locating tenants are means of encouraging
use of it's option.

Hom° eq y conversion Enables converting value of home into in-
con-e. th,..reby making money available to cover such expenses as
0 rising costs of remaining in the home, needed major repairs,
nedical and health care expenses Good legal advice needed to help
elderly homeowners fully understand HEC and avoid some of the pit-
falls of some HEC variations

Home sharing. This can be accomplished using a home as is"
Companionship, security, more money. or even hcme maintenance
help are potential benefits for the sharing homeowner "Match maker
service" important for facilitating this approach

Alternative Housing

Owners

Small single-family houses A recent national survey of middle-
income retirees (and those near retirement) found most current
homeowners wanted to own a smaller detached house or duplex with
about four rooms per dwelling Could be built in multiple as well as
a single detached structure

Condominium ownership Community property maintenance and
upkeep services offer special advantages to older households Age-
restricted or mid age group occupancy types offer important choices.
Small condominium dwellings built in cluster developments offer addi-
tional advantage of a secure, small community sena-4

Cooperative housing ownership Offer same mar tenance advantages
as condominiums However. families own shares in total development
rather than an individual unit as in a condominium Lower monthly
debt service is possible because longer-term mortgages are available
Co-ops designed for retirement housing usually provide 4rtiportant ser-
vice extras

Live-in care communities. Specially designed residential communities
provide a variety of dwelling types and iiving arrangements Buy-in
plans differ with some purchasing lite-time occupancy only, while
others provide for owning a unit out-right with it becoming part of
deceP,ed estate upon death Meals, housekeeping, transportation,
health and nursing care are the services usually available to the life
care residents

Shared houses Purchase and ownership of a large house by two or
more owners. or purchase by one owner who then might share the
dwelling with other renters

Renters

Rental property improvement This could e'iminate health and safety
hazards and accomplish needed structural modifications so that older
tenants can remain in place as long-term renters

Cost reductions can be ou.zrc.1 through (1) repairs and structural
modificatton to improve thermal efficiency. (2) cash assistance in
paying fuel and utility bills for law income tenants, and (3) rent
subsidies

Governmental regulation of condominium conversion could provide
safeguards for older tenants where conversion poses a significant
displacement hazard for long-term residents

Condominium ownership This is a surer option than the above for
long-term tenants who want to remain in place as rental property is
converted to condominiums

Source Adapted from A Manual of Housing Alternatives for f il.,
Elderly Volume HI, City of Pittsburgh. September 1984
pgs 151, 162

Renters

Apartment in conventional building or garden apartment complex for
mixed age group occupancy

Apartment in building specially designed for elderly with or without
personal services Congregate housing (central dining and common
spaces for social Inn other activities) is one form of apartment
living

Campus arrangments" offering multi-levels of care Some specially
planned elderly housing and a nursing home usually located in close
proximity on a sizable plot of !and Opportunity to move from one
level of care to another allows for independent living, partially
assisted shelter, and intermediate/skilled medical care

Shared living arrangement Sharing a house cr aoartment with one or
more usually unrelated persons A private sleeping room and sharing
of other common space is usual arrangement Depending upon
agreement, housing costs are either divided equally among sharers or
a rental fee is paid to homeowner or lease holder

ECHO housing Add-on or annex accommodations to the homes of
fzmilies. adult children. other relatives or friends Allows older person
close proximity to informal caregiver(s)

Personal care boarding homes Facilities whim) provide room. mt als.
laundry, and personal care services but allow residents the freedom
to come ana go
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tified and the services that the community would like to he
able to provide, on the one hand, and the limited resources
available on the other.

Resolving this conflict requires making difficult decisions
about which types of needs deserve to receive priority and the
level and type of services to be provided. It also requires that
close attention be given to opportunities where government
can facilitate the provision of services by the private sector
and that careful thought be given to charging recipients for
services where they can be afforded.

The strategy is the result of resolving these conflicts into an
administratively workable and politically acceptable plan. Note
however, that the strategy is only a broad plan. Once the stra-
tegy has been formulated, the detailed program for implement-
ing it, still must be developed.

There are a number of diverse competing interests and/or
issues regarding efforts to change policies and programs affec-
ting elderly housing needs. Included among these are

distinction between homeowners and rentersthe types of
assistance provided may vary significantly between these
two basic categories of housing needs;
neighborhood distribution of households, as well as where to
locate different types of housing options;
racial factors as relates to preferences, socio-economic dif-
ferences, i.e. cultural and ethnc characteristics;
identification of age groups; i.e. at what age "elderly", 55,
60, 62, 65, 72, 75, 85 (who is eligible and/or ineligible for
particular programs); differences between the "young-old"
and the "old-old" may span a difference of 30 years or
more;
one time intervention. i assistance service versus an on-
going program; a weathenzation program vs a utility
subsidy;
economic fa 'ch as income vs expenditures, equity
vs cash flow, i.iiro ,.arty payments: ratio of public to
private, fees vs donations. and,
current expenditures vs future obligations. rate of
increments

In the final analysis, it may simply come down to a ques-
tion of balance between need versus limited resources Deter-
mining what are the priorities, how the analyst/planner/policy
maker knows which solution to include After having identified

the possible approaches. the following slY Mena may be
useful.

Has the approach proven to be serviceable in the past in
this community? If /. is a new approach for the city, is
there enough information about it tc be quite confident that
it is workable?
What is the cost per household helped, either on an annual
basis, or for one-time assistance?
Administratively, how complex is it? Are there providers in
the community who can deliver this service, or must new
providers be identified?
Is this solution likely to be politically acceptable. based on
past experience with other proposals?
How likely is it that those needing the assistance will be
willing to participate in the program?
Are these services that citizens have supported or asked
for? Is tii:s type of intervention consistent with the elderly's
preferences? Have they been asked?

As previi:-Jsiy addresser', there are a number of approaches
a community can pursue to respond to these needs While it

is clear that there must be a strategy to provide parameters
on the issue, it is not clear what strategy would be most ef-
fective in different communities to implement needed changes.

Furthermore, it may be possible to quantify the need, calcu-
late the gap and protect numbers and units of assistance
However, there is a risk of providing too much detail, and
drowning the policy maker in a sea of numbers

Although quantifying and documenting the need is vital, de-
veloping a consensus in the community on what to do as a
result of these numbers is even more critical

An Approach for Developing
Community Support

One approach that : as been used in a number of citie., to
address priority aging needs, Is a policy options approach
This approach seeks to develop community support through a
strategy of public-private collaboration in addressing a com-
r'unity need.

Before undertaking this approach, it cannot be overly stressed,
that it is essential to recognize the need for adequate staffing
capacity to assist in implementing many of the steps outlined.
Such staffing might be provided by either the private or public
sector or a combination through a collaborative effort. As
identified by SRI Internationals, there are essentially five steps
involved in this approach. (Sec Appendix P for a cnecklist on
developing policy optiuri for shelter). These are:

Forming a broad-based community problem solving
partnership.

involving participants with authority
providing strong leadership
representing diverse viewpoints
involving participants with resources

Clearly defining the problem.
refine the problem definition
identify the target population
local context
identify actors and their roles and rest irces
determine barriers
communicate nature of problem

Identifying those policy options that might best address
the various aspects of the problem.

develop limit of possible approaches to problems
develop inventory of possible policy options
strategy statement

Negotiating action agreements among the key actors.
consider technical issues
assess implementation resources
analyze costs and be -fits
review timing
consider political acceptance
consider business acceptance
assess mediation needs
form an action agreement
develop collective support

Implementation and monitoring of the action agreements.
provide for technical support
organize a monitoring group
develop a means for revising and expanding the action
agreement
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Developing a Strategy Statement:
The Final Document

In developing a community action plan on housing alter-
natives for the elderly, it is recommended that an action plat
or blueprint be written as a meanq of defining needed action,
providing a catalyst for collaboration and providing a means
for focusing community and political attention. The establish-
ment of such a statement of goals and objectives will serve to
guide the formation of the strategy The emphasis is on a
broad statement so that varying levels of resource commit-
ments and approaches can : accommodated. Defining a
strategy requires decisions about the following:

the number o' those needing assistance who
are to be helper';
which approaches to employ; and,
the number to be assisted or each approach

Such a document needs to to be written in a style reflecting
local traditions and needs: however, three basic comoonents
of such a strategy might include

Statement of Needs. This statement could use a format
similar to that used in Table 6 3 to summarize the needs
ider'tified The accompanying commentary would explain
the ni ocess used to develop the needs, define the terms
uses, and explain the reasons for the appwach chosen

Table 6.2: Needs Assessment

Population description An enumeration of the target
population with such information as geographical distribu-
tion, income levels, age groups 'ter variables which
could be used to suggest the service needs of the
population.

Problems of the target population Description of the types
of problems of arget population.
Description of available services Listing of services avail-
able for the elderly within the jurisdictionthe extent to
which this informatic- 's quantified varies greatly.
Determination of unmet need An enumeration of either
the problems of the target population not currently being
met by the services available in the jurisdiction or of the
service components that were needeo.
Priority determination Ranxing of the service needs of the
elderly in the jurisdiction

Source Leslie Lareau, Ph.D., "Needs Assessment of the
Elderly Conclusions and Methodological Approaches' The
Gerontologist. Vol 53. No 5, 1983 p. 519

As part of its comprehensive assessment of alternative elder-
ly housing needs in Pittsburgh, a table was prepared to indicate
the estimated need, preference and demand for various alter-
native housing approaches By calculating the differences be-
tween the potential demand for various alternatives with the
capacity of existing programs/facilities, the City was able to
estimate the supply-demand gap for various housing
alternatives.

(able 6 3 Ne.ec Prefe,ance Ang Dura"! n,fer Adu Is for Eight Huusinn Aderrati.es In Pittstorcr 1980

Housing Alternative
Need

Persons Households
Preference

Factor
Preference
Quotient

Projected
Demand

Capacity of Existing
ProgramlFacilities

Current
Utilization

Housing Alternative"'
Supply-Demand Gap

Accessory Apartment 2 280 2 24e 08 179 53 No programs to
facilitate

cum,ersions
DN 1 DNA

Home Equity Conversion 2 940 2 510 07 176 53 No exislry program 0 53
Life Care Community 1 480 890 33 295 88 No existing faei;ity 0 88
Shared Housing

Providers
Seekers

2 240
4 781

2 230
4 781

06
10

134

478
40

143
17.
16.

3

3
26

130
Congregate Housing 439 1 648 33 544 164 325 apa'tnert un 325 164
Personal Care 8 -)arding
Home 525 525 06 32 10 ,86 586 DNA-
Home Maintenance and
Repay 4 900 3 696 42 1 551 465 78 78 387
Condominium/Cooperative 1 440 870 DNA DNA 81 81 DNA

Number of provider homes available in city after si months of program activity The potential for making matches limited only by the number of homesregistered with the program and the capacity of staff to process and complete matches
Number of city resident s who are registered as seekers with the shared housing program after six months in operation
Because entrance into a PCBH is more a function of health needs and family caregiver availability than individuai preference and demand it is difficultto predict the portion of the target population likely to become PCBH residents
Estimate based on AAA spokesman s statement of the number of 310 chore recipients why received minor repair ratner than heavy cleaning services in 1983Lie Housing Alternative Supply-Demand Gap = (N Houserolds X Preference is Demand) Utilization A DNA factor among the variables for a give housingalternative will result in a final product of DNA for that alternative
Congregate Housing and Personal Care Boarding Home occupants (utilization) represent the group quarters population riot Inc iided in our ',,alculationof the target population
Figures derived by subtracting the remainder of the Capacity minus the Util.zztion from the Projected Demand in order to account for he potential numberof matches which could be made within the existing Pogram at its ,,orrent registration rate

Source Adapted from A Manual on Housing Alternatives for the E'derly Volume Ill City of Pittsburgh September 1984 p 187
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Strategy to be Employed. This statement would identify
possible approaches which may be pursued to achieve van-
ous objectives and/or to address specific identified needs
Included with this statement would be an identification of
what could be done (policy and program); who could do it
(the various public and private agencies/actors); how it could
be achieve° (resources needed and techniques to be used),
and when to be utilized (short and long term considera-
tions). In developing such a strategy statement, it n.ay be
beneficial to use tables to display the approaches that are to
be used to help different types of households with various
housing related problems. Displaying the source of the as-
sistance is absolutely essential for the rationale of the overall
plan to be appreciated. Where new approaches are riciuded,
their operation should be explained in the accompanying
statement. Where close alternatives to those selected are
available, the choice of those included should be discussed.

A table could be prepared which summarizes the strategy
for the entire planning period (presumably three to five
years), and a separate table could be given for each year so
that the annual budgetary implications and the phasing of
progress in various areas is clear. Finally, various assump-
tions about the anticipated actions by °the; public and
private agencies, such as directions of federal and state pro-
grams and their funding levels should de made explicit, so
that in later years, the source of deviation from the strategy
formulated can be clearly isolated

Explanation of Priorities Recognizing that all demands or
needs cannot be met with limited resources, a clearly defin-
ed statement indicating local priorities would be useful as
part of the strategy statement This statement would identify
the prior. s that have been established by showing the

number of households with different problems that will be
served as part of the statement, the reasoning behind these
differential prioritiesranging front perceived greatest need
to obtaining the most complementary benefits ior neighbor-
hood stabilizationshould be clearly articulated.

In conclusion, completing such a strategy statement will not
be any easy task. It will require considerable effort to ensure
that it is consistent with the needs identified in the community
and the resources available. Unfortunately, the completion of
this statement really only marks the beginning of the process
that ultimately results in the elderly receiving the services that
they need. The next step is the development of the detailed
plan for implementing, monitoring, evaluating and adapting
and/or adjusting the strategy The strategy should be viewed as
a planning tool that cities should tailor-make to suit their local
needs and purposes.

As evidenced by this guidebook, there are a number of ap-
proaches for determining and responding to housing needs of
older residents. In the final analysis, each community will have
to determine for itself MO approach/strategy is the most real-
istic for meeting the housing needs of their older residents.
There are however, a number of exemplary approaches which
have been successfully used in other communities which may
be beneficial in other communities which may be beneficial for
local modification or replication

Willie there is no Formula for projecting precisely which mix
of housing alternatives is most appropriate for different com-
mu iiii2S, there is however, a growing awareness among local
officials o the need to expand the local options in housing and
living arrangements for older citizens The development of these
alternatk'es it, mutually beneficial to the older person and their
family, as well as the community
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Appendix B
Major Programs of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to Assist the Flderly

RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS:

Section 8 helps lower-income families afford housi5g by paying the
difference between what they can afford and the fair market rent for
an adequate unit Based on a formula, the tenant pays a percentage
of income for rent Through mid-1983, 41 percent of the nearly two
million units under this program were occupied by the elderly

Section 202 provides direct, low-interest loans to sponsors to
finance the construction or rehabilitation of residential projects and
related facilities for the elderly and handicapped. Project may be
sponsored by private, nonprofit organizations or consumer co-
operatives At the end of Fiscal Year 1983, more than 2,600 projects
with approximately 161,400 units had been but or had funds re-
served The residents of nearly all these units receive Section 8 rental
assistance

Recent !egislation permits shared housing for the elderly in the
HUD assisted programs. Shared housing benefits include companion-
ship, security, and reduced housing costs.

Public Housing programs received federal aid for housing for lower
income families. Tr.ants pay rent based on the same formula used
for Section 8 Public housing has always included the elderly as eligi-
ble residents At the end of Fiscal year 1983, over 514,000 units of
low income public housing, or 43 percent of the total, were occupied
by the elderly.

Congregate Housing Services Program Demonstration operates in
sixty projects and serves over 2,200 residents Through a grant from
HUD, partially impaired elderly persons in selected public housing and
section 202 projects receive meals and supportive services The ef-
fectiveness of this program is being evaluated with a .eport of
evaluation findings due in December 1984

RENTAL HOUSING (UNASSISTED):

Section 231 Mortgage Insurance for Eld6Iy Housing HUD's principal
program designed solely for unsubsidized apai talent rental housing
for the elderly HUD insures mortgage loans to nonprofit or profit
motivated entities and public agencies for construction or rehabilita-
tion of rental accommodations for older persons At the end of Fiscal
Year 1983, 513 projects with a total of 67,936 units, were insured

Sections 221(d)(3) and (4) are mortgage insurance programs
similar to Section 231. The major difference is that the prcjects are
planned to be affordable to low and moderate income families, in-
cluding the elderly Special projects for the elderly may be insured
under this program and they may include special features such as
congregat, facilities Of the nearly 1 2 million units insured through
the end of Fiscal Year 1983, 10 percent have elderly occupants

A recently authorized Retirement Service Center Program uses
221(d)(4) mortgage insurance Projects developed under this alter-
native will have apartment units with meals, services and an
amenities package The facilities are designed to bridge the yep be-
tween totally independent living arrangements and the health-care-
oriented nursing home Residency will be limited to elderly occupants
paying market rate rents

Section 232 Mortgage Insurance for Nursing Homes/Intermediate
Care l'acilities insures mortgages for the construction and rehabilita-
tion of long term care facilities A State agency must certify the need
for a facility Eligible residents are those needing skilled nursing care

and related medical services or those needing minimum but con-
tinuous care by trained or licensed personnel Througt the end of
1983 the vast majority of the residents in the 1,435 facilities (offering
171,902 beds) were elderly

Recently enacted legislation allows insurance of residential facilities
called Board and Care homes under Section 232 These facilities will
not have medical services but will have 24-hour staff for continuous
protective oversight of residents

Section 242 Mortgage Insurance for Hospitals finances construc-
tion or rehabilitation of nonprofit aid proprietary hospitals The hous-
ing authorization legislation of 1983 amended this section to include
public facilities as well, and regulations are being developed to imple-
ment the amendment. Through the end of Fiscal Year 1983, 209 hos-
pitals with 56,418 beds have peen insured

MOPTGAGE INSURANCE

Manufactured home parks exclusively for the elderly may be in-
sured by HUD under legislation enacted in 1983

Retirement Villages designed exclusively for the elderly are eligible
for HUD/FHA single-family mortgage insurance Subdivisions and
planned communities which restrict ownership to those above a cer-
tain age, and which restrict the occupancy and the duration of visits
by children, can be insured by HUD

Howe Equity Conversion Mortgars for the Elderly are to be
evaluated A HUD proposal for a home equity conversion mortgage
demonstration was turned down, and under housing authorization
legislation an evolution is to be conducted of the existii.g use of
such mortq iges These mortgages, also called Reverse Annuity Mort-
gages, are designed to help clot.. inec .iers who wish to remain
in their homes to convert some of their equity into income to meet
increased living and housing expenses

COMMUNITY LANNING ANO DEVELOPMENT
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program funds must

be used to help low and moderate income households, eliminate
slums and bliynt, or meet other urgent community development
needs Examples of CDBG funded projects that addreps the needs
and problems of the elderly are senior citizen centers, hots ng
rehabilitation, weathenzation services to promote enern! effiLiently,
neighborhood improvements, neighborhood facilities, and pubic and
social services.

Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG) are competitive grant
awards to cities and urban counties which meet standards of physical
economic distress to assist economic development projects in their
community UDAG awards have helped communities develop down-
town and suburban shopping areas, community centers and other
public facilities that have indirectly benefited the elderly Specific use
of UDAG for elderly include geriatric centers, elderly apartments, and
nursing homes

RESEARCH HUD conducts and supports research, studies, testing
and demonstration projects, findings from which can improve housing
conditions and related housing and community services fry the elder-
ly and other members of special groups Current focus r.if these ac-
tivities center on congregate housing, self-stifient businesses, and a
guide book on retirement housing

Source US Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of
the Deputy Under Secretary for Intergovenimental Relations, January
1985
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Appendix C State Property Tax Programs for the Elderly
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Appendix D
Bridgeport Neighborhood Profiles Outline

The City Office of Developlent Administration prepared a brief
narrative of trends for of the City's 25 neighborhoods as
part of its Master Pian. Included as part of each pry` .s:

general explanation of methodology for all ,ynbor-
hoods. (Field survey and census data);
population and housing charts, 1970 & 1980 U.S.
Census;
zoning by acreage charts, and

-- field survey check list.

I. General Location and Zoning

Location within city
General city locator map
Number of acres
Approximate acreage of each zone
Land use, 1984

H. opulation Ch:acteristics

A. General
Total population
Percent change since 1970
Neighborhood density versus VI, density
Neighborhood's percent of Bridgeport's land area
and population

B Age

Trends 1970-1980. significant gains o, Ises in
certain age groups
Comparison with Bridgeport average
Percent of total population by age group, 1980.

C. Sex

Only significant changes from 197` 1980, or
variations from the city average.

0 Race

Percent minority 1970 and 1980
Percent by race 1970 and 1980 and percent
change 1970-1980
Comparison with city average

E Household Type and Marital Status
Persons per household versus city average, 1970
and 1980

Household type versus city average, 1980
Mant_, Status versus city average, 1

F. Education
Trends in attainment level 1970-1980 versus city
average

Current school enrollment versus ':ty average
1980 (Public and Pd/ate).

G Income

Average income in 1970 and 1980 for neighbor-
hood and Bridgeport
Percent change in income, 1970-1980
Neighborhood's percent of Bridgeport's average
income
Number of vehicles per household: Percent in
neighborhood versus city average.

60

H. Occupation
Neighborhood's percent of total city's employed
persons, 1980
Neighborhood's percent of each occupa. ver-
sus city, 1980

I. Transportation Mode to Work
Percent of each mode by neighborhood versus
city average, 1980
Average travel time for neighborhood versus r,ity
average.

J. Summary statement about neighborhood's current
population in relation to city.

III. Housing Stock Analysis

Total number of units, 1970 and 1980
Occupied versus vacant units, 1970 and 1980
Substar lard units, 1970 and 1:,80
Renter versus owner occupied units, 1970-1980
Median rent and price of units versus city average. 980
Summary of housing stock composition

IV. Land Use Analysis

A. Current Conditions
1984 Land use map
Residential locations and conditions
Commercial locations and conditions
Industrial locations and conditions

B Trends in land use: 1952-1984

V. r^-rimunity Facilities

Community facilities map-type, location, and condition
of:
Schools
"laygrounds End Indoor Recreation
Parks and Reel eation
Community Centers and Services

VI. Problem Areas

Poor building condition
Vacancies
Inadequate lot size
Incompatable uses
Excessive noise
Through traffic on residential streets
Congestion points
Lack of facilities
Inconsistency between land use and zoning

VII. Goals Analysis

VIII. Issue Identification

IX. Resources and Strategies for Implementatiim

X. Neighborhood maps (general locator, acreage, land use,
facilities)

V



Worksheets for Census Tracts
As part of a process to prepare neighborhood maps (see Chapter IV), the City of Briogeport developed a series of worksheet.;

based cn census tract data Below is an excerpt from a worksheet used to identify those census tracts with high concentrations

of elderly persons.
By dividing the total number of elderly (19,052) by the number of census tracts (44) it is possible to calculate the average

(433) number of elderly per census tract. The next step is to indicate () which tracts are above average in nun Jers of elderly

The City of Bridgeport also developed various levels of concentration of elderly population

City of Bridgeport
65+ Population-1980 Census

Census Tract Total Tract Pop. 65+

701 1 5086 1014

709 i 3471 558

703 2474 48

203
1954 97

94 36

1113 251

_Er 3317 321

___71 0 3581 347

_____i' 4118 407
3847 564

713 2898 564

73Q1
731 1

732.
733
734_

4136
2927
3163
3145

262
720
613
739
601

736 3273 284
4

2420 137

739 3707 450
746 1131 48

7411 1826 82

.Vo Elderly
Elderly

Below Poverty
% Elderly

Below roverty
it Elderly

Housing Units

20% 63 6.2%
16% 76 13.6% 493

2% 19 39.6%
ial_
7% 54 26.6%
5% 39 40.2%

38% 83

23% 102 40.6% 100
2.6_ 25 78%

10% 29 8A%
10% ci 12 5%
17% 65 10.1% 220

19% 60 136_1().6%

6.5%
137 19.0% 366

21% 69 11.30/0

23% 5 0.7%
14% 75 12.5%

9% 22 7.7%
16% 50 6.9% 220

6% 47 34.3%
12% 189 42 0% '232

4% 7 14 6%
4% 42 51 2%

742 I 3545 ___120___Eill t
743 5319 497 9% 114 22 9%

744 5389 103 7% 72 17 9%

44 Census
Tracts
To"ls 142546 19052 13% 2409 12 60/c)

I = combinations of census tracts which make up a neighborhood

= those census tracts which have above the average number of elderly !433)

Prepared by the Department of Human Resources Development 03/29/84
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Appendix E
Select Census Bureau Data and
Products for Elderly Housing

Statistical program and series F xamples of data Data available for

Population, census (CFF 7)

PC80 1 A Number of Intiamtant5
C3 (complete count)

PC80 1 B, General Population
Characteristas C] (complets
count)

PC80 1 C, General Sty !at and
Economic Charac tens tits ID

PC80 1 D Derailed Population
Characteristics

PC80 2, Si Oiec t, Reports L]
PC80 S I, Sonplementary Reports

Housing, census (CFF 6)

HC80 1 A General 40,15m,,
Characteristics Li
C(lfint

11( ' , 'd 1.-1(m rrq
,i1,1( IWISta S to.2

HC80 2 Metropol, tau 111)115,m;
Characteristli s LD

HC80 3 Subie( Pero, ts
HC80 S1 SuuMemoutdr;r,
0

HC80 4 Comp,,,,,,,,; , r /'
Chance

HC80 5 Rps, r ^ inr Lj

Population and lu.uniu census
(CFF 6 and 71

PHC80 1 Rs k St Ir'St t
( cor,Iplet (

PHCbC, 7 Cr Inr.s 1r ), s

PHC30 3

51111t'ae,1 It it
An'ac(J

P11-IC80 4 ( twressms)
rh, 98th 1,,u) pcs,

PHC80 S1 Subu'em,
Reports Li

PHC80 52 $111,140'7't'l," I',
RepOitS

v Jo, F
STF 1 ED 1(r, ,

2
S

le,, if , ,

3
4(p

43)

(1111,1 II O

(EEO, Flee
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of b.rhl chrenstho year of Crrn uratior
sooken at home and abilit, to spak ,i,se jf(,,51si
School enruluhent otars of S(ThOUt COn'tnf`Iffsd r,"s'-4-,
Years aq0 aCto,,IS 5 Ye s a'o d,satolt status ,
veteran Status rrarntalhfiSIOn. alto' fur, e status las
o,,ek olaCe of s0r4 travel h to m,0 ,,,r , ,

carpool ,ndust, occupahor 155 r, f
and un,,roli,sment 1979 rico 1979!,,
and St,,tus n 19 79

Repo,' ,:orlift,r1
v icon) , r r,,ers
unit pf,Sofl, tier noun' 1)01'' C0f110', r't

; ,,rts ,''clime data hased on 1 I) y 1),

h0useh )(ler 'll)\1 Int ,1^ ,Jr` s 4(1 '1110

(41055 bat,),,S ifo s ff,
a, orni,t,on,ni, '.)M)' u" at r ,

').1/ y 1 1:

t),ST.111
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;S.\

, 1 `II S `) I

St 1, J' D r C
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Statistical program and series Examples of data Data available for Frequency

Public Use Microdata Sampiec

A Samples

B Sample 0)

C Samples

Master Area Re fe.en- e F e
IMARF) (E)

(Se also entries under
Geography" on pp 1415)

Population, current programs
(CFF 7)

P 20, Population Characteristics
C3glig9

P 23, Specia: Stud es Doe

P 25, Population Estimates
and Promotions gme

P 26, Federal-State Cooperati,e
Program for Population
Estimates OgGe

P 27, Farm Population Dmi?

P 28, Soecial Censuses OgE

P 60, Consumer Income Offge

Current Population Surei
Microdata Files

CDS, Special Demogra, Tic
Analysis atig

Collected for other agencies

Housing, current programs
(CFF 61

H 111, Housing Vacancy Survey
111

H 130, Market Absorption of
Apartments 0

H 15C, Annual Housing Survey
COMO

H 170, Annual Housing Survey
CANG

H 171, Supplementary Reports
CAN

Annual Housing Su vey
Mic:oclara Files

Collected for other agencies

5 sample of ki,5,dual person housrh, .1 and
,.Otis n 1 tin t 'ecorch woti

1 sample same

1

qt,1,25 CO," Stdt,
\1CD CCD tract o ti t area

or ED toieth,r ,3S,C art'
coon's ", 19SO ct

Population profile, mar,tal status and
arrangements, househoid and amity chara,tecstics
school enrollment, educational attainment fertility
mobility, voting (biennial) Spanish origin

Youth, women older Black and metropolitan
nonmetropolitan populations

Population
Population, age
Age, sex, race
Population, per capita income

Population, births, deatf- a net migration

Ace, race, employment character,stics (see alsc
heading under "Agriculture' I

Age, sex, race Spanish o',gin, housing units

Mone i income, noncash benefits poverty status oy
level of education age sex, race, and type of
householder

Labor force characterist,t.- arm Per,o51.0 Suppements
used to produce P 20, P 27 sr,l i 60

Trends in population, housing settlement, social
indicators

Labor force characteristics, health, longitudinal
studies of socioeconomic changes, vo* rig education
income, leisure activ.ties, English language proficiency
outdoor recreation crime prisoners visual impair
ment, scientists and engineers consumer exrendd arias
capital punishment volunteer workers retir,ment
history veterans

Vacancy rates Characterist4-5 of 5 ,ant un Its

Absorption ra by sq' rr t facditips

See list under ce, sus HC series on p 4, also
neighborhood and recent movers cneacteris'ics

As above

Cummaries I om H 170 series

(;orresponds to H 150 and H 170

Vacai.cies, mobile home placements, residential
expectations

Source U S Bureau of Census. Census Catalogue 1984 Washington D C 1984

Static county groups of
'00 00G poPulation

SMSA counts, grouts
900- on
5 Sate gouts a'44- LiA s

U S

U S

US

U S ,
U S
U S States, count.es SMS

subcounty areas

States, counties, metropolitan
areas

U S

Selected counties, places

U S regions, 30 largest SMSA's

U S , States large SMSA's

S sometimes egions and cities

U S Stares, large cities
governmental units

u S regions

U

S regicns

60 selected SMSA s and their
central cite

Same as H /0

Selected SMSA's and selected
central cities with 100,000*
Population

Vary

1980

Annual

Irregular

Monthly
Annual
Annual
Annual

Annual

Annual

Contract

Annual

Monthly

Occasional

Periodic

Quarterly,
annual

Quarterly,
annual

Annual, biennial
from 1982

15 SMSA's each
year

Annual

Annual,
quadrennial

Periodic
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Appendix F
Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas of the United States
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Appendix F
Metropolitar Statistical Areas (MSA)
Primary "- Op ol ita n Statistical Areas (PMSA)
Consolie red Metropolitan Statistical Areas (crilsA)

Legend-
Level A = areas of
Level 13 = Areas of
Level C = Areas of
Level 0 = Areas of

1 million or more
250,000 to 1 million
100 000 to 250,000
,ass than 100,000

Area Population Area Populahol

State
Area Titles MSA PMSA CMSA A 8 C 0

State
Area Titles NSA PM SA CMSA A 8

Alabama New London Norwich
Anniston
Birmingham

(CT RI)

t.cw York Northern New
Columbus (GA AL) Jersey-Long Island
Dothar INY ' CT)

Florence Norwa'x

Gadcden Stamford
Huntsville Waterbury
Mobile

DelawareMontgomery
Philadelphia WqmingronTuscs'oosa

Trenton (PA-NJ-DE ML
Alaska Wilmington (DE NJ-MD)
Anchorage

District of Columbia
Arzona Washington (DC-MD VA;
Phoenix

FloridaTucson
Blau entor

Arkansas
Fayette/ale-Springdale

Daytona Beach

port Lauderdale-hol.ywood
Fort Smith (AR Or() Pompano Beach
Little Rock-North Little Rock

mphrs (TN-AP MS)
Fort Myers-Cape Coral
^ors Pierce

Bruit ^cid Walton Beach
Texarkana (TX) Texarkana Gainesvaie

(AR) Jacksonville
Lakeland Winter raven

California
Melbourne T.tuswilt Pan

,,siaherm-Sacra Ana
Bay

Bakersfieia
M.am, Fort Lauderdale

Chico Charm- Haired
Fresno Napes
Los Angeles Anane Oca'a

Rivers.ce Orardo
Los Ang lef.. Long Beach
Modesto

Panama CI'',
Pensaco a

Oakland Sark.ya
Oxnard Ventca

Ira] a-assee
Redu rg Tamra Sr PP'`
Riversde San Gerrard, &war-4 0'5'
Sacramento
Salinas Seas;de Yonerey

Pa Mc", BcCa
R'TG, Dc , Br,

San Dego
San Fra-c.sco Oakland San Georgia

Jose

San Fran
San lose

AZ
Santa Barbara Sa-'a t,l'ar .6: SC.Lom,oc

Cmvzarr-r-aa ", Gr'r
Santa Cruz

GA ,

Santa Rose Peta'i.ma

Stockton
Vaileto rairfied Napa

Visa..a Tulare Poreri re HawaI
Yuba City

Colored

14 ^0 ,

Idaho
Ruder Longmn

Br ,
Colorado Sor rigs
Denver Bobider Illinois
Denver
Fort Call,rs Lo,e'an "

Greeley B nnTin
Pueblo Urbdra 4,1^'

rVY y
Connecticut
Bridgenort
Bristol

r 310
f) P 0i

Danbury -e iACi
Hartford Nev. B'r?

Mirld etown
Hartford r,
(Meriden)
Middirtown
New Britain
New Haven Meriden
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State
Area Titles

Area Population

MSA PMSA CMSA 0

St Louis-East St Louis-
Alton !') 3-IL)

St Louis (MO IL)
Springfield

aaa'
Anderson

Bloomington
Chicago Gary-Lake Cc..inty

(IL-IN WI)
CmcInn?ti-Harntiton

(OH-KY-IN)
Cincinnati (OH KY IN)
Elkhart Gosh An

Evansytr (I

Fort W., .c
Gary-Hamm( nd
Indianapolis
Kokomo
Lafayette
Louisville (KY IN)
Muncie
South Bend-Misnah aka
Terre Haute

Iowa
Cedar Rapids
Davenport -Rock Island

Maine (IA-IL)
Des Mains
Dubuque
Iowa City

Omaha (NE -IA)
Sioux City (IA NE;
Waterloo Cedar Fans

Kansas
Kansas City (M01 Kansas

CM; (KS)
Kansas City
Lawrence

Tope Ka

Wichita

Kentucky
Cincinnati Harl'on

(OH KY-INi
Cincinnati (OH r -
Clarksville Hoo,inw ie

(TN KY.
Evansville ON KY,
Huntington Ashland

(WV KY-Orl)

Lexington-FayetTe

Louisviii '1 l").
Owensboro

Louisiana
Alexandria

Batas Rouge
Houma Iniboil.,o
Lafayette

Lake Charies
Monro,
Nvii Orleans
Shreveport

Maine
Bangor
Lewiston Auburn
Portland

Portsmouth Dover
Rochester (NH

Maryland

Baltimore
Cumberland WO WV)
Hagerstown
rMiladelphia Wilmington

Trenton IPA NJ OF MDi
Washington (DC MD VA)
Wilmington (OE NJ MD)

Massachusetts
Boston Lawrerce Salem

(MA NH)

State
Area Titles

Area Population

MSA PMSA CMSA A 8 C 0

Boston
Brockton
Fall River (MA-Rt)
Fitchburg-Leominster
Lawrence -Haverhul (MA NH)

Lowell (MA NH)
Now Bedford
Pawtucket Woonsocket

Attleboro (RI-MA)
Pittsfield
Providence Pawtucket Fail

River (RI MA)
Salem Gloucester
Springfield

Worcester

Michigan
Ann Arbor
Battle Creek
(Bay City)
Benton Harbor
Detroit Ann Arbor
Detroit
Flint

Grand Rapids
Janson
Kalamazoo

Lansing East Lansing
,skego^

Saginaw-Bay City fv1,drand

Minnesota
Do !um (MN-WI)
Fa-go Moorhead (ND MNi
Minneapolis St Pau,

Rochester

St Cloud

Mississippi
Bnoo Gulluor

IcKson
'tempt) s ITN AR %IS(
P3>cagoul3

Missouri
t..rnh,a

Jno;

Kansas ;MO KS;

St Joseph
St Lou s IMO /I_
Spr ngt.»si

Montana
[3,

GrP3.

Nebraska

t)m-in,3 ;NE IA:
Sq,L, C,ry

Nevada

s Voqa3
Rro

New Hampshire
Ho'to^ La w-e^re Sa pm

MA '1));
Lawrence )idvert),II (MA ..H1
Lohel (MA NHI
Msncnesthr

Nashua

Portsmouth Doo
rrhp-ror INH ME-

Haw Jersey
A'l'n'r 4'1 BPTh'PhP'71

IPA NJ,
Atlantic City
Bprqpn Passaic,

JPsP,,, Cif),

onn Branch Ashur, Pr.,
,IPSP$ SOMOr90

HUnTefilOn

Monn;oult; Ocean
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State
Area Titles MSA

Area

PMSA CMSA A

Population

(New Brunswick-Perth
Amboy.Sayreville)

New York-Northern New
Jersey-Long Island
(NY-NJ-CT)

Newark

(Paterson-Chfron-Passaic)
Philadelphi, Jilmington-

Trenton (PA-NJ DE-MD)
Philadelphia (PA-NJ)
Trenton

Vineland.Millville Bndgeton
Wilmington (DE-NJ MD)

New Mexico
Albuquerque

Las Cruces
Santa Fe

New York
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Binghamton
Buffalo-Niagara Fes
Buffalo
Elmira

Glens Falls

Nassau-:: :ffolk

New York-Northern New
Jersey-Long Island
(NY-NJ-CT)

New York

(Newburgh-Middletown)
Niagara Falls

Orange County
Poughkeepsie

Rochester

Syracuse

UticaRomi,

North Ca o!ina
Ashev-flu
Burlingtm

Chador e-Gastonia Rock Hill
(NC SC)

Fayetteville

Greensboro-Winston-Salem-
High Point

Hickory

Jacksonville
Raleigh-Durham

(Salishury-Cencord)
Wilmington
North Dakota
B'smarck

Fargo-Moorhead (ND NM)
Grand Forks

Ohio

Akron

Canton

Cincinnati Hamilton
(OH-KY-IN)

Cincinnati (OH-KY-IN)

Cleveland-Akron Lorain
Cleveland
Co embus

Dayton-Springfield
iamilton-Middletown

Huntington Ashland
(M-KY-OH)

Lima

Lorain - Elyria

Mansfield

(Newark)
Parkersburg Marietta
(WV Orr)

(Springfield)
Steubenville Weirton
(OH WV)
Toledo

Wheeling (WV OH)

Youngstown -Wai ren

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

B C 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

State
Area Titles

Area Population

MSA PMSA CMSA A 9

Oklahoma
Enid

Fort Smith (AR-OK)
Lawton .
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

Oregon

Eugene-Springfield
Medford

Portland Vancouver (OR-WA)
Portland
Salem

Pennsylvania
Allentown-Bethlehem

(PA-NJ)

Altoona

Beaver County
Ene

Harrisburg - Lebanon- Carlisle
Johnstown
Lancaster

(Northeast Pennsylvania)
Philadelphia-Wilmington-

Trenton (PA-NJ-DE-MD)
Philadelphia (PA-NJ)

Pittsbu zh-Beaver Valley
Pittsburg

Reading

ScrantonWilkes-Barre
Sharon
State College
Williamsport
York

Rhode Island
Fall River (MA-RI)
New London-Norwich

(CT-RI)

Pawtucket -Woo nsocket-
Attleboro (RI-MA)

Providence- Pawtucket -Fall
River (RI-MA)

Providence

South Carolina
Anderson

Augusta (GA-SC)
Charleston

Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill
(NC SC)

Columbia
Florence

Greenville-Spartanburg
(Rock Hill)

South Dakota
Sioux Falls

Tennessee
Chattanooga (TN GA)

Clarksville-Hopkinsville
f' KY)

Johnson City-K1ngsport
Bristol (TN-VA)

Knoxville
Memphis (TN AR MS)
Nashville

Texas

Abilene
Amarillo
Au stn

Beaumont Port Arthur
Brazoria

Brownsville Harlingen
Bryan Co:lege Station
Corpus Girls!!
Dallas Fort Worth
Dallas
El Paw

Fort Worth Arlington

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
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State
Area Titles

Area Population

PASA PMSA CMSA A 8 C 0

Galveston-Texas City
Houston-Galveston Brazona

Houston
Killeen-Temple
Laredo
Longview-Marshall

Lubbock
McAllen-Edinburg Mission
Midland

Odessa
San Angelo

San Antonio
Sherman Denison
Texarkana (TX)-Texarkana

(AR)
Tyler
fictona
Waco
Wichita Falls

Utah
Provo-Orem

Salt Lake City-Ogden

Vermont
Burlington

Virginia
Charlottesville
Danville

Johnson City.Kingsport
Bnstol (TNVA)

Lynchburg
(Newport News-Hampton)
NorfolkVirginia F ch

Newport New.,
(Petershurg-Coloniai

Heights-Hopewell)

Richmond-Petersburg
Roanoke
Washington (DC MD-VA)

Washington
Be iingham
Br( merton
Oly mpia

Porlano '4 anco.wer
..,m,

Richland Kennewick Pasco

.

State
Area Tints

Area Population

USA PMSA CMSA A B C 0

Seattle-Tacoma
Seattle
Spokane
Tacoma
Vancouver
Yakima

West Virginia
Charleston

Cumtrrlnd (MD-WV)
Huntington-Ashland

(WV-KY-OH)

Pa.kersburg Manata
(WV-OH)

Steubenville Weirton
(OHWV)

Wheeling (NV-OH)

Wisconsin
Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah
Chicago-Gary-Lake County

(IL-IN-WI)

Duluth (MN-WI)
Eau Claire
Green Bay

Janesville-Beloit
Kenosha

La Crosse
Madison

Milwaukee-Racine
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St Paul

(MN-WI)

Racine

Sheboygan
Wausau

Wyoming
Casper

Puerto K .o
Aguadilla
Arecibo

Caguas
Mayaguez

Ponce

San Juan-Caguas

San Juan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Appendix G
Bureau of Census Information Centers
The State Data Center Program

The organization of ',ach State Data Center varies from state to state but usually involves a major c ite executive or planning agent-I, a majorstate university, and l';e State library Due to limitations of space, we are unable to list all coordinating organizations for each state Listen beloware those organizations and individuals identified as key contact persons by the U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
ALABAMA

Center for Business and Economic Research Univer
sity of Alabama P 0 Box AK University AL 35486
Mr Edward Rutledge (205) 348-6191

ALASKA

Alaska Department of Labor P 0 Box 1149 Juneau
AK 99802 Ms Kathryn Lizik 1907) 465-4513

ARIZONA

The Arizona Department of Economic Security 1300
West Washington 1st Floor P 0 Box 6123 045Z
Phoenix, AZ 85005 Ms Betty Jeffehes
(602) 255 5084

ARKANSAS

Industrial Research and Extension Center (IREC)
University of Arkansas 33rd and University Avenue
Little Rock AR 72204 Ms Sarah Breshearu
(501) 371 197'

CALIFORNIA

Slate Censas Center Department of Finance
1025 P Street Sacramento Ca 95814 Ms Linda
Cage, Director (916) 322 4651

COLORADO

Division of Lui..el Government Colorado Department
of Local Affairs 1313 Sherman Street Rm 520
Denvi.r CO 80203 Mr Reid Reynolds
(303) 8662'6;

CONNECTICUT

Comprehensive Planning Division Office of Policy and
Minagement State of Connecticut 80 Washington
El eel Hartford C) 06166 Mr Theron A Schnure
(203) 566 3905

DELAWARE

Delaware Development Office 99 Kings Highway ° 0
Box 1401 Dover. DE 19903 Mr Doug Clendaniei
(302) 736 4271

'TRICT OF COLUMBIA
Gala Services Division

, Office of Planning
and Oevalopment Room 458 Lansbucgh Bldg -17,,

7th Street N W Washington D C 20004 Mr if er
Mindline 1202) 727 6533

FLOHIDA

Florida State Data Center Executive Office of the
Governor Offive of Planning and Budgeting PIP
Capitol Tallahassee FL 32301 8047 Mn Leslie
Hazlett (904) 488 4512

GEORGIA

Georgia Office of Planning and Budget 270
Washington St S W Rm 608 Atlanta Ga 30334
Mr Tom Wagner (404) 656 2191

HAWAII

State Department of Planning and.F ono,- en Nin
ment Room 602A 2502 King Street Honi, hit, Hi

9613 Mr Robert Schmitt i8081 548 3082

IDAHO

Division of Economic and Community Affairs 700 W
State Street Stele Capitol Bldge Rm 108 Boise ID
83720 Mr Alan Porter (208) 334 4714

ILLINOIS

Division of Plannin9 and Financial Anair,s hung s
Bureau of the Budget William Seratton Bdu Pm
605 Springfield IL o2706 Ms Ann Gereci
(317) 782 3500

INDIANA

Indiana State Library Indiana State Data Center 110
North Senate Avenue Indianapolis IN 46204 ms
Sandi Thompson (317) 232 3733

IOWA

Office of the State Demographer iowa Plop for
Planning and Programming 523 East 12th Street Des
Moines IA 50319 Ms Mary Tavegia (WO 281 3738

KANSAS

State Library State Capitol Building Rm 343 NI
Topeka KS 66612 Mr Marc Galbraith
(913) 296 32L

KENTUCKY

Urban Studies Center College of Urban and Public
Affairs University at Louisville Gardencourt Campus
Alta Vista Rd Louisville KY 40292 Mr Vernon

lith (502) 588 6626

.>)ana State Planning Office P 0 Box 44426
Baton Ro ge LA 70804 Ms Karen Paterson
15041 342-7410

MAINE

Division or Economic Analysis and Research Maine
Department of Labor 10 Union Street Augusta ME
04330 Ms Jean Marlin (207) ?89 2271

MARYLAND

Maryland Department of State Planning 301 West
Preston Street Baltimore MD 21201 Mr Arthur
Benjamin (301) 383 -5664

MASSACHUSETTS

Center for Massachusetts Data Executive Office of
Communities and Development 100 Cambridge
Street Rm 904 Boston MA 02202 Mr Charles
McSwceney Coordinator of Center for Massachusetts
Data (617) 727 325

MICHIGAN

Michigan Information Center Department of Manage-
ment and Budget Office of the :audget/LLPD P 0
Box 30027 Lansing MI 48909 Dr Laurence Rosen
(517) 373 7910

MINNESOTA

State Demograhic Unit Minnesu'i State Planning
Agency 101 Capitol Square Bldg 550 Cedar Street
St Paul MN 55101 Ms Eileen Barr [612) 296 4886
MISSISSIPPI

Center for Population Studies The University
Mississippi Bondurant Building Rm 3W University
MS 38677 Ms Michele Plunk (601) 232 7288

MISSOURI

Missouri State Library Truman State Office Build nu
2nd Fionr JeNiirson City MO 65101 Mr Jon
Harrison 1314) 751 4552

MONTANA

Census and Economic Information Center Montana
Department of Commerce 1124 9th Avers,' Capitol
Station Helena MT 59620 0401 Ms Patricia Roberts
(406) 444 2896

NEBRASKA

Bureau of Business Research 200 CBS Tae Unhersi
ty c' Nebraska Lincoln Lincoln far 685e Mr Jerry
Deichert (402) 472 2334

NEVADA

Nerzcla State Library Capitol Complex 101 Norm
Carson Carson City NV 89710 N1, Patricia Deadder
17021 885 5160

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Office of State Plana to of New Hampshee
2 1 2 Beacon Street Lon( , n NH 03'01 Mr hm
Mcl aughiine 16031 171 2150

NEW JERSEY

New Jersey Department of Labor Dives in of Plan
ring and Research Cn 388 John Fitch Playa Trenton
NJ 08615 0388 Ms Connie 0 Houhes
(6091 984 2593

NEW MEXICO

Economic Development and Tour sin prpt ea, ,en
Memorial Guilding Santa Fe NM 87503 Mc An'
Glover

NEW YORK

Division of Economic Research and Statistics New
York Department of Commerce 1 Commerce Plaza
Prom 905 99 Washington Ave Alban, NY 12245
Mr Mike Batutis (518) 474 6005

NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina Office of State Budget and Manage
ment 116 West Jones Street P-ileigh NC "6, i
Ms Francine Ewing Director of state Data Center

NORTH DAKOTA

Dept of Agricultural Economics North Dakota State
University Agricultural Experiment Station Morrill
Hall Room 224 P 0 Box 5636 Fargo ND 58105
Di Richard Rathge (701) 237 8621

OHIO

C"io Dan L sers Center Ohio Department of Econom-
ic and Ccmaiunity Development State TOM. Build-
ing 26o Fl or 30 E B-aad Sheet Columbus, OH
43216 Mr Keith Ewald (614) 466-2115

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma State Data Center Department of Economic
and Crimmunty Affairs Lincoln Plaza Bldg Suite
285 4545 N Lincoln Bldv Oklahoma City CK 73105
Mr Harley Lingerfelt (405) 528 8200

OREGON

Integovernmental Relations Division Executive Build-
ing 155 Cottage Street N F Salem OR 97310
Mr Jon Roberts (503) 373 1996

PENNSYLVANIA

Institute of State and Regional Affairs Pennsylvania
State University Capitol Campus Middletown PA
17057 Mr Br J Surndge (717) 948-6336

PUERTO RICO

Puerto Rico Planning Board Minillas Government
Center North Building Avenida De Diego P 0 Boa
41119 San Juan PR 09940 Mr Nolan Lopez
(809' 726 -6200 x4112

RHODE ISLAND

Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program 265
Melrose Street Rm 203 Providence RI 02907
Mr Frank Iacono (401) 277 2726

SOUTH CAROLINA

avision of Research and Statistical Services Budget
and Control Board State of South Carolina Rembert
C Dennis Bldge Rm 337 1000 Assembly Street
Columbia SC 29201 Mr Mike Macfarlane
18031 758 398b

SOUTH DAKOTA

Business Research Bureau School of Business Patter
son Hall University of South Dekot- Vermillion SD
57069 Mc DeVee Goss (6051 67; 5287

TENNESSEE

Tennessee State Pianning Ottice James K Polk State
Office Bldge 505 Deadrick St Suite 1800 Nashville
TN 37219 Mr Charles Brown (615) 371 1676

TEXAS

Data Management Program Texas Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations P 0 Box 13206
Austin Tx 78711 Mc Susan Stareszlow
(5111 475 3728

UTAH

Office of Planning and Budget State Capitol Rm 116
Sail Lake City UT 84114 Mr urn Robson
(8011 530 5245

VERMONT

Policy Receerrt and Coordination Staff Pavilion
Oft( e Building 109 State Street Montpelier VT
05602 Mr David Healy (8021 818 3326
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VIRGINIA
Department of Planning and Budget 445 Ninth Street
Office Bldg P 0 Box 1422 R:chnond, VA 23211
Ms Julie Henderson ('O4) 786 7843

VIRGIN ISLANDS
De^artment of Commerce o' the Virgin Island P 0
Cc, 6400 Charlotte Amalie St Thomas, VI 00801
Mr Richard Moore (809) 774 8784 x214

WASHINGTON
Policy Analysis ana Forecasting Divisioin Office of
Fir, :al Management Insurance Building Room 3?0
AO 44 Olympia, WA 98504 Mr Lawrence Weisser
(206) 754.2808

WEST VIRGINIA
Community Development Division Governor s Office
of Economic and Community Development Capitol
Complex Bldg 6 Rm 553 Charleston WV 25305
Ms Mary C Harless (304) 348 4010

WISCONSIN
Demographic Services Center Department of
Administration 101 c ith Webster St 7th Floor
P 0 BOA 7864 Madion WI 53707 7864 Mr Robert
Naylor (608) 266 1927

Information Services Program/Regional Offices
The Bureau of the Census offers a number of services through its twelve regional offices Each regional office is sWfed by information ser

vices specialists who a) provide technical assistance to users of Census Bureau data, b) help data users locate data, c) inci ease public
awareness and d) provide a program of data user education

ATLANTA, GA

1365 Peachtree Street N E , Rm 625 30309
( 04) 881.2274

BOSTON, MA

441 Stuart St 10th Floor 02116 (617) 223 0226

CHARLOTTE. N C

230 South Tryon St Suite 800 28202
(704) 371.6144

CHICAGO, IL

55 East Jackson Blvd Suite 1304 60604
(312) 353 0980

DALLAS. TX
110G Commerce St Rm 3C54 75242
(214) 767 0625

DENVER, CO
7655 W Mississippi Ave Past Office Boo 2619
80226 (303) 234 5825

DETROIT, MI
Federal Bldg & U S Court House 231 West
Lafayette Rm 565 48226 (313) 226-46575

KANSAS CIT., KS.
One Gateway Center 4th and State Streets 66101
(913) 236 3731

I OS ANGELES, CA
11777 Sao Vicente Blvo Ran 810 90049

1213) 209-6612

NEW YORK, NY
Federal Office Bldg Rm 37.130 26 Federal Plaza
10278 (212) 264 470

PHILADELPLHIA, PA
Wm J Green Jr Federal Bldg 600 Arch St
Rm 9244 19106 (215) 597 8313

SEATTLE, WA
La,,L ,2-,Ion Bldg 1700 Westlake Ave Norm 98109

(206) 442 7080

Yem -.
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Appendix H
Sample Calculation to Estimate the
Number of Housing Units with an
Elderly Occupant (see Table 3.5)

The following are the calculations to accompany Table 3.5
(page 20) for estimating the number of housing units in the
jurisdiction which contain an occupant aged 65 or older. This is
a simple process of adding together the number -if households
where the head L, spouse is 65 or older plus the number of
households containing an elderly person who is not the head of
household. Essentially, the process consists of three steps: 1)
identifying the relevant data; 2) preparing a worksheet; and 3)
calculations. Using data (see Table 3 4, page 19) for Santa Bar-
bara the calculations are as tollows

Step #1Locate the Relevant Published Date

(a) Data on the number of Santa Barbara households with
an elderly head or elderly spouse can be found in the Census
of Housing, HC80-1-86, Table 74

(b) Data on the number of persons 65 or older can be
found in the Census of Population, PC80-1-86,Table 28.

The information tom these two tables provides an uppe'
bound (maximum) estimate for the number cf elderly-
occupied housing units in the City of Santa Barbara

Step #2Prepare a Worksheet for Calculations

Since these published tables contain a great many numbers
other than those that are required here, it is best to copy the
necessary numbers on to a worksheets as follows

HC80-1-86, Table 74

Housing units with householder
spouse 65 years and over:

PC80-1-86, Table 28

Persons 65 years
and over

(1) occupied housing (1) Other relatives= 740
units = 8,995 (2) Non relative = 258

total = 8,995 total = 998
total housing units containing elderly residents = 9,993

The numbers from T2ble 74 refer to housing units where
the head of household (householder) or spouse is elderly.
What is lacking is an estimate of the number of housing units
where the head or spouse is not elderly, but where an elderly
person resides. An elderly woman, living with her son and his
family, would be one example An eV -ly woman, living vi'h
unrelated younger persons where the nead of the household
was one of the younger persons, would be another example.
The number of pP,sons 65 and over residing with relatives or
nonrelatives, where the head of household is non elderly, can
be found in Table 28. Although more than one elderly person
could be living in the same housing unit headed by a younger
person, thus reducing the possible 740 and 258 units b
some proportion, we could simply state that, at a maximum,
998 units, in addition to the 8,995, houses elderly residents.

Step #3Calculate

Thus, an upper bound for the number of elderly occupied
housing units in Santa Barbara is

8,995 + 998 = 9,993

What's the Estimate Number of Housing Units With An Elderly Occupant In Your City?

HC80-1.b (your state *)
Table 74

PC80-1-B (your state
Table 28

Housing units with householder spouse 65 years Persons 65 years and over
and over
(1) Occupied housing units =

(1) Other relativep,
(2) Non relative

=
=

Total Total =

Total housing units containing elderly results = +
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APPENDIX I
Sample Calculation for Estimating
the Housing Tenurr' (owner/renter)
of Elderly Occupied Units (see Table 3.6)

The process for estimating the housing tenure (owners/
renters) of housing units containing an elderly occupant is
essentially the same as described in Appendix H, i.e. 1) identify
data, 2) develop worksheet, are 3) do necessary calculations.
Because different census data sources are available two dif-
ferent examples will be provided. One example will be provided
with Santa Barbara using the same data sources cited earlier
(PC80-1-B, Table 28; and HC80-1-B, Table 74), and a second
example with New Orleans using the Census of Population and
Housing (PHC-1-A; see brief description in Section i"

Calculation F4ample for Santa Barbara

Step #1Locate the Relevant Published Data

The same two published 1980 Census data used for esti-
mating the number of housing units containing an elderly per-
sons list the necessary data numbers for estimating the elder-
ly residents living in owned and rented units. See Table 3.4
for obtaining necessary data from PC80-1-B, Table 28 and
HC80-1-B, Table 74.

Step #2Prepare a Worksheet for Calculations

HC-80-1-136, Table 74
Housing Ur 's with householder or spouse 65 or cider.

Owner-occupied units = 4,987
Total units = 8,995

Total owner-occupied units = 13,532

Total renter occupied units = 18,977

(a) Information is provided on the umber of owner-occupied
housing units for the population as a whole and for those with
an elderly head or spouse The proportion of owner-occupied
dwe!lings and renter-occupied dwellings is therefore readily
available

4,987 (owner/occupant) = 55 40/0 owner-occupied

8.995 (Total)

1 00 % 55 4 % = 44 6% renter-occupied

(b) These calculations, however, leave out other elderly per-
sons who are not household heads or spouses Arriving at
tenure estimates for these individuals (estimated at 998 per-
,ons in example #1) is a bit more complicated

The Census numbers shown on the worksheet Indicate that

13 r = owner-occupied units

13 532 owneroccupied units + 18,977 renter-occupied units

or 41.6 percent of al, housing units in Santa Barbara are
owneroccupied units

It would be inappropriate, however, to simply apply this
ownership rate to the remaining elderly households since we
have already observed that elderly-headed households have a
higher rate of homeownership than the population of this city
as a whole. Simply applying the aggregate rate to these other
households would, therefore, overstate the proportion of
households who are homeowners.

To adjust for this contingency, we ne .d to subtract the
figures for elderly-headed households from those pertaining to

the populai;on as a whole, as follows:
Total owner- occupied units = 13,532
Elderly owner-occupied units = -4,987

8,545

Total renter-occupied units = 18,977
Elderly renter-occupied units = -4, 008

(this number does not appear in
the published tables but is easily
derived by simply subtraction:

14,969

8995 4987 = 4008)

We then add the two results to get the total number of
units in which an elderly person is not the head or spouse

14,969
+8,545
23,514

Step #3: Calculate

(a) We no* have sufficient information to actually proceed
with the calculations We assume that:

8,545

23,514 = 36.30/0 of those remaining elderly
persons living in owned homes and that:

14,969 = 63 7% live in rented homes

(b) Converting these proportions into absolute numbers we
find

998
x 363

362 of those remaining elderly
persons are in owned homes

and

998
x 637

636 are living in rented homes

(c) Since it may be desirable to have these proportions and
numbers by tenure for all elderly households and persons, we
need to add elderly-headed households in P ch tenure class to
the totals for other elderly persons in cacti tenure class, as
follows

Elderly-headed
houcenolds

Other elderly

Total

Owners Renters Total

4,987
362

5,349

4,008 8,995
636 998

4,664 9.993

To derive proportions. we do the following division

Owners.

Renters

5.349

9,993

4,644

9.993

= 53 50/0

= 46 5C/0

Thus, we estimate "iat inta Barbara, 53 5 percent ef the
elderly live in owiit,, occuj,.. ' units and 46 5 percent live in
renter-occupied units

r".
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Appendix I (continued)

Calculation Example for New Orleans

Data from table HC80.1-13 is used in the previous example
with Santa Barbara which used sample estimates from
PC80-1-B and HC80.1-B More accurate 100% count informa-

non is available in some categories on Summary Tape File
(STF) 1- A, Census of Population and :sousing Estimate is
based on 62+
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10. Persons by Sex by Age
22 to 24 Years 34403 17619
25 to 29 Years 53642 27312
30 to 34 Years 41835 21608
35 to 44 Years 54675 29003
45 to 54 Years 50998 27844
55 to 59 Years 28301 15426
60 and 61 Years 10034 5440
62 to 64 Years '13E3 7533
65 to 74 Years 3uou. 23770
75 to 84 Years 20693 13775
85 Years and Over 5029 3715

..,

.....
23. Occupied Housing Units with One or More

Persons 65 Years md Over by Tenure by

Age of Householder

if tic..,10 -twit t1, st, cis RenterO. Ci...fitif 1 11to. t .
Total Occupied

:;..; .. "
'. :'" .

. ."

Householder'
;::: Under 65 Years 6340 2454

65 Years and Over 43417 20658

The use of STF-1-A data al..to simplifies the process By using Fill in the table below
the numbers on line 23 of PHC-1-A t3 identify the numbers
for renters and total, it is only necesssary to calculate
"owners" by subtracting the number of renters from the
total The table wou,d be completed for New Orleans as Rente.s Total
follows.

EV:lefty Headed
Owners Households 1 Cl x 5242=6 107 Cl Al = 5 643A

11 650(CalciAte) ICa Wale)
Number percent Other elderly 2 C2 x 6129= 1 043 C2 A2=660

7 1250

G3 G131=3513703

(BAi of B Resters Total poetrtcoetr'all 3 6 223

Totals can then be obtained by combining tl a numbers in the
corresponding cells 3f the two tables with the final result as
follows

Elderly Headed 22 759 52 42 20 658 43 417 87 25
Households

Other Elderly 3 886 61 29 2 4C4 6 340 12 74
(Calculate T 26 645 53 55 23 112 49 757 100 00

The above data is for age category 65+ The number of elder-
ly 62 to 64 is found on line 10 (13,353) Percentages were
calculated in the above table in order to estimate the distribu-
tion in the various categories in the table as follows,

a Estimate number of elderly owners 62 to 64 13,353 x
.5355 = 7,150

b. Estimate number of elderly andd households 62 to 64
13,353 x 8725 = 11,650

74

0.r.ne, Renters Total
Eldery Hradec
Households 62 28 866 26 201 55 067
Other Elderly
1624-1 4 929 3 114 8 043
Total Elderly 33 795 20 315 63 113

"Yote C1 = 11 650 Al 6 07 Theeore the calcu!at n 'o' elderl;
treaded househo& a re leo un,t = 11 650 6 107 = 5 543



Appendix J
Data Summary for Housing Needs Measures: The Housing Unit

OIMENS.ON ANO MEASURES

GEOGRAPHIC LEVEL OF AGGREGATION UNIT OF ANALYSIS
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PHYSICALLY INADECUAlf
HOUSING

(1) Lacks complete or private plumbing Census, 1;;":80 1 B Table 74 . .

AHS4 Part A Table B 1 . .

121 Lacks complete or private kitcnen Census HC 80 1 9 Table 74

AHS SMSA Part A Table 8 1 . .

131 Basement shoNs signs of leaks MIS SMSA Part 8 Table 8 2 . .

(41 Leaking roof AHS National Part 8 Table IR) 2 I

AHS SMSA Part 8 Table 8 2

151 Open cracks or hOreS in Am II or ceiings AHS National Pan 1 Table IR, 2

AHS National Part A Table tIll I . .

AHS SMSA Part 8 Table 8 2 . .

'5, Holps ,n floor AHS National Part B Table (RI 2 . .

AHS Nationai Part A Tabie (R) 1 . . .

AHS SMSA Part B Table 8 2 . .

17i Son,., 0, 'a/c Or ',1( e ' t)u,0".), , ',St ,,,t; :!ayc A"c, National Pan 8 Tate (R 1 . .

AHS SMSA Par: B Tab e 8 1 . .

(8) 8:cl o..31',33 of e3": 'i :)3 333 ,,- 1 vIL.3,t,

1, k,')

Aito National Pail 8 Table 3'313 2 . .

AHS N2enn,31 Par/ A If RI 1 . .

AHS SMSA Part B 7.3t)13, B 2 .

9 ',o 1.3p tu,:un,, , r , riLd ,d' riu r 1e'1 iy

:WAN
AHS SMSA P VI B Tetve 8 ? .

(10r LIM f-rli.'rS 1r r:';',.^1r1, i i , r),,r ;,,,,. rr-, AHS SMSA Par B Tae 33 8 2

1111 HdiarCor,. Tp-, (i r,, ,,,ri, - r. r a,,,

"13.1:',33/1 , ,J,,,1-,4
AHS ',.33 onal Par fi T4', 3/3, 2 . .

AHS Sf.1SA P,33/ f / 3: - B ,' . r
3'2 S',3 3 33 ' ; 3 ," 3" , 3", , ,' : Art', ' ii ,, d' RV', ii '3', ,R,1

;',HS SMSA P.,,+ B 7 3e e 8 2 .

, '3 ',3 C 1 ,,,, PHC80 82 T 30 33 H 4

AHS Ne, 3,,, a Pd'1 is ,,., iH ' . . .

AHS ',1' nr.d Par: A 73!), ,R, 1

Are: SMSA Pet A le) r, 8 1

314 F r'' AW-, ., yr r -1 P.3,3 8 fah. ,R1 2

AHS `,MSA Pitt B 7 i.)3, 8 2 .

05, /1,3,,,, 33,343. 3 3 'n ' I 335 :3, AH`, '' it ,,na, Pot 8 T,!),3 ,P 2 .

AHS SMSA Pel 8 I 3' n B 3

II6) S; ,r rg m tIrru,...r ,.. , c,' r r," Pa'Pri AHS N it ond, Pe B To e {P) 1
I

.
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DIMENSION AND MEASURES

GEOGRAPHIC LEVEL OF AGGREGATION UNIT G1 ANALYSIS

OATA SOURCES)

ANS SMSA Part B Table B 3
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(17) Toilet has broken wain 3 or more times

(18) Sewa3e disposal not public sewer septic
tank or cesspool

Census NC 80 1 B Table 74 . .

ANS Natiunal Part A Table (R) 1

(19) Main heating ^quipment is either room heater
without vent Jr flue burning gas oil or
kerns, c , no heating equipment

Census HC 80 1 B Table 74 . . .

ANS National Part A Table IR) 1 .

ANS SMSA Part A Table B 1

(20) Three or more heating equipment t eakdowns
of 6 or more hours last winter

AHS Sfv1A Part 3 Table B 3 .

HOUSING CONTAINS PHYSICAL BARRIERS

(1) Multi unit Structure without elevator Census PHC 80 82 Table H-2

AN' inonal Part B Table (RI 1 . .

ANS National Part A Table IR) 1 . .

ANS SMSA Part A Table B 1

(2) Loose steps ANS National Part 3 Table (R) 2 . . .
(31 Stair railings not firmly attached AHS SMSA Par' B Table B 2

VERY SMALL HOUSING UNIT

111 Unit is an efficiency ANS National Part A Table iRl 1
( one '00f11 I

.

ANS SMSA Part A Table 8 1 .

,nsus PNC80 S2 Table H 2
( bedroomsnone)

. .

11970 Ccnsus Sublecr Report
Housing of Senior Citizens HC
17) 2 Table 16)

HOUSING UNIT NOT WEATHER tiESISTANT

(1) Leaking roof AHS National Par, B Table (RI 2 .

ANS SMSA Part B Table B ,_ .

(2) Missing K,10in , ntlr,,,,, ANS National Part F Table (R) 1 .

AHS SMSA Part A Table B I

131 Lacking insaiatro- idttic et (net nsteation) AHS National Part F Table (RI I

ANS 'NSA Part A Table 8 1

ANS = American Nous , Si,(vey
CC =Central City
HC =Census of Housing Genera flow, rQ Character a,
PC = Census of Popunqion General Popwatnn Ch iraftelY t

by SMSA
In June 1984 of Management and Budget redefined Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSAs) to Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA)
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App'idix K
Satnple Calculation for Estimating the
Number of Elderly Occupied Housing Units
with a Physical Deficiency (see Table Af. 9)

The following calculations represent two apr rtes for
estimating the number of housing units with select physical
deficiencies that are occupied by an older person. The first
example with New Orleans illustrates the calculation process
for those cities (see Table 3 1 for listing) which are part of
the American Housing Survey (AHSformerly known as the
Annual Housing Survey), the Ind example with Sarin Bar-
bara illustrates the calculation .. oach for those jurisdictions
which will need to adjust state. regional or national data to
estimate the prevelence of a particular housing defloJency
their community.

The process is essentially the same as used in earlier ex-
amples, e 1) identify data, 2) prepare worksheets, and 3) do
calculations For nearly all the measures of booing deficien-
cies listed in Table 4.8 (see page 32) the number of owner-
occupied units with a problem is reported se7arately form the
number of renter occupied units with .tte problem. Therefore,
then examples will provide a guide for the mechanics of
calc,:lating the prevalence of the other measures of physical
deficiencies listed These example calculahons are for the ex-
istence of a leaking roof as cited in Table 4 9 (see page 33)

Step #1Locate the Relevant Published Data

Using the data summary presented in Appendix J indicates
that the measure for a leaking roof is available at two
geographic levels of aggregation

(a) the combination of all central cites in each of the four
cen;us regions (see map on page 14. Northeast. North Cen-
tral, South and West), and/or

(b) particular central cities of SMSAs for which the Census
Bureau's American l''ousing Survey (AK, does a special data
collection (see Table 3.1)

This sitpation of having two sources available for a par-
ticular measure, but with one source being more disag-
gregated than the other is very common Since some cities
will have access to city -revel data from published sources
(AHS), while other cities will have to adjust state. regional, or
national data to reflect tne attributes of their jurisdiction. ex-
amples of each is provided New Orleans w,,i illustrate the ap-
proach using AHS data, and Santa Barbara will illustrate the
approach in which a city will need to rc ,' on the adjustment
of more aggregated data

New OrleansExample for AHS surveyed SMSAs

Step #1: Locate the Relevant Published Data

As indicated in Table 31, New Orleans is one of the sixty
SMSAs surveyed by the AHS; and therefore, as indicated with
Appendix J, le the best source of information on this defi-
ciency The roof is one of the structural characteristics by
deficiencies listed in Table B-2 in the AHS (H-170.82-30); the
olost ecent data c, 1982

ALS-H-170-82-30. Table B-2. Selected Structural Characteristics
by Deficiencies for Occupied Housing Units: 1982
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Step #2: Prepare Worksheet for Calculations

Using the relevant numbers in this table, most numbers
needed for the worksheet can be provided, as follows

H-170-82-30
Annual Housing Survey 1982
New Orleans, Louisiana SMSA

Table B-2

Total owner-occupied un,ts = 84.500

Iotaj owner-occupied units with
leaking roofs

= 5,100

Total renter-occupied units = 123 900

Total renter-occupied units with = 11,700
leaking roofs

Some intermediate calculations can be taken at this point
using these numbers to determine the proportion of all
owner/renter occupied units with a leaking roof

(1) Proportion of all owner-
occupied units with leak-
ing roof can be calculated
as follows 5,10u (bided by 84,500=6.0%

(2) Proportion of all rentei-
occupied units with
leaking roof is determined
thro..h the same
process, e 11,700 divided by

123,900 = 9.4%

These numbers and proportions provide the "big" picture
for New Orleans housing units, however, they do not yet in-
dicate the prevelance of housing units with leaking roofs that
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Appendix K (continued)
are occupied by an older person. The next step, is to get an
estimate of the number of occupied owner and renter units in
which the elderly live. As indicated with the calculations for
Table 3.5 (Appendix H) and Table 3.6 (Appendix I), ii will be
necessary to make the distinction between households in
which an older person is the head of household (or spouse),
and households in which an elderly person resides but not the
head or spouse. fherefore, the use of data from the Census
of Housing and the Census of Population will be needed The
worksheet for these two quantities is as follows.

1980 Census of Housing
HC80-1-820, Table 74
Detailed Housing Characteristics
for Louisiana

Housing units with
householder or spouse

Total units

Owner-occupied

= 46,191

= 24.246

1980 Census of Population
f-'680-1-820. Tae 28
General PopulaNn for Louisiana

Pers. s 65 or older
65 or 71der
Other relatives
Non relatives

= 8,007
= 1.191

TOTAL = 9.198
Total owner-occupied

units = 81,975

Total renter occupied
units = 124. 460

The source and method for the calculation are exactly as
those discussed earlier First, subtract the number of elderly-
headed households from those pertaining to the whol3 popula-
tion, as follows

Total owner-occupiod units = 81.975
Elderly owner-occupied units = 24.246

57,729

Total renter-occupied units - 124,460
Elderly renter-occupied units 21 945

102 515

(while this :igure is not provided on Table 74 it is easily
rt wed by subtracting the number of owners from the total.
e 46,191 minus 24,246 = 21.945)

The results of adding these figures (57.729 plus 102,515 =
160,244) is the number of units where an elderly person is
not the head or spouse We can now calculate the proportion
of these remaining elderly persons living in owned and rented
dwellings as follows

Owners Renters
57.729 = 36% 102,515 = 64%
160.244 160.244

Thus, in addition to the 24,246 owner-occupied housing
units with an elderly head or spouse. there are approximately

9,198 housing units with non-head or spouse
x 36 elderly resident

3.311 owned units where an elderly persons resioes

9,198
x 64
5,887 rental units where an elderly persons resides

78

Thus, to summarize:

24,246

+3.311

owned units, 21.945
elderly head
or spouse
owned units. +5,887
non-head or
spouse elderly
residents

27.557 TOTAL

Step t'3Calculations

All of these intermediate calculations now make the task of
arriving at the number and roportions of elderly living in
housing units with leaking wolf L. rela' 'ly simple task As
with all other calculations to be made _ding this approach of
relying strictly on secondary data, we assume that the distri-
bution of the particular housing need (e g leaking roof) that is
observed in the total stock of occupied housing units applies
to the housing units in vhich the elderly reside

Accordingly, since 6 0 i of all owner occupied housing units
were reported in the New Orleans AHS to have leaking roofs.
we estimate that

rented units.
elderly head
or spouse
rented units,
elderly resident
not head or
spouse

27.832 TOTAL

27.557
x 06
1,653

27.832
x 094

2 616

the Iota; number of owned units 19
which the elderly live have this deficiency
Similarly.

the tot,. amber of rented housing units
which 1,c e;cie4 live that have this

deficiency (leaking roof)

These numbers can. of course. be converted into p;opor-
tions of different base populations For example, taken
together. these units represent 3 6 percent of the total oc-
cupied housing units In i, w Orleans and 13 3 percent of all
units occupied by the elderly

Table 28 sources as alread described See Tables 3 5 and 3 6

occupt d and renter-au )led housing units are derived from

to estimate elderly tenure (owners /rent;

1980 Census of cledsing, Table 74, and Census of Population,

Estimates of the number u` elderly persons living in owner-

Santa Irhara Example for other cities

Ste); ,1Locate the Relevant Published Data

The data sur unary given in Table 4 8 indicates that for a
city that does not t'aVe 6.1 VS SMSA special survey, the
most disaggregated data that can be found are regional agre-
gates for central cities AHS-H-150-80, Table E-2



Step #2Prepare a Worksheet for Calculations
Source: same as example

Elderly in owned
homes = 5,349

Elderly in rented
homes = 4,644
Total 9,993

H-150-80
Annual Housing Survey. 1980 Part B
Indicators of Housing and Neighborhood
Quality by Financial Characteristics
Inside Central Cities of SIV
In owned units = 120.000
In rented units = 176.000
Total owner-occupied units = 2.664,uuu
Total renter-occupied units = 2.516,000

Steo #3Calculate

120,000 = 4 5% of all owner-occupied units have
2,664,000 a leaking roof

176,000
2 516,000

'% of all renter-occupied units have
a leaking roof

Assuming that an elderly person living in an owned or a
rented home has the same likelihood of having a leaking roof
as a person of any age who lives in an owned nr iented
home, we apply these percentages or rates to the numbers of
elderly residents in each of these tenure groups:

In owned homes:
5,349

x 045
241

In rented homes:
4,644
x 07

325

Overall, r ,an, 241 + 325 = 566
houz,ing units or

566 = 57/0
9,993

H-150-80. Tabie E-2 Selected Structural
Characteristics by Deficiencies: 1980

(Numbers in thousands Data based on sample, see text,
for minimum base for derived figures (percent, median, etc )

and meaning of symbols, see text)

Inside SIVISA'e

In Central
Cities

Roof

2 6,1

No Signs of Water Leakage 2,788
)

Don't 114-4-.,.4i 30

Not Reported 16

No Signs of Water Leakage 2,883
476

Don't Know 304

Not Reportild 13

of all units in winch eitiN.ly persons reside u. Santa Barbara
are likely tc have mis physica deficiency

If it is desirable to exprEsss this as a proportion of all oc-
cupied housing units In Santa Barbara, we refer back to Tahle
3 6 where we estimated that Ser`a Barbara has 13.532 owner
occuied units and 18,977 renter occupied units Therefore,

All Units, Owners: Rbided:

566 = 1 7% 241 = 1 8% 325 = 1.7%
32,509 13,532 18,977

8I.;
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Appendix L
Wheeling: Sample Calculations

The sample calculations used in Wheeling to estimate the
number of housing units containing an elderly person and
ttose units with select deficiencies See page 34 for further
explanation

Estimating the Number of Housing Units that Contain Elderly
Residents

Source Census HC80-1-B50 Census PC80-1-850

Elderly Occupied
Housing Units-5.363

Total Possible Housing Units
containing elderly residents =

Elderly Other
Relatives
Non-relatives

5.363
+ 734
6 097

340
94

734

Data Source. Census HC30-1-850

Housing Leits with householder or spouse 6': it older

Elderly owner- occupied units
Elderly rentel-occupied units
Elderly total units

= 3 173
= 2.190
= 5.,',3

3,173/5,363 59 2% of all units ha.e head Jf household 65
or older

Wheeling total owner-occupied unit:. = 9,935
Wheeling total renter-occupied units = 7,166

Total owner occupied units = 9.935
Elderly ow ter occupied units = ;3,173
Universe of "others" e'62

Total renter-occupied units = 7,166
Elderly renter-occupied units = 2,190
Universe of "others" = 4.976

4,976
+6 762

11,738 Total units where
elderly is not head
of household (HH)

6,762/11,738 = 57 6% of remaining 'telly nye in owned
homes where they are not h, ad of household

4,976/11,738 = 42 4% of remaining elderly live in rented
homes where they are not head of household

734 x 0 576 = 422 8 elderly in owned hernes where they
are not head o; household

734 x 0 424 = 311 2 elderly in rented homes where they
are not head of household

Owners Renters Total

Elderly headed households 3.173 2,190 5,363

Other Elderly 423 311 734

Total 3.596 2,501 6,097

Owners 3.596/6.097 = 58 9%

Renters. 2 501/6,097 = 41 0%

Estimating tie Number of Housing Units with Selected Defi-
ciencies that Contain an Elderly Resident

The second step of the process was relatively easy to work
through as well Once the sources were identified, the process
required simply applying the previously iaveloped calculation
to the appropriate "indicator of need."

Following the process outlined in the guidebook, the Cr,,, of
Wheeling did apply the smallest geographic level of data avail-
able which was, in most instances, the Annual Housing
Survey (National) for the Southern Region in which West
Virginia is located. However, since West Virginia, and Wheel-
ing in particular, is located in the extreme northern part of the
Southern Region as designated by the Bureau of Census, the
data aggregated for the North Central Region would probably
have been rnore resentative for the City

The following are two example, of the application of the
calculation developed in step one to a specific housing charac-
teristic "indicator of need", thereby identifying the proportion
of elderly exhibiting that characteristic The first example uses
data available at the city level The second example utilizes
data 'ai!able only n a much larger geigraphic basis

Example 1
Lacks complete or private plumbing

Data iurceCensus of Housing (HC80-1-8 50 Mole 74)

Characteristics of housin units with householder or spouse
years and over lackir., complete plumbing for exclusive

_se in Wheeling-91, SO

91/5.363 = 017 x 3,595 = 61 1% Owner occupied
61 1/6,097 = I 0% Owner occupied

91/5,'i63 = 017 x 2,501 = 42 5% Renter occupied
42 5/6.097 = 71% Renter occupied

Dimension and Measure percentage
of elderly

number of
elderly

Owner Renter Owner Renter

1 Physically Inadequate
Housing

(1) Lacks complete
private plumbing 1 0 71 61 43

Since available punted data provided us with t he number of
elderly within tne City of Wheeling experiencing this dimension
of need, the process of determining the actual number and
pe centage living in renter-occupied and owner-occupied units
required only one calculation The results, therefore, are fairly
reliable

80 8 ,,



Example 2

Leaking roof

Data SourceAHS National Part B Table D-2 "Selective
Structural Charactelstics by Deficiencies" (Southern
Region)

Tota! Owner-Occupied Units
Total Rental Occupied Units
Owner occupied Units with Signs of Leakage
Renter-occupied Units with Signs of Leakage

184,000

3,662,000

277,000

3.325.000

3.662.000
3,325,000

184 000
277.000

5% of all owner occupia, units
have a leal,..ig roof

8 3% of all renter-occupied
units have a leaking roof

Applying these percentages to the numbers cf elderly resi-
dents ;n eacn of these tenure groups previously calculated, we
find

hi owned homes

3597 x =180
In rented homes

2501 x 083 = 208

Dimension and Measure percentage number of
of elderly elderly

Owner Renter Owner Renter

1 Physically Inadequate
Housing

(1) Leaking roof 05 083 180 208

Estimating tho Number of Elderiy Occupied Units with Physical Deficiencies in Your City
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Appendix WI
Appkability of Ns-thods of Needs Assessments

Methods

Conclusion
Types

Type 1
Population
description

Survey of
Elderly

Respondents

Secondary
Data
Use

Key
Informant

Group Proct s,/
Public Meetings

Service Use
or Request

Statistics

Type 2
Description of
problems of
th, target
population

Type 3
Description of
ava !able
service,

APPLICABLE

Can provide

information
that may not
be available
from other
sources

APPLIC ABLE

Can be used to
produce a
description of
problems if proper
question are
included

LIMITED
APPLICABILITY

APPLICABLE

Very useful for
population
description

LIMITED
APPLICABILITY

Synthetic estimation
can be used to
determine the types
and extent of
problems of the
target population if
the agency has the
capability to carry
out

NOT APPLICABLE

Can be used t Note service use
collect inform; and-or request
on respondents statistics are
current or pas; use of considered
services Not suitable 'parately
for comprehensive
description of
available services

Type 4
Determination LIMITED
01 unmet need APPLICABILITY

Type 5
Priority
determination

Can provide part of
raw material for
supply demand
match, it question
are asked concerning
needs for which no
help is available,
method has some
applicability

SOMc
APPLICABILITY

To he applicable
questions seeking the
respondents' priority
rankings must be
asked

NOT GENERALLY
APPLICABLE

synthetic estimation
might be possible
a few agencies

NOT /MI( ABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

Other methods more
suited to quantified
description of the
population

SOME
APPLICABILITY

Experience of key
informants leads to
an understanding of
the problems of the
target population

NOT APPLICABLE

LIMITED
APPLICABILITY

Sample skewed L
nature of met;is.:4 but
crucial issues may be
brought to ligb-

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

No new
understandings of
problems can he
derived from review
of previous solutions

LIMITED
APPLICABILITY NOT APPLICABLE APPLICABLE

Available services
may be listed but not
quantified Not
efficient

APPLICABLE

Key informants will
have formed
ludgments based on
experience
concerning unmet
service needs

Ar.,L !CABLE

Key informants'
pn ority rankings are
based on experience
and contact with
persons Ir lire
coma

Inefficient inaccurate
approach to
intormation about
existino services

LIMITED
APPLICABILITY

rucial unmet needs
may be brought to
light but unwieldy for
this purpose

LIMI TED
APPLIC"BILITY

If participants are
carefully chosen,
group process may
be usefu' for priority
setting

Necessary for
quantification of
services

APPLICABLE

Can provide
indication of
insufficient supply of
services if request
statistics are used
Can provide raw
material for supply
demand match

NOT APPLICABLE

Note 'Applicable' indicates that the method provides a useful approach to the outcome, Some Applicability' indicates that themethod may be useful in certain circumstances, 'Limited Applicability" indicates that in certain circumstances some usefulinformation nay be generated, and Not Generally Applicable' indicates that the method may he useful in certain rare

Source. Lareau Leslie, S , Ph D , "Needs. Assessment of the Elderly Conclusions and Methodological Approaches," The Gerontologist. 1984, p 518
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Appendix N
Montgomeiy County: Computer Needs Assessment

This computerized needs assessment methodology was de-
veloped by SMANT, Inc. a consulting firm located in Mont-
gomery County, Maryland. The computer model was devel-
oped based upon data obtained through a General Accounting
Office (GAO) study of the elderly in Cleveland.

The overall conclusion of the GAO study was that functional
status, service needs, and the impact of services can all be
objectively defined and measured. An analysis of the GAO
study revealed a "relationship" between an older people's
demographic/socioeconomic characteristics and their functional
status, and a comparably strong relationship between func-
tional status and service needs. There was also reasonable
evidence that service provision L family and friends could be
associated with demographic characteristics and functional
status.

This model uses a series of computations, based on the
age, race and sex data/projections of the older population in a
specified geograhic area (i.e. planning areas) and forecasts the
functional impairment and services reeds of the population.
The methodology is as follows:

The elderly population within the geographic area are class-
ified into sixteen "functional status groups." Members of
each group share similar social resources, economic re-
sources, mental health, phy::Ical health, and the ability to
perform the activities of dai y living. These 16 class groups
are divided into three categories' those with little or no im-
pairment, those who are modera',ely impaired, and those
who are extremely impaired
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The number of elderly in each group who need or would
use certain services is determined, including the number
who would receive some of these services from family or
friends.

The total amount of service needed, and the amount of
service likely to be provided by family and friends is com-
puted for each group by multiplying the number of persons
needing services by the average amount of services a
memhqr of that group would typically receive.

The iiet amount of service needed by each group that must
come from "formal" service providers is determined by
subtracting the estimate of informal service provision from
the estimated total service need.

75 AND OVER BLACK FEMALE
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The computer model provided an impairment profile for each
of the eight demographic cohorts using sixteen different levels
of impairment, generally categorized as: little or no impairment
(combinations of 1-7 impairments); moderate (8-12); or severe
(13-16)

Once generated, the distribution was applied to the actual
numbers within a particular cOort aving in a particular geo-
graphic area, i e census tract The Montgomery County appli-
cation was made by planning district (the sample printout in-
dicates the level of functional impairment for one of the plan-
ning districts, i e , Wieaton)

Havirig calculated the gap betweer assistance needed and
estimates of informal services provided by friends and relatives,
the computer modei was also able to project the amount and
types of support services needed
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Appendix 0
inventory of Local Housing Alternatives in Dayton

Type Definition/Level of Care r'iirrent Capar-ity Monthly Costs/Eligibility

Independent A pegson living alone or with spouse
Living within own home or apartment

Subsidized
Housing

Home
Matching

Shared
Housing

Congregate
Housing

Living with
Relatives

Apartments for those who can live
independently where the rent is subsi
chzed by the federal go).ernment

Housing arrangement in which a home
owner voluntarily takes in ene or more
Persons (young or old) in order to meet
income n,!eds take care of -bores combat
isolation Matches 3'e usually set up by a
organization c agency

A hous ng arrangement for a group
of independent persons who pool
resources and share some commonly
space May or may not involve the
hiring of a maaager cook or nrher
suppo aye help

A housing arrangement operated by
a proprietary or non profit agency
for older independent adults wt ,re
at least meal service is provided
Other services may ir,clude transpor
tation laundry etc

A living arrangement where at least
a semi independent older adult lives
with relatives with 5.rvices and
care provided by a family member
Degree of care varies greatly from
housekeeping to latermediate and
skilled care depending on ru 1 and
Support ve family s ability fir
pro', de care

Not Applicable

4 786 units
waiting list' nenerally but
some locations have
vacancies

No program currently exists
in Montgomery County though
a Kettering group is consider
ing sdonsoring one

Some private arrangements
probably exist but are
unknown

F' Leonard s Cenor
1100 rooms)

Washin"
172 rooms)

Schulze Share A-Home
i8 rooms'

WIrnington
(214 proposed)

Admiral Benbow )11,,t,1
4144 proposedl

84

t apple able

Not ",pplicable

El gibility based on income
families ($908/month)
single elderly persons
(S796rmonth)
Usually tenant pays no more
than 3000 of income fo7' rent

Not Available

Rent<, cc negotiated by
interested parties

Units range from $300 750
Eider ly not denied due to
low income

Units range from
S700 L70

$510

$100) eat

$600 800 est

Older adult may be able
to rec eive supportivc
soi at and health services
from loc al provide,-



Type Oefinition/Level of Care Current Capacity Monthly Costs/Eligibility

Foster
Care

Sheltered
Group
Housing/
Boarding
Home

Rest Home!
Custodial
Care

Nursing
Home

Total
Living
Communities

A living arrangement where an adult
or adult- (5 or less) live with a no^-
relative in a family setting The oioer
adult usually has an impairment that
limits his or her ability to lead an
independent life Most foster homes care
for one or two adults (due to zoning)

A facility where a group (6 or more
of semi independent adults live a

community-based setting Usually
some level of care is provided to the
older adult who suffers from a mental
or physical impairment

A facility that provide., services to E or
more individuals who are dependent on
ihr services of others by reason of
physical or mental impairment but who
do not need skilled or intermediate care

A ..f ,ff hilt provides nterrnedit,,
Jr ,1, skilled nuri,iiriq r are ti 3 or //1,,ro

prr,,onS

A far ilI that prOvIde,-, A rArige of how)
,"10 jr k; support sPO.r«,,, to r7),)et thr
r)(4)(1,, of inciepen(1)O! seep indopPodorlt
'no rioppodwIt (r1(

ir,termed,,ite Ind sF died ( art'l ()IN.') An

011ovvr)n.fil 'iou,r))(1 of
Adrp;,0,1 ft, rw)r)thly hArgo,,

Catholic Social Services
(26 homes)

Mental Health agencies
r53 homes)

Veterans Administration
(5 homes proposed)

Eastway Mental Health
Center (11 homes)

Private boarding homes
(number unknown)

Widow k, Home
(48 beds)

Parkview Manor
114 beds)

County Homo
(80 beds)

Awn.", 13')O1

f3i'thany Llthfq,irl V '1,1,)P

residerlisi

f oendship Villagt"
1i1'+l residentst

Maria Joseph Living
Center

,397 ruci,aent,a

$300 ,..3yment to caregiver

Limiterl to elderly with
mental health problt is
5225-600 payment to
caregiver

Limited to veterans
5300-500 payment to
caregiver

Limited to elderly with
mental health problems,
:5235 payment to caregivers

Monthly costs vary

5350

5650

Available only to low income
resident s own income used in
nartial support of 5900 monthly
cost

C, ',1, range from $900 1 950

59000- 65 000
endowment plus
$190 1 959/month

523 000 64 000
endowment plus 5490
630/rncltn
$2 000 entrance lee
(may be waived for non

lg cart. levels)
pi,.. sii) 1 890/month

Source. Report of the Mayor's Task Force 0.: wv,oing Alternatives for the Elderly, City of Dayton Ohio, Septemb, 1984, p 8-9
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Appendix P
inecklist for developing Policy Options f,r Shelter

1. Forming a Broad-Based Community Problem-Solving
Partnership
Who are the key public, private, and ccrnmundy actors in-
volved in issues of housing?

How have business groups (board of realtors, savings and
loans, property insurers) been involved in discussions
about housing for the elderly?

How do state and local planning, taxation, building, and
code enforcement agencies relate to these issues?

Which community organizabuns (neighborhood groups,
tenants' organizations, homeowners associations, etc )
have a vested interest in housing?

Does some sort of organized housing coalition exist in the
community, or can a new one be organized to focus on
shelter needs of the elderly?

2. Diagitsing the Problem

What kinds of difficulties are faced by elderly homeowners
and tenants?

What is the current state of the local housing market:
average costs? vacancy rates? interest rates? extent of
abandonment?

What kinds of supportive, nonrnstitutional housing alter-
natives exist for the elderly?

What external factors are influencing the local housing
market. economic ditions, interest rates, declines in
subsidy programs?

What local factors are influencing the local housing market
demand for housing, constraints on new housing develip-
ment, age and condition of housing, changing
demographics?

What are the current government housing programs and
policies relating to older persons?

What are current private sector practices and policps re-
garding housing f-r the elderly?

3. leadifying Potential Polity Options

1).at uses of local governance powers could help address
the problem (tax policy changes, code reform, zoning in-
itiatives, regulatory protections)?

How do private sector policies relate to the problem (lend-
ing practices of "iatili.s, the practices of realtors and in-
surers, the inve';tr, .s of corpora' pris, and union pension
funds)?

What oppork :ties exist for community involvement and
volunteerism in resolving elderly shelter needs?

How can the elderly themselves, through self-help and
mutual support, be involved in the problem-solving
process?

What kinds of inc., ,rives (e.g., tax, zoning) could state and
local governments provide or what barriers (e g., regula-
tory, a:'nninistrative) could they remove to encourage
greater private and community involvement?

What advocacy anc supportive roles could the aoing net-
work play with respect to other local actors?

4. Negotiating Action Agreements

What are the expected impacts (costs and benefits) of the
various policy options being considered?

What are the implementation considerations (timing, ob-
stacles, legality, special approvals) involved with each
option?

What ale the political considerations involving local elected
officials and the local financial and real estate community?

Is there a consensus among the participants about the pre-
ferred options? ran there be trade-offs or coinpromises
among the participants? How can government encourage
changes in banking and realty practices?

Is the negotiated agreement clear and understooa by al!
parties? Are ,oles well-defined? Objectives established?
Commitments secure? Schedules agreed to

5. Implementing Action Agreements

What vehicle will be used for implementing the
agreements?

What assurance is there that the ac cements will be carried
out?

What responsibility cues each partner in the agreement
(the local government, banks community groups) have for
implementation?

What measures (e g number of new housing units, per-
centage of elderly placed) will be used to determine if the
approach is working?

Who will monitor and report on the progress cf the agree-
ment to see that it is realized?

What mechanism will be use to keep the lines of com-
munication open among partners during the implementation
of the agreement?

What is the contingency plan if the initiative fails or goes
awry?

Source' SRI International with the National Association of Counties and the United States Conference of Mayors, Rediscovering
Governances: Using Policy Options to Address the Needs of Older Americans, July 1983 p M-92.
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Contacts For Community Planning for
Elderly Housing

To assist you with developing a community planning
strategy for elderly housing you may wish to develop a list of
contacts for key community agencies. These individuals who
represent various perspectives, knowledge and skills may be
helpful with researching background information and data, as
well as provide guidance and/or membership c' a locally

established task force, or housing coalition.

Each community will need to identify the relevant individuals
and agencies which best suits your community needs based
on The role, authority and resources of key government and
community agencies as well eq your local community situations
`or planning and developing elderly housing The following is a
_ iggested list of the types of cross-cutting agencies which you

iht want to consider to be represented.

City Government Officials (such as. the Mayor's office,
city council, city manager, city aging office, housing depart-

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

ment, human services, planning, community developnent,
health. park and recreation, police and fire, etc.)

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

PHONE
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Other public officials (such as: planning commission,
zoning board, housing authority, economic development
agency, county government, surrounding cities and towns,

council of governments, key state government agency, kby
federal regional office, etc.)

NAME. NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME _ NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS ___

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE _____ _ TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE ___ PHONE

NAME _ _____ _ NAME

TI1 LE TITLE

ADDRESS ______ ADDRESS

PHONE ___ PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE __ PHONE
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Community Agencies (such as: the Area Agency on
Aging, United Way, community trusts, human services
planning agencies, council of churches, associations for
realtors and home builders, developers, representatives of

business and finance, community colleges and universities,
hospitals, cooperative extensions, social service agencies,
neighborhood associations, unions, media, foundations,
social and fraternal organizations. etc.)

NAME NAME

TITLE Tli LE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONF

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE _ _ PHONE _ _

NAME _ NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME _ _ NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ___ ADDRESS

PHONE _ PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE __________ TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE
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Senior Citizens Representatives (such as: the local
chapter of the American Association of Retired Persons
and other nJional /state aging organizations, local aging
commission or council on aging, senior centers, aging

advisory councils, aging advocacy organizations, senior
clubs, tenants associations, senior volunteers agencies,
etc.)

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLr TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE

NAME NAME

TITLE TITLE

ADDRESS ADDRESS

PHONE PHONE
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Elderly Housing Project
National Advisory Panel

Bridgeport
Dr. Ruth M. Gonchar, Director
Department of Human Resources Development

Steve Sasala, Planning Director
Office of Development Administration

New Orleans
Alvertha Bratton-Penny, Director
Planning and Community Services

Mary Hadley, Deputy Director
Human Resources Policy and Planning

Dr. Monica Lett, Housing Director
Housing and Community Development

Santa Barbara
Harriet Miller, Chairperson
Housing Authority

Don Olson, Housing Specialist
community Development Department

Wheeling
Wayne Barte
City Manager

Paul T McIntyre, Director
Department of Development

PF 3857(1186) .012626

Administration on Aging
Norm Weiss
Division of Research and Demonstration

Department of Housing and Ur Lan Development (HUD)

Drew Allbritten
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

Mary Ann Gomez
Elderly Housing Specialist

Deborah Greenstein
Office of Policy Development

The Urban Institute
Dr Raymond Struyk
Center for Housing and Community Development Research

Dr. Sandra Newman
Center for Housing and Community Development Research

National Community Development Association (NCDA)

Joan Crigger
USCM Director for Housing. and liaison to NCDA

US Conference of Mayors (USCM)
Larry McNickle
Director for Aging Programs

Ex-officio members
The Honorable Robert Buhai, Mayor of Highland Park.

Chairperson, US Conference of Mayors
Subcommittee on Aging

Paulette Fried. Coordinator of Elderly Programs
Housing Opportunities Commission
Montgomery County, Maryland

Edward Henry, Senior Housing Planner
Urban Redevelopment Authority
City of Pittsburgh

Reprinted in cooperation with the
American Association of Retired Persons
Program Department, Consumer Affairs Section

Copies of this publication may be obtained by writing to

AARP
Consumer Affairs Section

1909 K Street, N W
Washington, D C 20049

U S Conference of Mayors
1620 Eye Street, NW

Washington, DC 20006
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United States
Conference of Mayors
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